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Programme of Events

May 2014 to April 2015

Summer Programme – Tuesday Evening 7pm Nature Walks 2014
6 May
Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits Local Nature Reserve opening
13 May
Barden and Strid Wood
20 May
Eccup – Round Reservoir Walk
27 May
Washburn – Lindley Wood
3 June
Climate Change Trail – Myddleton Grange
10 June
Timble Ings – Owls, Nightjars (& Midges!)
17 June
Otley Wetland Nature Reserve

Steve Parkes
Lynn Loader
David Smith
Peter Riley
John Anderson
Ken and Pat Limb
Nevil Bowland

Winter Programme 2014-2015 Tuesdays starting 7.30pm. Christchurch, The Grove, Ilkley
9 Sept
Malham Tarn – the Changing Nature of a Dales Estate
Dr Robin Sutton
23 Sept
British Owls – A Close-up Look at the Lives of all our Owls
Peter Smith
14 Oct
Farming and Nature – What Your Taxes Pay For
Steve Peel
Our Man in Havana – Cuba and its Wildlife
Denis O’Connor
28 Oct
The History and Natural History of The Dales
Prof Terry O’Connor
11 Nov
A Moth Trapper Year
Dr Charles Fletcher
25 Nov
The John Muir Trail – A Lake Called Wanda
Alan Schofield
9 Dec
Northumberland Through the Seasons
Tim Melling
13 Jan
Brazilian Odyssey – Habitats and Wildlife of Brazil
Peter and Barbara Murphy
27 Jan
More Wildlife, Wild Places
John Gardner
10 Feb
Yorkshire Wildlife Trust and its Reserves
Ros Lilley
African Memories
David Alred
24 Feb
Conserving Nature in The Dales – Could We Do Better?
Peter Welsh
10 Mar
Recorders’ Evening
24 Mar
AGM. Three Small Gems of South India –
A Natural History and Cultural Tour
Shaun Radcliffe
Botany Section Outings 2014 (Thursdays)
24 April
Leathley to Riverside (NF)
8 May
Otley, Gallows Hill NR (CH)
22 May
Bolton Abbey Estate Survey (RL)
29 May
Wycoller (JW)
5 June
Addingham to Smallbanks (NV)
19 June
Conistone, Scot Gate Lane (HB)
3 July
Arncliffe area (NV)
17 July
Grass Wood (BB)
7 Aug
John O’Gaunt’s Reservoir (HB)

Summer Visits 2014
24 June (Tues) Dragonflies at Timble
28 June (Sat) Coach Outing — Brockholes
15 July (Tues) Rodley Nature Reserve
24 July (Thurs) Butterflies at Stainburn
26 July (Sat) Otley Wetland Nature Reserve
Fungus Foray
5 Oct (Sun) Swinsty Moor (Cancelled due to
lack of fungi)
Winter Coach Outing
25 October- Potteric Carr

Birding Days 2014
26 April (Sat) North Cave (RF)
1 May (Thurs) Washburn Valley walk (EC)
10 May (Sat) Yockenthwaite to Cray Gill (B&DP)
12 June (Thurs) Leighton Moss RSPB (P&KL)
28 June (Sat) Tophill Low (DS)
13 Sept (Sat) Blacktoft Sands and North Cave
11 Oct (Sat)
Old Moor RSPB (RF)
15 Nov (Sat) Saltholm RSPB (P&KL)
6 Dec (Sat)
Eccup Circular Walk (DS)

Coffee/Social Morning 2014
8 Nov (Sat)
10am to 12 noon, Clarke Foley Centre, Ilkley
Winter Walk round Fewston Reservoir
3 Jan (Sat) 2015
With Peter and Anne Riley
Annual Dinner
19 Mar 2015 (Thurs)

Microscope Evenings Clarke Foley Centre
First Tuesday of each month from October to
March, 7.30pm.
(John Hobson).
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At Otley Golf Club
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Foreword
How delightful it is to be able to reflect on another
year of relatively clement weather through the
spring and summer seasons with all the
advantages for our wildlife that this should
produce. First indications are that flowers, birds,
moths and butterflies have all benefited through
their breeding seasons which, especially given the
worrying national medium to long term trends, is
a welcome piece of positive news.
Similarly our Society appears to have had
another prosperous year with good attendances at
events and many positive comments and
commitment from our members. The main worry I
have is that our membership is in decline from its
peak of 2011 – for many years we have bucked
the trend of declining membership almost across
the board for societies, clubs etc. such as ours but
it may be that this is catching up with us at last.
Whatever the reason this disturbs me as one of our
strengths arises out of our high membership
numbers and the financial advantages associated
with this. If you have any views on this please do
share them with me. In a similar vein please help
us by urging interested friends to join – we do
have a lot of ‘sleeping’ members who appear to
support us perhaps because they just like what we
do or perhaps because of our commitment to
helping local wildlife – whatever the reason we
are most grateful and the more the merrier. The
main message I want to convey however is the
need to at least maintain, and preferably enhance,
both our active and passive membership and your
help to achieve that objective would be really
appreciated.
Notwithstanding the above there are many
positives to report. The Summer Programme
events were, by and large, extremely well
supported with the Tuesday Evening walks
retaining their popularity. Likewise the Special
Visits were popular although the Coach Trip to
Brockholes (near Preston) was an unfortunate
exception. The Botanists were as active as ever
and the Society remain very grateful for their
commitment and dedication. The ‘Birders’ were
also busy as usual and delivered a varied
programme of visits to suit a wide variety of
tastes. The early and late Winter Programmes
were again well supported with our own
members’ presentations being especially popular
as always. The Microscope Evenings served up
the usual varied programme and the attendances

demonstrated that, whilst this might be a minority
interest, there is a core of people who much enjoy
this aspect of wildlife study. The Special Events
of the Coffee Morning and the Annual Dinner
were well patronised – the Members’ response to
the former was superb with a significant amount
of money being raised for our conservation effort.
The website has been a focus of attention this
year with David Brear finally calling time after
many conscientious and very effective years at the
helm – we are most grateful to him. We were
fortunate to quickly find a new Webmaster, Tim
Howson, who, among a number of other
initiatives, has redesigned the site to make it more
interactive. Do please visit the website and make
good use of it and let Tim have any feedback.
Whilst on the computing theme we now have
email addresses for the majority of members and
we are increasingly using this form of
communication to circulate routine and other
relevant information, such as a cancelled event,
thereby saving hundreds of pounds in postage
every year. If you have an email address that you
have not yet passed on, do please send it to us – I
promise you will not be overwhelmed.
As ever I must make special mention of our
Recorders who do such a superb job in sorting and
presenting our records not just for us to mull over
but also for posterity. Our back-catalogue of
Reviews going back to 1946 is a wonderful
record. I would like to make special mention of
David Howson, our Butterfly Recorder, who is
finally retiring in March 2015 after fifteen years’
magnificent service. The report in this Review
will therefore be his last. David’s reports set a
very high standard and his liaison with all those
submitting records has been exemplary. The
Society is indebted to him.
The Society is also grateful to my wife, Anne,
who has relinquished the post of Summer
Programme Secretary after ten years and to Harry
Ferraby who has audited our books for the last
nine years. We are most grateful to them both.
Anne will however continue to assist David
Leather with the preparation of this Review.
Regarding Reviews, this is the time to also refer
to an ongoing project, which commenced in 2014,
to digitise all our Reviews back to 1946. We
currently have three full sets of Reviews but this
project will ensure their ongoing security and
availability to our successors into the future.
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As mentioned above the clement spring and
summer do seem to have given our wildlife
something of a respite but the long term trends
cannot be overlooked. Various studies are now
coming through confirming the extent of the
declines such as the recent worldwide survey
suggesting we’ve lost half of the world’s
vertebrate numbers in the last forty years. There is
also the ‘State of Nature’ report which came out
confirming significant downward trends in the UK
for a high proportion of our wildlife. I have
undertaken regular walking routes in the
Washburn Valley for many years and these leave
me in no doubt that, with regard to birds at least,
these trends are being replicated locally. In these
circumstances I continue to firmly believe we
must continue to try to do what we can, however
little, to make a difference in Wharfedale by
giving financial support to local projects in
accordance with the second of our Society
Objectives. With this in mind I am very grateful to
those members who make a donation in addition

to their membership fee as this clearly means we
have more money to disperse to worthwhile
conservation causes as well as ensuring that all the
Reserves where we have a direct involvement do
not want for lack of financial support.
As usual I must take this opportunity to thank
each and every one of you for your continuing
support for the Society in whatever capacity that
might be. Apart from the above-mentioned
Recorders special thanks must go to all Society
Officers and the Committee members for their
commitment to the cause, as well as those
individual members who run events and/or
contribute their time to ensure we continue to
make our mark. Last but not least thanks to David
Leather for all his work in editing and compiling
this Review.
For my part I feel proud and privileged to
continue to represent the Society as your President
– thank you for your support.
Peter

  
Yorkshire Whales
Unsurprisingly, whales have not been recorded in the WNS area in 2014. Most of us would think we have to
go a very long way to see these fantastic creatures, perhaps to New Zealand, Vancouver, Boston or, at least,
to Scotland’s west coast (and then a healthy dose of optimism is needed if setting out on a whale watching
trip). But what about closer to home?
In calm weather in September 2014, 12 of us waited in Whitby harbour to board the 17m motor sailor
‘Specksioneer’, ignoring those mocking the advertising for whale watching trips because ‘everybody knows’
that there are no whales in Yorkshire. Research had told us, however, that herring shoals pass the Yorkshire
coast in late summer, as part of their annual movement within the North Sea, and that whales follow that
food source, so we were optimistic.
We set out, hoping to see minke whales and possibly other
cetaceans, but very quickly we feared the worst, as the skipper
on our afternoon trip excitedly recounted the close encounter
they had had that morning with a pod of white beaked
dolphins... typical of our luck to have missed such a highlight.
Heading away from the town and out to sea, a couple of
sightings of harbour porpoise kept us all focused on the water
in anticipation of greater things, but time passed with only
guillemots and gulls for company.
Then, in the distance, the sight of a couple of minke whales
surfacing got our hopes up. This was a brief encounter,
however, and soon the excitement ebbed. The skipper radioed fishermen further out, who reported no signs
of whales, but plenty of seals and gannets feeding on herring.
Off we headed, hoping that the whales would be following the fish, and sailed into an experience which we
could not have foreseen. Nine miles offshore, as we neared an enormous herring shoal, indicated by the
boat’s sonar, gannets were pouring from the sky all around us, and hundreds of seals floated about lazily, all
seeming to say ‘I couldn’t eat another thing’. Then, not far from the boat, a minke whale surfaced and dived,
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no doubt feeding, then another and another until around a
dozen were evident - yet still there was more to come.
In an amazing display of expertise borne of years as a
fisherman followed by many trips looking for whales, the
skipper looked out to the horizon in search of another
creature that had been reported in the area. A kilometre
away, he spotted the blow he was looking for, and set off
towards it.
For some time we saw nothing more, then not far from the
boat a juvenile humpback whale surfaced, and began lobtailing (tail slapping), which drew in even more gannets
hoping to pick off stunned herring.
Incredible views of a beautiful creature followed, and
others on the boat captured them on camera as shown here
(with thanks to Whitby Whale Watching for giving
permission to reproduce them for the WNS review).
We stayed out watching the humpback for some time,
keeping a distance from it until it approached the boat and
swam by, allowing us to see its white pectoral fins just
below the surface.
Exhilarated, we headed back to Whitby, and the only
disappointment of the day was that the sceptics weren’t
there when we returned with our incredible stories and
pictures of ‘Yorkshire’ whales.

Jeff Davitt

Stand up for Toads!
The common toad and our other amphibians are under massive pressure in today’s world, so anything that
we can do to help them is welcome. Where I live, there is an old road that the toads need to cross to get to
their traditional breeding lake. The road has been half remade, but the kerbs have been left very high, and in
addition there are 24 drain grids lining this particular stretch. The traffic is also fairly heavy, and so in recent
years I have been acting as a one-person toad lollipop lady during the breeding season.
This year’s operation began on 29 March, when I began to notice the
first squashed casualties. This spurred me to swing into action, and
after that, I patrolled every day, early in the morning and occasionally
on a sleepless night, picking up the toads which had been unable to
climb up the kerbs or been stranded on the gratings over the drains. I
also constructed little toad steps, made from pine cones and pieces of
bark, at intervals all along both sides of the road, to help them in my
absence. In previous years I had tried small piles of sticks, but I feared
they might damage the cars that dash up and down the road, so this
year’s low-tech natural option seemed better and much more
sustainable. Weirdly, during my preparations, I made thirteen piles of pine cones in the wood nearby one
day, ready to transfer to the roadside, and when I came back the next morning, they had all vanished, which
was completely inexplicable.
Occasionally a dog walker would wander over to ask what I was doing. One man enquired, ‘What do toads
do for us?’ which is a hard line of questioning: why should they do anything for us? They still deserve to be
allowed to live! At least this was progress from my earlier toad rescue contributions in Belgium, where one
day a man stood watching in puzzlement as we carried our buckets of toads across the road and then asked
me whether we were going to cook and eat them…
The average number of toads each day was between 10 and 20, some in amplexus, divided about equally
between the squashed and the living. The sight of them sitting exhausted and defeated at the foot of a tall
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kerb is upsetting, as they really cannot climb it. Once rescued and placed on the grass by the side of the road
or in the lake itself, they have a chance to continue the species for another year.
One rainy night I could not sleep and so I decided to go out for a couple of hours of toading. I counted over
120 singletons and 40 pairs. The next morning I was checking one of the piles of bark and it contained two
small newts, which looked very dead. I placed them carefully in my bag to identify when I got home. They
proved to be smooth newts, and on the kitchen table they suddenly came back to life, so I had to walk back
in the rain and replace them in their barky home. The same pile yielded newts on several subsequent
mornings.
After about two weeks, I was no longer seeing any evidence of toad activity, so I wound up my operation
for another year. I would like to hope that by next spring, the road will have been finished and the kerbs will
be lower, making their lives easier. But I will continue to watch out for these fascinating and much maligned
creatures. I hope, too, that other people will take up their cause.
Lynn Loader

400 Million Years of Clubmoss
The invasion of the land by plants
One of the biggest and most important evolutionary changes of life on earth was the invasion of the land by
plants. The movement to the land was essentially a change for plants from living in water to living in air. The
invasion began in a small way in tropical and equatorial wet habitats. Green algae, the first cells to have a
nucleus (not to be confused with the more primitive blue-green algae) included single cells, colonial and
branched filament ‘plant forms’. These appeared about 600 million years ago. Some of these were the first to
live out of water.
To adapt to life on land, plants made several revolutionary changes. Firstly, they developed woody cells
that could conduct water. These cells were strong and also helped the plant to stand upright, whereas in water
they were floppy and relied on the water to support them. Secondly, land plants developed stomata (gasexchange pores) – vital to all green plants – whereby they can take in carbon dioxide and give out oxygen.
Thirdly, plants living in air adapted by growing a waterproof and air-tight waxy ‘cuticle’ so that moisture
could be retained within the plant. And lastly, land plants acquired spores for reproduction.
The first spores, which enabled plants to propagate, and are characteristic of true land plants, appear as
microfossils about 470 million years ago (Middle Ordovician). Their tough cell walls and their large
numbers ensured that they were likely to become fossilised. Where there were spores there must have been
plants, though there is little fossil evidence of plants until many million years later.
412 million years ago – The Rhynie Chert
I have a piece of Rhynie Chert on my desk (pictured left), showing
the cross section of plant stems, one of which could be a clubmoss.
In 1914, some of the finest fossilised plants to be found anywhere
in the world were discovered near the small village of Rhynie in
Aberdeenshire. Lumps of the chert containing the fossils were first
found scattered in a ploughed field. They are now dated at 412
million years (very early Devonian time) and the fossils were in an
amazing state of preservation. The plants had grown by a hot spring,
rather like some in Yellowstone today, and become preserved by
being splashed with silica rich water entombing them in the flinty
A piece of Rhynie Chert showing
rock in all their fine detail.
round sections of plant stems.
The small primitive land plants, many just
twenty or thirty centimetres tall, grew as slender
stalks and branching stems no thicker than a pencil. Along with them were a few tiny
arthropods including a spider, and a centipede, and (illustrated right) a tiny shrimp (x8), a
mite (x50), and a springtail (x12).
Among the fossil plants in the chert was a clubmoss named Asteroxylon with spiky
leaves and spore cases in the leaf angles, superficially very similar to the lesser clubmoss –
Selaginella selaginoides – that grows today on the valley sides of Upper Wharfedale.
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Left: Reconstruction of the ancient Asteroxylon
from the Rhynie Chert.
Middle: Tip enlarged showing sporangia or
spore cases in the leaf angles
Right: Today’s Lesser Clubmoss with sporangia
in the leaf angles (photographed in Orkney)

340 million years ago – A Carboniferous Clubmoss
To move forward 72 million years to the wet equatorial climate of the Lower Carboniferous, plants had
evolved more rapidly than ever before and some had grown to an enormous size. They had no flowers as
there were no still no pollinating insects, but their microscopic spores blew like the finest dust in the wind.
I collected this fossil plant (photo left) on the Wharfedale Naturalists botany outing to
Tarn Moor near Kirkby Stephen in June 2013. It was in a small roadside quarry and
comes from the Ashfell Sandstone Formation near the base of the Carboniferous
Limestone. The botanists were particularly interested in this unusual specimen. It
shows a small leafy stem with sharply pointed angular leaves arranged around the stem
in overlapping vertical rows. There are no sporangia (spore cases) present.
I was looking through some of my books on fossil plants and came across a very
similar fossil from the carboniferous limestone in Wales The specimen featured is
named Archaeosigillaria. It shows the same leafy shoot tips and looks very much like
that from Tarn Moor. The two are very close to the same age and we can be safe to call
our clubmoss Archaeosigillaria sp.
340 million years ago is still early in the Carboniferous and this specimen may have
been a small plant along with fern-like plants on the forest floor among a larger flora of
clubmosses and horsetails. In the millstone grit and coal measure times these became
dominant when they grew in size to tall trees 30 or 40 m high, making up a large
proportion of the swamp forests. On the other hand my specimen may have been from
the highest branches of a large clubmoss like Lepidodendron or Sigillaria, still under
Fossil clubmoss
the same name of Archaeosigillaria.
from Thorn Moor
near Kirkby
Stephen,
Archaeosigillaria

Today’s clubmosses
To leap forward to the present day, in Britain we
have about seven or eight species of clubmoss, though I have only seen
three or four of them. I have already mentioned the lesser clubmoss.
The just as small fir clubmoss also grows higher up the Dales, but it
was in Scotland we saw lots of stag’s horn clubmoss. The clubmosses
are all rather small with a superficial resemblance to moss. The ‘club’
part of the name refers to the fruiting shoot, more obvious on some
species, like the stag’s horn clubmoss. Although lesser clubmoss shows
a close resemblance to the ancient Asteroxylon, the term ‘living fossil’
is not very appropriate as their DNA has evolved through all of that
Stag’s Horn Clubmoss (Lycopodium
time. But the clubmosses have certainly survived the many mass
extinctions in the last 400 million years, the great mass extinction of clavatum), photographed on the A9
250 million years ago that wiped out 90% of all species, and the roadside in the Scottish Highlands
extinction that annihilated the dinosaurs 65 million years ago. They are, as Richard Fortey would put it,
survivors!
David Leather
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A Buzz in the Shopping Trolley
I was in Booths supermarket, sorting through the packs of vine tomatoes to find the nicest one when I
became aware of a buzzing sound. There, under the cellophane covering the choicest pack was an upset
bumblebee trying to get out!
What to do? Well obviously I would have to buy that pack and then release the bumblebee. I put it in my
trolley and continued with the rest of my shopping. Then a thought occurred to me. How had it got into the
pack in the first place? I remembered that bumblebees are used commercially in the pollination of many
crops, particularly tomatoes in glasshouses! If it was a commercially reared bumblebee, it was almost
certainly not a native, but probably a subspecies of Bombus terrestris. It might be carrying all sorts of
diseases that it could pass on to my garden bumblebees, or it might interbreed. Oh dear! I would still have to
take it home, but only to destroy. From brave rescuer, I now saw my role as executioner.
Now, those cellophane wrappers have small holes, too small I thought for a bumblebee, but when I next
looked in the trolley, there was my bee crawling over my handbag! I hadn’t the heart to squash it there and
then (and it was obviously a female and might sting) so I hastily made my way towards the entrance.
Panicking slightly now, I spied bunches of flowers in the doorway, quickly offered the bee a tissue onto
which it climbed, and I transferred it to the flowers to let it take its chance!
I still think the right thing would probably have been to destroy it as a presumed alien, but I lost the
opportunity. What would you have done…..?
Anne Riley

Couldn’t tell his Ragwort from his Elbow!
When we retired and came to Ilkley, we didn’t know how much time we would have left. It turned out to be
18 years (and counting). So, the next question was, ‘What shall we do now?’ Picking up an old pursuit, we
joined ‘the Nats’, but we did more than that.
Our son John, who then lived just around the corner, had two dogs which needed daily exercise, a terrier
cross and a lurcher. And where better than just off our doorstep, in Middleton Woods? On our daily walk I
used to take a pocket dictaphone with me to write my life story. It has gone on for near 100 pages now, and
is a useful memory-jogger for me when I need to quarry bits of my past, and remind myself of things that
happened long ago.
I soon realized that although I had studied plants sporadically for fifty years, I was dead-ignorant about
science in general, and that mattered. ‘So I enrolled as a student in the Open University’s first-year degree
course in ‘Understanding Science’. I had to study about 20 hours a week for the whole year, in 10 ‘blocks’,
including scientific notation, astronomy, the Eocene, haploids and zygotes, the periodic table, enthalpy,
coenzymes and plate tectonics etc, ‘the lot’. That’s sixteen years ago now, but I still retain bits of it – just
don’t quiz me on them, thank you!
At the end of the year we all had to attend a residential course for a week. I chose to do mine at HerriotWatt University, in Edinburgh. During the week, the 30 of us had a field-day at South Queensferry on the
Firth of Forth, where we studied algal growth relative to tidal range, etc., etc. The great find of the day was
made by our geology lecturer, who had been there before, but who had never previously noticed, above
present-day high-tide level, fossil stromatolites! As you probably know, stromatolites are clumps of bacteria,
looking like a cross between a cauliflower and a rock. They can date back 3.5 billion years, and are thought
to be responsible for all the oxygen there is, or has ever been, in our atmosphere, so that if they had never
existed there would never have been any life on earth, or probably in the entire universe. Seeing them here
in Britain was a totally heart-stopping moment.
Dorothy and I were lucky enough one year to go flower-searching in Western Australia, and there in Shark
Bay we found some stromatolites again, this time alive and well, and as happy as the day was long,
photosynthesising oxygen.
I had one other heart-stopping moment that day in Queensferry. After a picnic lunch we all walked a bit
further down-stream through some scrub to a salt-marsh, to study dune-formation. On the way, some of the
group, who had picked up that I was interested in plants, drew my attention to one that had attracted them.
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‘What’s this lovely plant?’ they asked.
‘Oh,’ I replied, ‘that’s ragwort’.
‘Wonderful!’ they said. ‘And what’s this one?’
‘Ah, that’s Rosebay Willowherb’.
They had all lived for forty or fifty years without ever having
been aware of common plants like those! As a lad I would collect
armfuls of rosebay from the railway-bank near our house. Maybe
my fellow-students were too young even to have seen pictures of
rosebay on bomb-sites, during the blitz in World War two.
If we don’t have some idea of what is growing or going on
around us, we are taking a risk. Plants are important to us, and for us. Without them there’d be nothing for
us, and all the animals, to eat (and don’t forget the birds and the bees either). Where would we be then? We
wouldn’t be here or (in fact) anywhere. ‘No plants – no animals – no life on Earth!’ as Sir David
Attenborough said. Our Earth would be like Mars – nice enough to look at, but nobody there to do the
looking!
People have been interested in plants for as long as there has been ‘life on Earth’. We’ve given them all
names (and squabbled about those). We’ve eaten them, made clothes and medicines out of them, built
ourselves houses to live in out of them. They are utterly vital to life for us. So don’t let’s kill them off, as
we are doing!
I can’t now field-botanise like I used to. But for me the magic of plants remains. Last summer, Dorothy
and I went for a week to Iceland, for the first time. High points? Finding an orchid that never grows here,
and an alpine catchfly campion that you and I shall never find here. So, go to Iceland, marvel at it and enjoy
it. (But mind the volcanoes!)
Mike Atkinson

Birds Do Have Brains
Delayed at a big international airport between flights, we decided to spend time at the first floor cafe next to
the guard rails so we had a good view of everything going on below. My companion munched on a sandwich
while I settle for fruit. Within minutes one of the resident sparrows came hopping along the wooden rail
looking for titbits. Every airport seems to harbour sparrows, I presume they fly in
by accident, decide it’s not a bad place to hang out and decide to stay. As soon as
he spotted bits of my apple that by now had been laid out in readiness, the little
bird did the last few hops in record time and tucked in. The fruit was a welcome
change from bread crumbs and he obviously enjoyed it. Then he hopped away as
sparrows do when feeding, but took flight and crossed to the other side of the
huge interior of the airport. A minute or two later back he flew accompanied by
his mate. It had to be the same sparrow because he headed straight for our table
and looked for the fruit, as did the female, almost as if she knew there was
something special waiting.
So the puzzle is, how did the bird-brain sparrow manage to communicate to his mate that it was worth
following him, and why would he want to share his spoils anyway? Most birds guard food and are reluctant
to share.
Pam Braithwaite

The Tissue Moth Project
Last year I wrote about our introduction to mothing, and some of the fun and interesting things that we have
encountered. Towards the end I mentioned about the Tissue moth and how we were put in touch with a local
caver, David Hodgson, who has been doing extensive research for over 10 years now on this species, as one
cave in Littondale shows spectacular numbers each year, whereas others only turn up a few.
As last year was an exceptional year, with over 400 Tissues at the main cave, Paul Millard managed to
obtain a licence from Natural England to take a few moths to try and breed from them. The idea of this was
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to then mark and release any offspring at various points in Littondale and Wharfedale, and wait and see if
any turned up at any of the caves in the autumn.
Paul went with David Hodgson in spring and took six female Tissues from the main cave. These had
already been mated, as they mate during their stay in the cave. Indeed we have seen them mating even in the
autumn, not long after their arrival in the cave. Paul then took the six home and put them in moth cages in his
dark garage. He went out and picked a variety of plant leaves to put in with the adults, as it is not really
known what the caterpillars will eat, although we had been told purging buckthorn, or alder-buckthorn would
both be suitable. By 19th April 2014 they started to lay eggs. Great news.
However the moths were only laying on purging buckthorn, of which Paul only had a small amount, and
once hatched they refused to eat anything else. (Paul tried alder-buckthorn, blackthorn, hawthorn, birdcherry, spindle, hazel, lime, currant, and elm). This resulted in the entire first batch of caterpillars dying.
Lesson 1 learnt. Fortunately Paul had discovered that he could delay the egg laying by keeping the adults in
the dark. Once he brought them into the light and sprayed them with water they started to lay, so using this
method he had eggs laid at various different times.
So it was then that one of the botanists, Bruce Brown, came to the rescue by telling Paul the location of
more purging buckthorn trees, so batches two and three were then very happy, and eating well. It then
became a daily job to feed them fresh leaves and clean away munched stalks and poo, as well as checking
that they all look healthy. Jennifer also helped Paul in this job. From these two batches, 90 viable pupas were
obtained.
By 19th June adults were starting to
emerge, which was much earlier than
expected. Was this due to the artificial
rearing? We don’t know for sure. Paul
asked me about possible release sites,
which we discussed and then Paul sent a
list to David Hodgson for his advice too. A
linear and evenly spaced set of release
sites was agreed upon as follows. 1, Grass
Wood, 2, Kilnsey, 3, High Wind Bank, 4,
Hawkswick Wood, 5, Scoska Wood, 6,
Litton, and for each release site a different
coloured marker would be used. To mark
them Paul had to anaesthetise each moth in
a small container containing ethyl acetate,
then carefully remove a few scales from
each wing. Where the scales had been
removed he used special coloured pens, developed for use by beekeepers, to mark each moth. On 21 st June
the first marked moths were released, five each at High Wind Bank, and Hawkswick Wood. This was a
really exciting moment for all of us who have been involved with this project, as we didn’t even know when
we first looked into the idea if it would even be possible to get them to breed at all.
Eventually a total of 88 moths were released at all 6 sites, an extraordinary effort by Paul, as each moth
took approximately 10 minutes to anaesthetise and mark.
And then we waited. Would any turn up in a cave? On 16th July we received a message from David
Hodgson. Tissues had started to turn up in the main cave, and there were three with white spots!! We were
thrilled. On 26th July there were four with white spots, even better.
However these were the control moths, released very close to the main
cave, so we had hoped that at least some of these would make it. Then
on 1st August, which is around the time that Tissues normally start to
arrive in the caves David Hodgson saw just two with white spots, but
also one with blue spots. Result!! This moth had travelled 7km to reach
the cave. We had proven that they would fly some distance to reach the
cave. We were all so excited about this.
On 17th August David and I visited the main cave, and we saw three
with white spots, and the one with blue spots, out of a total of 100
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Tissues seen in the cave. We were so chuffed to see all the Tissues, but especially the marked ones.
By 15th October there were 165 Tissues, but only one marked white was seen. There was evidence that the
bats which also use the cave to overwinter had been eating the moths, which they do every year.
So to conclude, the project was a success in many ways.
1. We found out a lot about breeding them in captivity.
2. We know that they will only feed on purging buckthorn, and this could help with future conservation
as we know to plant this species for them in suitable woods.
3. We know that they will fly at least 7km to a suitable cave to overwinter.
Well done Paul, an amazing effort, and so exciting and interesting to discover what we have. But there is still
so much that we don’t know, but that is one of the joys of nature!!
Nyree Fearnley

Bombus monticola – The Bilberry Bumblebee
Considered one of the UK’s scarcer bumblebees, B. monticola is declining. It’s a bumblebee of high altitudes
(‘monticola’ means mountaineer) and is particularly associated with bilberry, one of its favourite pollen
sources. It was formerly widespread in Britain, except for the South East, but is now mostly to be found in
the north and west in upland moorland habitats, but it has been recorded at lower levels. Although strongly
associated with bilberry-clad moorland, it also appears to need grassland to survive – not really surprising
since bilberry isn’t in flower all through the spring and summer!
Queen B. monticola emerge from hibernation in April and start looking for a suitable nest site which may
be under vegetation and occasionally just under the soil surface. Once this is located, nearby soft dry
materials such as grass and moss are gathered into a ball and used to insulate the nest. The queen makes a
chamber inside this material with a single entrance. She secretes wax from her abdomen and forms it into a
pot which she fills with nectar and next to it a wax covered lump of pollen (almost exclusively from flowers
of Bilberry or clover) inside which she lays around 8-16 eggs.
The queen incubates her eggs and after a few days these hatch and the larvae begin feeding on the pollen
which must be replenished by the queen as they grow. After a couple of weeks the larvae spin a cocoon and
pupate and two more weeks after this, hatch into the first all-female ‘worker’ bumblebees. Some of these will
stay behind to help rear the next batch of workers but most will leave the nest and forage to bring back pollen
and nectar for the nest workers and developing young. These workers can be seen from May onwards
visiting flowers of bilberry but also sallow, bramble, raspberry, bell heather and legumes such as clover and
bird’s-foot trefoil.
This cycle continues until around June when the queen switches from worker production to that of males
and new queens. These emerge from the nest to be seen between about July and October. The young queens
feed purposefully on pollen and nectar in order to build-up fat reserves. Around this time they also set about
looking for a mate, and after mating, aim to find a suitable hibernation spot which is usually some loose soil
in which they can burrow and form a small chamber in which to overwinter, living off the fat reserves they
have laid down. What remains of the colony, i.e. workers, males and the old queen, expire from exhaustion.
The cycle begins again the following spring.
The main causes of the observed quite rapid decline in B. monticola are thought to be a combination of
habitat loss and degradation as a result of development or under/over management, as well as possibly
effects of climate change, both of which reduce or eliminate the flowering plants it needs to complete its lifecycle, in this case, bilberry and legumes such as clover and bird’s-foot trefoil.
Given this background, I’m happy to report that Bombus monticola seems to be doing quite well in our
area, and I have seen it quite often in recent years at Bolton Abbey, Burley Moor, Sun Lane – and even in
Jenny Dixon’s Ilkley garden!
In 2014, my first sighting was on 18th April on Burley Moor while looking for Green Hairstreak. This
would be a newly emerged queen. On 9th June, I saw two small workers feeding on bird’s-foot trefoil at Sun
Lane. The 24th June was the WNS Dragonfly Day at Timble. The weather was miserable, and dragonflies
were few, so imagine my surprise when I found a bedraggled B. monticola on the main track! She wasn’t
inclined to fly, and I took several photos. I hope she survived.
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The real treat came on 7th August in our front garden. I couldn’t believe
my eyes when I saw this beautiful bumblebee with a huge red bottom and
a yellow thoracic stripe feeding on field scabious. It was too large and the
wrong shape to be a male red-tail, and I could see the pollen baskets – it
was definitely a B. monticola, and a queen at that. She would be feeding
up before finding a place on the moor to hibernate. She stayed for a good
ten minutes, so you can imagine how many photos I took! Having fed
well, I hope she founds a successful colony in 2015.
Anne Riley

Serendipitous Encounters
All that way to Littondale,
expecting to see Sand Martins –
but I was too early,
they hadn’t arrived.
There was only a single Wheatear
waiting for a mate.
Three weeks later,
walking not birding,
in a different location,
a strange scratchy warbling
out of the blue,
proved to be two small birds
querulously, or amorously,
fluttering together in mid-air.
Then one flew off,
but the other landed on a post,
handy for my camera:
black cheek, white stripe over eye,
orange flush on breast –
a male migrant wheatear.
Were they rivals,
or a potential pair?
But I was on a walk,
and had to keep going –
no time to linger.
… Thanks for the picture.

Photo Linda Lee

Linda Lee
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Archie Rides Again
Last year I wrote about Archie, our black and white blackbird.
He’d been the dominant blackbird in our garden since his
arrival in October 2009, but in June last year he was ousted by a
rival, and we only saw him occasionally through the late
summer.
However, I shouldn’t have underestimated him! By February
he was back in charge, a black and white missile chasing off allcomers.
From mid-April, he was singing loudly, seemingly from dawn
to dusk – surely his mate was on eggs? Then on 29th April I
spotted him with a beakful of small worms – Archie was a
father again! It wasn’t until nearly the end of May that I actually
saw him feeding a well-grown youngster on the lawn. Through
June he was singing from his current favourite perch on the roof when he wasn’t busy collecting worms. On
7th July, he was feeding a very speckly youngster – had he had a second brood?
He was certainly working very hard, and by now he must be over 5 years old – indeed by mid-July he was
looking decidedly tatty. At the end of July he disappeared for a while, only to return in August looking more
handsome than ever.
Increasingly we saw him in the front rather than the back, and he was the first bird we saw on our return
from holiday on 20th September. Through October he seemed to spend more time across the road than with
us – we were quite hurt! But in November he seems to have returned, albeit to the front. Will he be able to
hold a territory again next year? Will it be the back garden or the front – or will he desert us for what must
surely be an inferior territory elsewhere?
Anne Riley
Archie May 2014

Another Year in Llangollen
Snowdrops were early, primroses out under the oak tree in February. There were far too many feral pigeons
eating the seed in the feeders so saw fewer small birds.
Long tailed tits and a green woodpecker were seen in the
garden. When I was out in the garden I also saw
blackbirds and magpies. Went out to lunch for my 101st
birthday and enjoyed seeing cyclamen under the oak tree
avenue – not native but I had seen them wild in Italy
beneath the olive trees.
The area had a visitation of very large spiders – even in
my bed. I had never seen them so large before.
I saw cabbage white, small tortoiseshell and red admiral
butterflies and a hover fly (black narrow body with
yellow stripes). I also saw this on a TV programme.
I was taken out on a road towards the east where the
hedges were thick with foliage and saw a wild rose with large flat flowers, identified as the hedge rose I
found in the west previously.
There have been no acorns on the tree this year so have seen fewer squirrels though they are still about!
It was a still hot summer; a mild autumn but snow on Boxing Day covered the hills.
I appreciate news of the society sent by my friends. I wish you all well.
Dorothy Marjoram
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Society Activities
Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits Nature Reserve – Review of 2014
Local Nature Reserve. After our declaration as a Local Nature Reserve we were delighted to have our
official opening on 6 May. The Lord Mayor of Bradford did the honours with over 50 people attending,
including a good turnout of WNS members and representatives from nine other groups who have an active
interest in the reserve. The birds however stole the show, the warblers providing tuneful interludes during the
speeches, while a pair of oystercatchers in full cry had other ideas. During the walk around the reserve, just
as I pointed out that the bench was a good spot for kingfishers, one performed a fly past right on cue – that’s
what I call working with nature!
Appreciation of the wildlife value of the site. The declaration and opening were a key step in helping us
achieve our objectives to communicate with local interested groups and individuals an appreciation of the
wildlife value of the site. This was supported further by Bradford Council who funded our new notice board
which helps visitors understand the site and what wildlife can be seen through the year. We hosted a bat walk
by the West Yorkshire Bat Group and I was asked to give a presentation on the Reserve and WNS to Ilkley
Civic Society.
Website. Tim Howson, a long-time member of our monthly working parties and PC/internet expert has done
a fantastic job in creating a website for us from scratch. It’s easy to update and has some excellent photos
taken by Mark Hockey. Please do take a look at www.benrhydding-naturereserve.org. Tim has subsequently
done a great job with the WNS website.
Otter sightings. Personal highlights of 2014 were my first otter sightings at the reserve. During evening bird
watching visits in late May, I had the privilege of seeing a large dog otter twice within the space of a week.
On the second occasion, I saw what I took to be a small black cat lying on the fallen trunk of the large crack
willow that lies across the river. My mind really played tricks on me as the ‘black cat’ rose up and stretched
out increasing in size to morph into a ‘black panther’ before slipping effortlessly into the water and
disappearing from view. It was only in the last split second that I realised it was an otter. I have met a
number of people who have seen mink and have convinced themselves they have seen otter, but never
anyone who has confused an otter with a panther!
Great year for butterflies. 2014 demonstrated that with a good summer we have a great site for butterflies.
25 species have been recorded since 1948 and of those 21 were seen this
year, including a female common blue and a marbled white – the first seen
for 22 years! It was another excellent year for our colony of white-letter
hairstreaks that were seen feeding on thistle and bramble below their wych
elm host. For the even more elusive purple hairstreaks, we had to make do
with distant sightings as they danced around the tops of one of the oaks.
Plant highlights. On the plant front, southern marsh orchid continued their
year on year increase since 2008 with well over 150 flowering spikes.
Ragged robin also had another good year and the display of pink and white
musk mallow was the best I can remember.
Ilkley Anglers. We continue to work closely with the anglers – the marsh fern on their site is doing well and
they have done a lot of work on balsam clearance. We hope to support them in removing more yellow waterlily which covers over 70% of their lagoon. Their massive root structures have crowded out the bulrush bed
which has shrunk dramatically in recent years. Reinstating the bed will give more cover to the little grebe
which I don’t believe have bred there recently. We are also working with the anglers and Bradford Council
on adding some signage at the road-side entrance.
Work groups. The control of Himalayan balsam remained a key summer focus for our work groups, with
winter work on thinning out the hawthorns. Brambles put on a lot of growth and the brush-cutter proves
invaluable in cutting them back. Don’t forget if you would like to join one of work groups – usually the 2nd
Saturday of the month, or would like a tour of the reserve please don’t hesitate to give me a call on 01535
647220 or email me at parkes.steve@hotmail.co.uk
Steve Parkes
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Sun Lane Annual Report – 2014
What an excellent wildlife year we have enjoyed at Sun Lane! The overall mild weather and early damp
through to late spring provided excellent conditions for wildflowers and insects in particular making for a
wonderful summer of nature watching.
Flowers. The botanical display throughout the growing season was especially impressive. The white
deadnettle and hedgerow cranesbill at the entrance seemed both to be in flower throughout the spring,
summer and autumn. The white clover bounced back after several very poor years while red clover went
from strength to strength and now covers significant areas of the Reserve. Common bird’s-foot-trefoil has
spread over much of the main site although it has been much reduced where it was originally most profuse,
probably because of competition as the site ‘matures’ – it’s hard to imagine now that the main body of the
Reserve was stripped completely bare in the mid-1990s at the time of its reclamation.
Orchids had a good year virtually everywhere in the UK and Sun Lane was no exception. Common spotted
orchid numbers were a record at c1500 blooms from a low of only 60 in 2008 while southern marsh orchids
were up from 11 in 2008 to some 330 in 2014. Another highlight was the sight of devil’s-bit-scabious which
benefited hugely from the early damp to produce a stunning show in high summer and on through
September. It is now spreading from its stronghold on the western side of the Reserve and is appearing in
many different areas where it is hoped it will continue to thrive.
Amphibians. Frogs and toads both bred on the site again although the evidence would suggest that there is a
reduction in numbers compared with a decade ago. Newts continue to be present and presumably breeding
although concrete evidence is hard to come by.
Mammals. The Mammal situation on the Reserve may be summed up by one word – rabbits! Despite some
evidence of myxomatosis they continue to do exceptionally well. No cull was organised this year but the
flowers still seemed to be extraordinarily plentiful so maybe their impact is not too severe. There have been
no records of deer for a long time which, given their profusion in the area, may seem strange. This might be
due to the presence of dogs, of which there are plenty, given the Reserve does have its fair share of local dog
walkers, some more considerate than others. Bank voles are often to be found under the corrugated iron
sheets placed around the Reserve.
Butterflies. Butterflies had a good year on the Reserve although a few species were understandably down in
numbers compared to 2013 with its gorgeous July and August. This applied to all the ‘whites’ although
numbers were still good compared to most years prior to 2013. The ‘vanessids’ also mirrored this trend
though two late summer counts of nine red admiral was a record. Small skipper had an excellent year
although large skipper are barely hanging on with counts of just one on several visits. Meadow brown and
ringlet are both doing well and speckled wood had a decent year after a number
of poor years. Nonetheless it is important to remember that speckled wood were
effectively non-existent in the area at the start of the last decade so their presence
in good numbers at Sun Lane and elsewhere is a remarkable invasion in so short
a time.
About the only big disappointment on the Reserve since management began in
2003 has been the inexorable decline in the common blue butterfly – from a peak
of 70 in 2003 some recent years have produced no more than an odd one. This
partly mirrors a major national decline for this beautiful species. It was very
encouraging therefore to see a few late summer common blue counts of three or four including a female
hopefully there to lay eggs for a 2015 emergence!
Moths. Moth trapping has taken place at Sun Lane since 2004 but really took off in 2012 when a plug
socket was installed in the tool store so that the trap could be left on overnight, relatively secure behind the
compound fence. The total of macro species has now therefore significantly increased to 256 including local
rarities such as the large wainscot and the barred hook-tip. The need to go down to the Reserve early in the
morning (after setting the trap the night before) is no hardship with the incentive of wondering what has been
caught and, in spring and early summer, the wonderful bird song and lovely views.
Dragonflies. Sun Lane has never been a stronghold for the larger dragonflies although brown hawker and
southern hawker were occasionally present in high summer and beyond. The highlight as usual was the large
number of common blue and azure damselflies mainly around the Lagoon area where they seem to breed
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prolifically. Common emerald damselfly was also present but large red seem to have disappeared from the
site for the moment although they were never prolific.
Birds. The tree sparrows had an excellent year utilising both the nest boxes and the bat boxes! The latter is
really surprising especially given the sparrows have to squeeze into the box through the narrow slit on the
rear underside of the box which should ensure the box is exclusively reserved for bats! A total of 76 eggs
were laid and some 56 fledged. Bearing in mind these birds were not present when we started work on the
site in 2003 this represents a most impressive revival which, to some degree, is slowly being replicated
throughout our area. Bullfinch maintained a strong presence as did all the usual passerines such as chaffinch,
blackcap, robin, siskin, goldfinch etc. Noteworthy events included a lesser whitethroat singing continuously
on an early May morning – but this was the only time it was seen or heard – and also a cuckoo singing loudly
around the Paddock area of the Reserve in early July. Nonetheless, compared with ten years ago there are
concerns about the apparent loss of breeding birds such as grey partridge and reed bunting – Sun Lane
cannot be immune from the general declines in bird populations that we are all aware of.
Work parties. This report must conclude with a huge thank you to all the volunteers and other supporters
without whom we would not have a functioning nature reserve. The end is said to justify the means and there
is no doubt this applies at Sun Lane where the spring and summer show in particular reflect so favourably on
all those involved for their hard work and commitment.
Peter Riley

Visit To Brockholes Nature Reserve – 28th June 2014
(A great day for the young fledglings!)
Brockholes is a relatively new nature reserve run by the Lancashire Wildlife Trust with about 250 acres of
woodland, grassland and wetlands, created within the last six years or so in a previous gravel quarrying area
by the River Ribble very close to the junction of the M6 and the A59.
This was the first visit by 30 members of the Nats and took place on a grey day with temperatures at 1517°C, thankfully without rain despite the high humidity although we did have light rain coming and going in
the coach.
The very special and most enjoyable part (for me at any rate!)
of the day was seeing an excellent range of birds and their
young.
 great crested grebes – one family with two and another
with three young.
 coots, avocets, oyster catchers, redshanks, mallards,
goosanders and tufted ducks with young in varying
numbers.
We saw about 35 different species of birds including, in particular, a kingfisher constantly ‘patrolling’
along the river, blackcaps, whitethroat, ringed plovers, lapwings, snipe, reed bunting, swallows and sand
martins. Overhead we saw two raptors – kestrel and sparrrowhawk.
In the ponds and lakes we saw plenty of baby frogs and some members saw mating sticklebacks while a
number of fish were jumping in the river and herons were around the ponds.
Unfortunately the day wasn’t really warm or bright enough for butterflies but the following were seen: a
narrow-bordered 5 spot burnet, a 6 spot burnet, ringlets and meadow brown plus shaded broad-bar moth.
Some members saw a large number of peacock caterpillars waiting to change into butterflies in the near
future.
On the floral side we much admired the vast swathes of purple loosestrife and ox-eye daisies especially on
the island in ‘Number One Pit’. They really were quite magnificent. Elsewhere we saw many early summer
species including orchids close to the woodland and yellow rattle in the meadowland near the river. We
found the hospitality and facilities to be of a very high standard with pleasant and friendly staff. This ‘young
reserve’ will only improve with time and it was agreed by most, if not all, that it was a well worthwhile and
enjoyable visit.
Let’s go again in a couple of years!
Jim Pierce
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Visit to Rodley Nature Reserve, 15th July 2014
Visiting Rodley Nature Reserve is a unique and inspiring experience. It is approached via a small swivelling
bridge which crosses the Leeds-Liverpool canal. The site is a former Yorkshire Water sewage treatment
plant and covers about 75 acres on a bend of the River Aire which sweeps around the reserve on three sides.
There is a small centre including wildlife displays and a café. It is open to the public on Wednesdays,
Saturdays and Sundays.
We are met by our hosts, WNS members Peter and Barbara Murphy, long time Rodley stalwarts. The day
begins cloudy but fair, attracting 22 WNS members. The reserve is managed to provide a wide mosaic of
habitats: grassland managed as meadows of various types, an area of willow coppice and water bodies of
various sizes from small ponds to lagoons and reed beds.
Setting off we cross a path cut through a hay-meadow managed under English Nature’s Environmental
Stewardship scheme. This is rich in a variety of wild flowers including purple heads of black knapweed
(Centaurea nigra) punctuated with grass flowers including the nodding heads of quaking grass (Briza
media). The grasses are kept low by the parasitic action of yellow rattle (Rhinanthus minor) leaving space for
the flowering plants to flourish.
A walk along the entrance track and then left leads us to a path between the willow coppice and the lagoon
and duck marsh. The edge of the coppice provides an excellent habitat for small birds. Using the hides we
were able to watch reed warbler (Acrocephalus palustris) and reed bunting (Emberiza hortulana) attracted
by their calls from the reeds. The reflections of purple-loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) coloured the still
waters of the lagoon as we watched little grebe (Tachybaptus ruficollis) emerge only to disappear seconds
later – usually just as the binoculars are focussed on them!
Bird habitats have been significantly improved by providing superbly designed floating nest islands for
little terns (Sterna albifrons). The islands have curved sides which prevent predation by American mink
(Mustela vison) a local predator controlled on the site by a licensed volunteer. Unfortunately the young terns
still managed to drown, becoming trapped in a thick algal bloom that carpeted the lagoon surface. Better luck
next year.
Another successful project we saw is a sand martin (Riparia riparia) bank, built in situ using concrete by
volunteers working in appalling winter conditions. Their hard work has paid off since the
artificial nesting site was used this year by 70 nesting pairs. It is hoped to attract swifts
(Apus apus) to a high-tech tower nesting site which emits calls to attract birds twice a day.
To our left we pass a large field which is planted to provide a feast of seeds for flocks of
overwintering birds.
We walk to the fish pass. Barbara explains that this is part of a major land-fill funded
infrastructure project on the River Aire costing around half a million pounds. The pass is
monitored by researchers from York University who have found that it is already well
used by tagged fish. The overspill forms a lovely rocky curving stream – haunt of grey wagtail (Motacilla
cinerea) and dipper (Cinclus cinclus). Signs and sightings of otter (Lutra lutra) are regular in the area
adjacent to the pass.
We return to the centre to eat our sandwiches accompanied by tea, coffee and cakes from the café. Quite a
few members are captivated by the wildlife cards on sale. Those of us who are lucky enough to have seen
one of Peter Murphy’s presentations illustrated with Barbara’s excellent photographs were not surprised to
discover that she was the source of the pics on the cards. In the display area we see a fascinating tank full of
pond life but everyone is thrilled to see harvest mouse (Micromys minutus) and hear of the breeding success
this tiny nest-builder is having in the adjacent meadows.
In the afternoon we visit the ponds built to different specifications to encourage dragonfly breeding. We are
lucky enough to see azure damselfly (Coenagrion puella) flying in tandem in a large pond coloured by
brandy bottle, yellow water-lily (Nuphar lutea), fringed water-lily (Nymphoides peltata) and greater
spearwort (Ranunculus lingua). In the pond margin we spot the moth, small china mark (Cataclysta
lemnata).
We finish with a walk to view a new area of the reserve. As we approach we are treated to magnificent
views of a roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) as it bounds across adjacent farmland. A new pond has been
started – already well colonised by water plants, it attracts a broad-bodied chaser (Libellula depressa)
resplendent in a delicate shade of slate blue. We are able to marvel at this beautiful sight using binoculars.
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Leaving Peter and Barbara to walk round in the warm afternoon sunshine to lock-up, we thank them for a
fascinating insight into managing one of Leeds’ premier wildlife reserves. The group had an amazing day of
wildlife sightings.
Rodley: ‘A hidden beauty.’ as one visitor described it on Trip Advisor in July. If you haven’t visited this
reserve before I can thoroughly recommend it. For more information: www.rodleynaturereserve.org
Mike Clerk

Butterflies at Stainburn Forest – 24th July 2014
Twenty members met at Stainburn Forest for a sunny(!) butterfly outing.
There was quite a strong breeze blowing at 10am, so we set out along the forest edge hoping to find some
sheltered spots. (Butterflies don’t like wind!) We soon found several small skippers and green-veined whites
and a collection of four small heaths (photo left).
A large group of swallows twittered as they swooped overhead feeding up for
their migration to their winter quarters.
As we left the flowers and entered the forest for a short stretch, the butterflies
disappeared. However, we did see several brown hawkers (an unmistakeable
dragonfly with its brown body and bronzy wings) and also a blue dragonfly,
initially identified as a migrant hawker (although this would be an early record).
However, close examination of a photograph later showed it to be a common
hawker, which made much more sense.
Once out into the open and back on the main track, the flowers, (notably creeping thistle and knapweed)
reappeared and so did the butterflies. A bright orange butterfly was almost certainly a comma, and there were
a couple of peacocks. Meadow browns and ringlets (looking pretty faded) were also seen in reasonable
numbers. Further up the track we got a good view of a large skipper (distinguished from small skipper more
by the dark squares on the wings rather than size). A patch of creeping thistle had more than 10 small
tortoiseshells nectaring on it, making a lovely splash of colour. Then excitement as a male common blue flew
over the ditch, and moments later a female (and a third insect a little further on).
The target species for the day was gatekeeper – David Howson told us how Stainburn was once a good site
for this butterfly, but it now seemed to have disappeared. Just as we reached the home strait, there were two
gatekeepers on creeping thistle! By 12.30pm the temperature had reached 25ºC, so after a very enjoyable
morning, we decided to call it a day.
Anne Riley

Potteric Carr – 25th October 2014
On a truly beautiful, bright and sunny autumn day, a happy busload of Wharfedale Nats set off for Potteric
Carr. Those of us who had visited this YWT site before knew what a treat was in store, and those arriving for
the first time were excited to explore it.
My first port of call was the Willow Pool Hide, where the birds included pheasants, coal tits, great tits, blue
tits and chaffinches enjoying the feeders. The reserve is beautifully laid out and all the paths and hides are
very good, making for a pleasant circuit. Now and again I would meet another Nat and be tipped off about
what was on view where. Sadly, as usual, by the time I reached the hide where the kingfisher had been
observed, it was long gone. I am very much in agreement with young Charlie, the youngest person on our
bus, that the kingfisher is the best animal you can possibly hope to see, but the great thing about a nature
reserve is that there is always something else to catch your eye!
Potteric Carr is very far from being ‘just birds’. In the course of this
visit, members were lucky enough to spot common darters, squirrels and
roe deer and a stoat, and there were also plenty of highland cattle and rare
breeds of sheep on view, earning their keep by grazing to keep the reserve
in tip-top condition.
With the glorious autumn colours of the abundant berries and the turning
leaves, the reserve was a photographer’s delight. Birding highlights also
included marsh harrier, avocet and a gorgeous pintail. One member
Common Darter:
HF
reported enjoying watching a very determined great crested grebe trying
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to swallow a massive fish. There were large flocks of teal and lapwing strutting their glamorous stuff, and
several of us were fortunate enough to enjoy good sightings of a green woodpecker, a kestrel and a barn owl,
as well as the more common birds.
All too soon it was 4 o’clock and time to get back on the bus. Replete after our cakes and coffee at the
excellent on-site café, we settled in for the trip home. The general impression on the bus was that everyone
had greatly enjoyed the trip, thanks in no small measure to Michael’s good organisation and the comfortable
coach expertly driven by Kevin. Many people pleaded, ‘Can we come again next year?’, so it is very much to
be hoped that numbers will remain steady or even increase when the time comes to plan next year’s coach
outing.
Lynn Loader

Winter Walk round Fewston Reservoir – 3rd January 2015
This Fewston Reservoir morning circular walk has now become a regular feature of the Winter Programme
and 18 of us arrived to take advantage of the opportunity for some much-needed (in some cases at least)
fresh air. The weather looked distinctly ‘iffy’ being very grey, dull and cool but at least calm.
We set off walking clockwise from Swinsty Moor car park with the reservoir on our right. Like any such
WNS activity at this time of year the main focus was always going to be on the birds combined with some
pleasant socialising along the way. There was however very little bird activity initially but gradually the
birds started to show themselves with bullfinch, goosander, cormorant and mistle thrush all giving decent
views for at least some of us in addition to the commoner tits, etc. A small group of lapwing flew over to
land in an adjacent field – their characteristically ‘flappy’ flight leaving us in no doubt about their identity.
However activity remained low until we had approached the top end of the reservoir where the alder trees
demonstrated their value in providing winter food from their seed cones. No more than a handful of trees
were well populated by tens of siskin, plus the more elusive lesser redpoll and the more common goldfinch.
Long-tailed tits put in an appearance which put us on high alert for treecreeper, two of which duly appeared
showing well. Whatever the reason it is a simple fact that, through autumn and winter, a group of long-tailed
tits will invariably be accompanied by treecreeper – perhaps safety in numbers? We hung around for a while
to enjoy the feeding birds although by now some steady but light rain had arrived and the light was so poor
that it was difficult to see any colour on the birds. As we neared Blubberhouses car park a red kite and a
great spotted woodpecker put in welcome appearances to brighten the gloomy conditions.
For our return leg the rain tailed off and eventually stopped, producing a much brighter sky and enabling us
to enjoy the scenery a little more, looking across the calm reservoir to the surrounding hills and moors.
However after the earlier excitement, bird activity returned to a relatively low level despite the best efforts of
star spotter David Smith and others. Nuthatch was positively identified from its call although not much else.
A total of 29 species were seen which was reasonably respectable for this time of year plus, as always, this
was a nice opportunity to enjoy the company of WNS members with similar interests. No doubt we’ll be
aiming to do the same again next year.
Peter Riley
Microscope Group Report
The group meets on the first Tuesday of the month at 7.30pm in the Clark Foley
Centre, Ilkley, over the autumn and winter months. The group is organised by John
Hobson who puts together a programme, of external speakers and WNS members,
offering evenings on natural history with which they are familiar. The group was
pleased to welcome some new members this year.
The New Year began with the ever popular DIY evening, when members brought
along their own specimens to look at and share with the group. This is one of those
evenings that always produces surprises and something of interest including this
time a ‘bear hunt.’ The ‘bear’ in question is a water bear or tardigrade found in a
water sample.
In February John Chandler, an expert beekeeper and leading member of Harrogate Beekeepers Association,
explained the importance of pollen analysis to the quality and provenance of honey. The type of pollen
present in a honey sample can show the time of year a honey was made, for example, spring or summer, or
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the likely geographic area the bees foraged in, and hence the likely country of origin. Trading Standards had
called on John to investigate claims made on honey jars and he told several interesting anecdotes relating to
this detective work. We were then shown the technique for preparation of slides and were able to use his
equipment to make a slide of our own. He also brought slides with samples of different honey types for us to
view a range of pollen types – a most interesting and entertaining evening.
Insects was the theme for the March meeting. The group was asked to bring something along to share and
examine. Nicky brought along a dead moth she had found at home. Joyce was able to identify this specimen
as a common marbled carpet. The scale patterns and parts of the moth were then looked at using a
stereomicroscope. John provided some dead social wasp specimens which we were able to identify to species
by comparing their faces with a visual key. Some of the group used compound microscopes to look at
prepared slides of various insect body parts.
Freshwater life was examined in the April meeting with John providing a range of equipment for ‘catching’
the creatures as well as some pond water samples, including one from a bog near York’s Folly. He also
brought along his excellent range of Fresh Water Life I.D. guides. There was great excitement as members of
the group found something new in the sample tray and took it to examine under their microscopes.
The new season began in October with Mike and Joyce Clerk looking at fungi. The evening started with a
look at fungi collected that morning in Swinsty Moor Plantation. The specimens were identified from their
physical features such as taste, smell and colour. This was followed by an I.D. session based on lactarius –
the milk caps. The evening ended in preparing and staining a spore slide to look at the spore ornamentation
under high power. The stain used was a solution made with a readily available dental disclosing tablet, much
safer than some of the older fungal microscopy staining agents.
In November Bruce Brown and Carmen Horner prepared a session on identifying trees in winter. They had
collected and organised an amazing number of deciduous and evergreen twig samples. There was a crib sheet
to help use various keys and guides. The evening took the form of a light-hearted quiz to see how well we
could I.D. the collection with answers and explanations at the end – quite a challenge but great fun.
December’s meeting was presented by Robin Jakeways who showed us how to set up and get the best from
our microscopes. This is essential for the beginner and a necessary revision for the more experienced. Robin
had brought along prepared slides of diatoms, minute silicate organisms, which have detailed patterns on
them. These are excellent for checking the resolving power of microscopes and to see if we had a sharp
image in the viewfinder with Robin’s guidance.
Thanks to everyone who helped to organise and contributed to the meetings.
One feature of all the meetings is the serendipity introduced when you have a group of individuals with
eclectic interests and knowledge. You never know what specimens one of the group will bring along. If you
are interested in microscopy or would like to give it a go come along and sample the fun. You’ll be sure of a
warm welcome.
Mike Clerk

Obituary
Remembering Ruth Young – 60 years a Member
‘She was a real character’ was a frequent comment made by people when they
first heard of Ruth Young’s death. Her strength of character was derived from a
frugal upbringing on a small-holding in Langbar, underpinned by her deep
Christian faith and shaped by her long-years as a Methodist Local Preacher.
Ruth spoke like a preacher; she would declaim her opinions in a strong, loud
voice and prod the air with her right index finger to add emphasis. ‘Now,
listen’ would be the starting point of an oft-told tale or some trenchant
comments on the Methodist Church or the state of the country.
Ruth’s early childhood is sparse on detail. She was born on 4th May 1916 in
London, became orphaned when she was eight and entered the National
Children’s Home at New Barnet. She was put up for adoption and some
months later Ruth was told that she was to go up to Yorkshire where a childless
couple, ‘Mr and Mrs Young’, were very keen to have her as a daughter. Ruth,
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now aged nine, was brought up by train from London to Ilkley, where she was met by her prospective
parents. That first meeting must have come as something of a shock to Ruth. Her new parents were Young in
name but not in age. Edith Young was 55 and her husband, Robert, was no less than 72 years old. After the
introductions and the hand-over, the Youngs took Ruth to her new home at West View farm at the foot of
Beamsley Beacon.
At the end of that first summer, Ruth was enrolled at the Wesleyan School in Addingham. Getting to school
entailed a 3½ mile walk there and back. Seven miles a day might have put some people off walking for ever
after, but in Ruth’s case it became a lifetime’s habit and it encouraged her interest in the countryside and
natural history.
Ruth learnt a great deal at school – she claimed to have a photographic memory, but by her own admission
she was ‘a duffer at arithmetic’. She left school at 14 and for a few years helped her mother at home. Ruth
had other ambitions, however, and at the age of 20 she enrolled on a one year course at Wadsworth’s
Secretarial College in Keighley. Within months of starting the course, her father died suddenly (he was 83!)
and, with her mother in poor health, they had to give up the farm. She finished the course, and in 1937 Ruth
and her mother, moved into 44 St. John’s Road, Ben Rhydding. This would be Ruth’s home for the next 68
years.
Ruth had a series of jobs in Ilkley. One of her early jobs was on the counter at the Post Office but her
limitations at adding up meant that this was destined to be a short-term appointment. In due course she gave
up work and nursed her mother at home. Ruth did this with loving acceptance despite the hard work and the
broken nights for the final five years of her mother’s life. Her mother died in 1957 aged 87, and was buried
alongside her husband in Beamsley Chapel graveyard.
Ruth had an abiding love of nature, and her interest in flowers, in particular, became a lifelong hobby.
Through Mr and Mrs Marjoram, who were near neighbours in Ben Rhydding, Ruth became an early member
of the Naturalists, and she was soon involved in many of the Society’s activities, in particular the flower
forays led by Joan Duncan. Dorothy Marjoram (now aged over 101) told us of Ruth’s delight in finding a
buttercup with imperfect petals on one such foray! Joan Duncan became a firm friend and involved Ruth in
botanical surveys on Ilkley Moor and in Middleton Woods. Ruth’s favourite location, however, was Grass
Wood. Ruth joined the team of volunteer wardens, and greatly enjoyed their companionship. After the death
of Joan Duncan’s husband, Ruth went on several holidays with Joan, hunting out flowers in the glens of
Scotland and the mountains of Austria, together with other trips nearer to home.
In 2005 Ruth left St John’s Road and set up home in the Grove Abbeyfield, and this proved to be a great
help in maintaining her independence – she was very proud that she had managed her affairs right up to the
end. In recent years, however, failing strength meant that she couldn’t attend the Nat’s meetings or the fundraising events but she continued to send donations in lieu of her attendance. When one of us (AG) was
Syllabus Secretary of the Nats, Ruth would send an annual gift-token to thank her for all she did for the
Society – a thoughtful and generous gesture. Ruth retained her membership of the Nats up to her death; she
claimed to have been a member for over 60 years.
Although Ruth was essentially a humble person she had natural wit and a sharp mind and could hold her
own in conversation with anyone. She was, nevertheless, very respectful of qualifications and attainments.
She spoke in glowing terms about her neighbour, Sybil Swallow, (with whom she shared the care of a cat) as
she had a university degree and was ‘very, very clever, you know.’ Likewise she always introduced Joan
Duncan as ‘the botanist and author’. Joan said she was embarrassed by this deference, but maybe a little
pleased as well? Her friend and helper, Judy Dixon, was always introduced with the words, ‘She’s a doctor
you know’. Indeed, Ruth was rather proud of her connections.
Ruth died on 16th July at the age of 98. Her ashes have been added to her parent’s grave, but we can
visualise her at the pearly gates addressing St. Peter with the words: ‘Now, listen... do you realise two
professors and a doctor of divinity spoke at my funeral’. A real character indeed.
Mike Dixon and Audrey Gramshaw
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Records for 2014
Weather 2014
A Brocken Spectre is the enormous and magnified
shadow of an observer, cast upon the surface of a cloud
bank opposite the sun. It is named after the Brocken, a
peak in the Harz Mountains in Germany. This
photograph was taken by Nyree Fearnley on 12th
October 2014 when she and her husband David saw this
rare phenomenon from the Monk's Road above Arncliffe:
‘As we walked up the path we could see our shadows on
the fog at the other side of the valley (Darnbrook road
side), but just briefly we saw the full spectre.’

Summary of data:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Temperatures
Maximum Mininimum Highest Lowest
6.26
1.71
11
-3
7.11
2.96
11
-2
10.71
3.87
15
-4
11.67
6.33
21
0
16.39
8.48
23
-3
21.87
9.13
27
3
24.84
11.10
31
4
19.48
9.52
25
4
19.30
9.03
23
3
13.90
6.42
21
1
9.23
4.47
18
-3
6.35
2.00
11
-4

Average

13.93

Daily Max
15
14
14
8
12
8
12
24
13
21
15
15

6.25

Total RF

872mm

Weather Summary
Monthly Precipitation for 2014
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 Total rainfall for the year
was 872 mm which compares with
the base line (long term, 30-year
average) of 945mm. So rainfall
was below average.
 January and February were
very wet and August, too, when we
had a few very heavy rain days.
 All the other months were
drier than average except May
which was very slightly above
average.

Temperature
 As with last year the average temperature graph was pyramid shape with its apex being reached in
July, whilst in 2012 the graph had a much more frenzied appearance.
 The highest temperature recorded was 31°C in July for the past 2 years, but in 2012 the highest was
30 degrees in May.
 There were very few recordings of sub zero temperatures and no days where the daily temperature
didn’t climb above zero at some time.
 The coldest temperature recorded was on 24 March at -4°C (the daytime was 12°C). Not good for
tender new shoots! and certainly not the -3 recorded on May 3rd
 December had the most number of sub zero recordings (12) but also managed to record a minimum
temperature of 10°C on 3 occasions.

Average Monthly Max & Min
Temperature
Max

Min

24.84
21.87
19.4819.30
16.39
13.90
11.10
10.7111.67
9.52 9.03
9.23
8.48 9.13
7.11
6.42
6.35
6.33
6.26
4.47
3.87
2.96
2.00
1.71

This graph shows the average of
the maximum and minimum
temperatures (taken daily) for each
month of the year

Absolute Monthly Max & Min
Temperatures
Temperature Highest

21
11

11

-3

-2

23

Temperature Lowest

27

31
25

23

21

15

-4

18
11

0

3
-3

4

4

3

1

-3

-4

Here the highest and lowest
temperatures of each month are
recorded on the graph.

Peter and Sheila Bancroft, Weather Recorders
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Botany 2014
New Taxon Records
i) A Brand New Taxon!
For many years botanists have been visiting the woodland and limestone grassland in the Grassington area
for its rich flora. One group of plants that can be found there that has caused puzzlement and much
discussion is the small golden-flowered Cinquefoils, members of the Rose family, Rosaceae. One species,
Spring Cinquefoil (Potentilla tabernaemontani) is early-flowering and grows at low levels. Another species,
Alpine Cinquefoil (P. crantzii) is described as a mountain plant, and flowers later. Both are uncommon.
However, it is quite possible to find plants that do not quite fit the descriptions of either species. WNS
botanists had perhaps settled into the view that these intermediates were probably hybrids of the two species.
The publishing of a new book by P. Sell and G. Murrell, Flora of Great Britain & Ireland vol. 2 (including
the Rosaceae) occurred in December 2014. On thumbing through it, I was amazed to find a new species
described among the cinquefoils, namely Grassington Cinquefoil (P. cryeri). It is described as growing on
‘exposed knolls of Great Scar limestone at about 300m altitude in the Grassington area’. It is an endemic,
probably originating as a cross between Spring Cinquefoil and Alpine Cinquefoil. The species-type was
collected in 1906 by a Mr. G.C. Druce, and named for a York botanist, John Cryer, who lived from 1860 to
1926. It is a pseudogamous apomict – please do not ask me to explain that, but it means that it has become
genetically stable, fertile and distinct in its own right.
ii) Established British Taxa
Sometimes species can be very difficult to spot and identify without experience. One such species is Frog
Rush (Juncus ranarius). It is closely related to the much more familiar Toad Rush (J. bufonius), and is
probably often overlooked and mistaken for it. It is distinguished from it by being shorter, and by differences
of the flower parts and seed capsules.
Plants of Frog Rush have been recorded by Mike Wilcox scattered along the road edge in the Beamsley
Beacon area. MW says that plants seem to occur on roads without a curb, where it is damp and muddy or
sandy, with little competition. It can be a companion of Lesser Sea-spurrey (Spergularia marina) and
Reflexed Saltmarsh-grass (Puccinellia distans), both of which have a coastal origin and can tolerate a degree
of salinity, as it can.
iii) Recent Introductions
Fern-leaved Beggar-ticks (Bidens ferulifolia) – is a Mexican plant popular with
gardeners. A few plants of it have been found by BNB in a ginnel in Otley, selfseeded from nearby planters. The two bristles on each fruit have backwardspointing barbs, hence ‘beggar-ticks’.
A Filbert tree (Corylus maxima) was noticed on a visit to Sun Lane Nature
Reserve, Burley-in-Wharfedale, by Bradford Botany Group. It was no doubt
planted along with the Hazels (C. avellana), from which it differs in the nuts
being much longer and more oval, with the cups of bracts round the nuts being
much longer than the nuts, and contracted just beyond their tips. This plant is
grown in Kent and elsewhere for these tasty nuts, known as Kentish Cobs.
Alpine Buttonweed (Cotula alpina) – on a walk in late August on Dallowgill
Estate (Nidderdale AONB), JH & NV found a ‘new’ plant growing in the
short turf around an explanatory notice board.
NV identified it as a Cotula, but could not find the species. PPA then
determined it as Alpine Buttonweed (C. alpina), having found the same
species a few years earlier in the next kilometre-square to the west. She had
had to send details to an Australian university, to get it named, although it is
actually a native of New Zealand.
A further walk by JH & NV two weeks later on Hanging Moor, above
Thruscross Reservoir – and there was the same little plant, in short turf on a
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heather moor again, but this time within the WNS recording area. There must be more to find!
A Hawkweed (Hieracium scotostictum) – a plant with purple-blotched leaves was found by BNB in
Wharfemeadows Park, a well-naturalised garden escape. It was determined by MW & Vince Jones.
A Garden Peony plant (Paeonia officinalis) – turned up on the north bank of the river Wharfe, east of Ilkley,
probably a garden discard. Recorded by BNB.
Another garden escape found by BNB by the Ilkley riverside, this time near the path on the south bank, was
Maximowicz’s Bamboo (Pleioblastus chino). The plant has originated in a nearby garden, but is now wellestablished outside it, and it is the variegated form. MW & Jesse Tregale helped with identification. This
grass species has been introduced from Japan.
A relative of Snowberry, called Chenault’s Coralberry (Symphoricarpos x chenaultii) – turned up at
Gallows Hill NR, and was identified by BNB. He then found another plant of it on the north bank of the
Wharfe, east of Ilkley.
New Site Records
N.B. Grid references may be mentioned as kilometre-squares or monads, ie 1 km x 1 km, or tetrads ie 2 km
x 2 km, or hectads ie 10 km x 10 km.
i) Special
Several plants of Fiddleneck (Amsinckia micrantha) were found by BNB on a waterworks ‘midden’ near
Weeton. (BNB) This plant turns up as a casual.
Despite the availability of limestone in Wharfedale, we have not many sites for Rustyback fern (Asplenium
ceterach), a lime-tolerant species. Our visit to Threshfield Quarry produced about 10 plants, growing on
limestone at the edge of the southern quarry. At the same meeting, 2 clumps of Black Spleenwort
(Asplenium adiantum-nigrum) were found on a limestone outcrop. A further clump of the latter was found
by BNB and PM on their visit to a small ravine at Appletreewick.
On a BBG walk at Park Rash, led by HMB, 3 new site records were made for Green Spleenwort (Asplenium
viride), Globeflower (Trollius europaeus) and Stone Bramble (Rubus saxatilis).
BNB made a number of records for White Sedge (Carex canescens) on Ilkley Moor, in the wetter parts of
the Crawshaw Moss area. This was first recorded in 1862 by Louis Miall ‘from several parts of Rombald’s
Moor’. Since then, we have only had occasional records for this species.
Smooth-stalked Sedge (Carex laevigata) BNB found occasional plants at the edge of Thruscross Reservoir.
Hemlock (Conium maculatum) was found by BBG on a visit to Sun Lane NR, Burley-in-Wharfedale, in the
reed bed area. Also identified on this visit were a hybrid willow, Silky-leaved Osier (Salix viminalis x S.
cinerea) and Awned Couch-grass (Elytrigia repens f. aristata) – a form of Common Couch with awns
(bristles) which can be up to 15 mm. long.
We have surprisingly few records for Field Bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis), a delightful little plant, and
no records since 2001. A patch of it was seen in the road verge, just west of Cockpit Farm, Weston, by NV.
An exciting find during survey work at Beckermonds was the discovery of a few plants of the very rare
Northern Hawk’s-beard (Crepis mollis). It is a plant of grassy slopes, and is very local. We have only one
other site for it, further down the dale, where it has recently been studied by Kevin Walker, BSBI, for the
Rare Plants Project. It seems to have gone from a former site in Cray Gill.
HMB reported one plant of Northern Marsh-orchid (Dactylorhiza purpurella) in the wide verge at Bolton
Abbey roundabout – along with a moorhen mother and 6 chicks! The hay meadows surveying by WNS at
Beckermonds produced records of Northern Marsh-orchids in each of the areas visited.
One large plant of Western Scaly Male-fern (Dryopteris affinis ssp. affinis) was found growing among
conifers by Thruscross Reservoir. (BNB) BNB also found 1 good specimen of Greater Western Scaly Malefern (D. a. ssp. paleaceolobata) in the same area, again among conifers.
Yet another Male-fern, Borrer’s Scaly Male-fern (D. borreri) had several new sites found by BNB. These
were near Buckden Beck, near Hebden Beck, on the old Grassington Hospital site and by Thruscross
Reservoir.
One plant of Broad-leaved Helleborine (Epipactis helleborine) was literally stumbled on by SW, at the edge
of a road verge in Burley-in-Wharfedale. She did a good job of identifying it, as it had had its flower spike
broken off. JS recorded 3 plants found in the Queen’s Road area, Ilkley. AMG also found one plant on the
north east side of Swinsty Reservoir.
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An excellent find on a walk near Linton was 3 plants of Marsh Helleborine (Epipactis palustris), recorded
by JP and HB. The small bog the plants were in is well known to botanists, and the nearby footpath is
popular, so it is really surprising that we have no earlier records. Perhaps the fine light seed had blown
across from a local site. Our visit to Sleets Gill a few days later brought another new site for this charming
plant.
Quite a large area of Woodruff (Galium odoratum) was noticed in Farnley Woods by NF and CH. It is a
patch-forming species.
A healthy plant of Stinking Hellebore (Helleborus foetidus) was found by the river path to High Mill,
Addingham, by KB.
A small colony of Toothwort (Lathraea squamaria) with 13 flower spikes was found by GH, growing at the
base of a large willow near Farnley Lane.
Tall Melilot (Melilotus altissima) – 3 plants were found by AMG at Stainburn. This is only our second
record for the species, the first being in 1987 at BRGP (FCD).
Hybrid Forget-me-not (Myosotis x bollandica) – This newly-recognised hybrid of Creeping Forget-me-not
(M. secunda) and Pale Forget-me-not (M. stolonifera) was described in the 2013 Review by BNB (Coldstone
Walk). He has found further sites for it in the lower reaches of Coldstone Beck, Burley Moor. He did not
find any Pale Forget-me-not in the area, although it has been recorded from here between 1958 and 1971.
BNB thinks that the hybrid vigour of M. x bollandica may have ousted the parent. Tufted Forget-me-not
(Myosotis laxa) was seen by AMG at Troller’s Gill – an addition for this site.
PeM reported one plant of Bee Orchid (Ophrys apifera), seen between Buckden and Starbotton.
For many years, our records have merely listed Common Polypody fern (Polypodium vulgare). BNB is
gradually working through the sites, and sorting out which of the 4 species occurs at each site (or which of
the various hybrids!), as well as adding new sites. He has recorded Intermediate Polypody (P. interjectum)
at Ilkley riverside, epiphytic on a willow, also near Nell Bank on a willow and at Appletreewick several
colonies in a ravine. New sites for Common Polypody were recorded at Hebden Beck, Haverah Park, Sleets
Gill pastures, Thruscross Reservoir, Cowside Beck and at Otley Chevin Danefield.
Alpine Cinquefoil (Potentilla crantzii) – As a result of survey work on the limestone pavement at
Beckermonds, it seems that we have a new site record for this rare cinquefoil. PPA’s Atlas does show it to
have been present in the same tetrad, but our earlier record for it describe it as being ‘on roadside rocks’, and
in a different monad (JH – 1989). One plant was found, and BNB considered it to be an intermediate form.
BNB found 2 species of Water-crowfoot growing quite close to one another in Haverah Park. Roundleaved Crowfoot (Ranunculus omiophyllus) was near a footbridge over a stream, and the less-frequent Ivyleaved Crowfoot (R. hederaceus) was close by in a wet flush. A further new site for Round-leaved Crowfoot
was recorded by HMB and RJB, who found it in flower at Draughton Heights at the end of February.
Glaucous Dog-rose (Rosa caesia ssp. vosagiaca) was recorded by the riverside, also the roadside, in the
Buckden area. BNB, confirmed by MW.
A good find for JC & MC was a plant of Water Figwort (Scrophularia auriculata), growing at the edge of
Kell Beck, Otley.
Green Figwort (Scrophularia umbrosa) – not recorded from Ilkley area since 1954, was found on the north
bank of the Wharfe, Ilkley by BNB.
Narrow-leaved Ragwort (Senecio inaequidens) – a wool-introduced alien, continues to spread slowly in our
area. It is a cheerful yellow-flowered plant, and was recorded from the old cattle market area, Otley by GH
in October and by others.
A further site for Western Gorse (Ulex gallii) – was found on Otley Chevin, by BNB.
ii) Other Site Records
We have a lot of records for Marsh Marigold (Caltha palustris) – it is an eye-catching plant. However, CH
& FH recorded a small patch of it among rocks at Conistone – a first for Conistone!
A new site for Pink Purslane (Claytonia sibirica) – was found on Ilkley Moor, below Silver Well Cottage
by BNB, colonising a peaty area below bracken.
CH found ‘one lovely plant’ of Common Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhiza fuchsii) in Tittybottle Park, Otley.
Several spikes of Southern Marsh-orchid (Dactylorhiza praetermissa) were found by BNB on Otley
Chevin, confirmed by NB, at a BBG meeting. Another new site was by the path to White Wells, Ilkley (JS).
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This was too eye-catching, and disappeared a few days later. BNB found several spikes in a small meadow
near Yorkgate, Otley Chevin.
PS recorded 3 new clumps of Leopard’s-bane (Doronicum pardalianches) on the river bank near Weeton,
rather than in the road verges, where it has grown for some time.
Hemp Agrimony (Eupatorium cannabinum) does not occur very frequently in our area. In August, NV
spotted a small colony of it on the river bank near Manor Bend, Burley-in-Wharfedale. Several of the
records we have are for the Burley area.
One clump of Slender Rush (Juncus tenuis) was found by AMG, OM & NV, at the edge of a path in Grass
Wood, while wardening.
NF found 2 new sites for Red Dead-nettle (Lamium purpureum), one on Old Pool Bank and the other at
Leathley, both in new monads.
Two mints found at new sites were Peppermint (Mentha x piperata) and Whorled Mint (M. x verticillata).
Both had colonies by the northern arm of Thruscross Reservoir. (BNB)
AB and AT recorded Monkeyflower (Mimulus guttatus) from the little bog below Lythe House, Linton.
They also recorded a ‘straggling’ plant of Fool’s Watercress (Apium nodiflorum) at the same site. Whereas
the Fool’s Watercress has been known from this site since at least 1974, I cannot find any earlier record of
the much more showy Monkeyflower – maybe it is a new arrival there.
Two sites for Soft Shield-fern (Polystichum setiferum) were recorded by BNB. One was a young plant on
Staircase Lane, Pool, the other was at Grassington, old hospital site.
Reflexed Saltmarsh-grass (Puccinellia distans) is a salt-tolerant little grass which is spreading along
roadside edges. BNB found it on Chevin Top, Otley.
NF recorded 5 new sites for Bulbous Buttercup (Ranunculus bulbosus), all in the Pool Bank area, and in
new monads.
Blood-veined Dock (or, simply, ‘Bloody Dock’) (Rumex sanguineus var. sanguineus) was found
naturalised on a wall in Otley Wharfemeadows Park by BNB. Confirmed by MW and JT, it is a likely
garden escape.
Rue-leaved Saxifrage (Saxifraga tridactylites) was seen by HB and JP, growing in a dry stone wall at
Thorpe.
NV noticed a big patch of Marsh Woundwort (Stachys palustris) on the steep south bank of Addingham bypass. This species seems to have years when it flowers well, and is showy, followed by several ‘quiet’ years.
Not far away, there were many plants of Upright Hedge-parsley (Torilis japonica). Another good new site
for this umbellifer was seen on a WNS botany day, just north of Kilnsey Crag.
A sortie to Appletreewick in May by BNB and PM to a small ravine called Reynard's Ing was very
productive, since it had a range of habitats – grassland at different levels, wooded areas, limestone crags and
ledges, and a damp floor to the ravine. The woodland trees included Ash (Fraxinus excelsior), Birch (Betula
spp.), Hazel and Oak (Quercus spp.), with occasional Larch (Larix decidua), Field Maple (Acer campestre),
Apple (Malus pumila) and Bird Cherry (Prunus padus). The floor was a good habitat for Wood-sorrel
(Oxalis acetosella), Enchanter’s-nightshade (Circaea lutetiana), Hard Shield-fern (Polystichum aculeatum),
Woodruff (Galium odoratum) and Red Campion (Silene dioica). In damper parts, Water Avens (Geum
rivale) and Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria) were growing. On the limestone ledges, they found Parsley
Piert (Aphanes arvensis) and two Campanulas – Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia) and Giant Bellflower
(C. latifolia). Also there were Shining Crane’s-bill (Geranium lucidum), Wall Lettuce (Mycelis muralis) and
Marjoram (Origanum vulgare).
In the upper grassland were Red and White Clovers (Trifolium pratense and T. repens), Crosswort
(Cruciata laevipes), Meadow Crane’s-bill (Geranium pratense) and the elegant Meadow Saxifrage
(Saxifraga granulata). All in all, an excellent day’s plant-hunting!
Other Miscellaneous Records
Three-cornered Leek (Allium triquetrum) has made a welcome reappearance at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits.
(SP) This is one of a very few sites for the species, a garden escape, in VC 64.
In August, ME found one big plant of a knapweed which puzzled him. It was growing at the town side of
Gallows Hill NR, next to the river path. It turned out to be Common Knapweed (Centaurea nigra), but a
form with the outer florets in each flower head long and showy. This is called the ‘rayed form’, and it is not
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common. It is more attractive than the usual form, but it is easy to confuse it with Greater Knapweed (C.
scabiosa) and other rayed species, which can turn up in seed mixes of continental origin. Possibly ME’s find
is a survivor from when this small area was seeded with a ‘meadow-mix’.
Dove’s-foot Crane’s-bill (Geranium molle) was found by AB and AT in the lower part of Troller's Gill, and
not recorded from here since 1989, when JH commented that it grew ‘in profusion’.
Helen Lefevre recorded Fragrant-orchids from the Beckermonds area as long ago as 1960. Survey work in
2014 found good numbers of Heath Fragrant-orchid (Gymnadenia borealis) and a few of the more common
Chalk Fragrant-orchids (G. conopsea), confirmed by NB. He pointed out that Chalk Fragrant-orchid matures
later than Heath, so there could have been more to follow. The Fragrant-orchids have recently been split
from one species into three, but it will be a while before records can give a clear picture of the distribution of
each of the three, which have largely been recorded so far as Fragrant Orchid (G. conopsea)
The extremely rare and nationally-threatened Small-white Orchid (Pseudorchis albida) was re-found during
survey work in Upper Wharfedale. Three plants were seen. It was last seen at the site in 1981, when 12-15
plants were counted. Such tiny populations are clearly very vulnerable. Likewise, Greater Butterfly-orchid
(Platanthera chlorantha) was re-found – last seen at the site in 1990 by JH. The population count was quite
good. Another scarce plant, Frog Orchid (Coeloglossum viride), was re-found. This has a wider scatter of
sites in our area, but is rarely plentiful.
A special form of Wild Pansy (Viola tricolor var. lepida, or ssp. saxatilis) was re-found on limestone
pavement in Upper Wharfedale. This particular form is uncommon, being perennial, twiggy and restricted to
hilly areas in northern Britain. Our first record of it here was from a YNU meeting in 1980.
A plant survey of the north bank of the Wharfe has been carried out by BNB, from the Suspension Bridge
to the Toll Bridge, Ilkley. One lot of finds could be regarded as plants of garden origin. These included
Monk’s-hood (Aconitum napellus), Lungwort (Pulmonaria officinalis), Londonpride (Saxifraga x urbium),
Early Goldenrod (Solidago gigantea), Butterfly Bush (Buddleja davidii) and 2 cotoneasters – Bullate C.
(Cotoneaster rehderi) and Himalayan C. (C. simonsii).
There were also a good number of local native species as well. Nice finds were Large Bittercress
(Cardamine amara), Giant Bellflower, and Wood-sedge (Carex sylvatica) – oddly, we did not have a record
for this last from previous surveys. BNB found Sanicle (Sanicula europea), Bladder Campion (Silene
vulgaris) – last recorded by AMG from Beanlands Island in 1998, and Early Dog-violet (Viola
reichenbachiana).
In April and July BNB made visits to Lob Wood, near Bolton Bridge, and made a good list of woodland
species. The trees are a mixture of broad-leaved species, with many oaks (Quercus spp.). As there is a
steep-sided valley in the wood, with a beck cutting through the shales, it is a good site for wet-loving plants.
The old railway track has become overgrown, and is now well-vegetated. The viaduct area, being above the
main canopy, was more open, but is also turning into scrub.
Wet-loving plants found included Wood Horsetail (Equisetum sylvaticum), Large Bitter-cress, Bog
Stitchwort (Stellaria alsine) and Wild Angelica (Angelica sylvestris). Drier parts had Wood Sage (Teucrium
scorodonia), Wood Speedwell (Veronica montana), Yellow Pimpernel (Lysimachia nemorum), Barren
Strawberry (Potentilla sterilis) and a plant of the striking Borrer’s Scaly Male-fern.
Over 120 species were recorded in all. NV was sad that BNB did not find even one of what used to be
hundreds of Primrose plants, up to 30-40 years ago, making a lovely carpet of flowers along the sides of the
old railway line. Presumably, they have been shaded out.
Flourishing Plants this Year
Common Spotted-orchid and Southern Marsh-orchid were reported as being very good at Ben Rhydding
Gravel Pits by DH, who counted over 100 flower-spikes, with plants in places where they had not been seen
for years, also 4 or 5 on the Anglers’ side.
Broad-leaved Helleborine – have proved themselves to be determined survivors, rather than flourishing
plants in the Craiglands area, Ilkley. PB & JB reported that despite considerable soil disturbance, 15 plants
flowered by Tarn Villas and 10 near the path at the back of Craiglands.
Keeping an eye on the Greenhow Road, OM reported a profusion of Ox-eye Daisy (Leucanthemum
vulgare) this year, and also the continued progress of Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens glandulifera). The
Monk’s-rhubarb (Rumex alpinus) and Dame’s-violet (Hesperis matronalis) (near the top end) also did well.
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Adder’s-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum) – KB found ‘far too many to count – into 4 figures’ at Grimwith
Reservoir, also 24 plants of Common Twayblade (Neottia ovata).
NF has faithfully continued to count the Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus) at Dob Park. This year her
tally was 160 flower-spikes – is the extension of the colony starting to level off?
Bulbous Buttercup – NF saw hundreds of flowers in Rabbit-hole Field, Pool Bank. This particular
buttercup tends to get under-recorded because of its short season.
AB wondered whether the clumps of Purple Saxifrage (Saxifraga oppositifolia) on Penyghent were getting
more numerous. She also reported more patches of Toothwort on the south bank of the Wharfe in Ilkley.
On July 6th, ML reported ‘1000s of sad squashed little flowers’ of Lesser Sea-spurrey (Spergularia marina)
at the road edge, Blubberhouses – after the passage of the Tour de France!
In mid-May, ML reported that the Bilberries (Vaccinium myrtillus) on Ilkley Moor had millions, if not
billions of flowers – promising! In early September, she was able to pick 1½lb of fruit in half an hour! ML
also reported that the Blackberries (Rubus spp.) were sweet, big and prolific, and that by mid-September, she
was exhausted by her fruit-picking efforts, commenting that where the bracken had been sprayed and killed,
the brambles and bilberries had ‘exploded into reproductive mode’.
Sweet Violet (Viola odorata) – seen by DH above the Old Bridge, Ilkley, and doing well in mid-March
Flowering Dates:
11 Jan – The first Snowdrop flower (Galanthus nivalis) found, with flower-head drooped over, in Otley
Woods. NF On the same day, CH found several flowers of Common Field-speedwell (Veronica persica) in a
maize field at Farnley, also Red Dead-nettle.
17 Jan – BNB saw 1 plant of Lesser Celandine (Ficaria verna) in flower on a roadside bank at Bramhope. In
Otley, JC & MC did not find any flowers until 18 Feb (Kell Beck Bank), and in Ilkley, CH waited until Feb
24 to see her first Celandine. Time of flowering seems to be affected by habitat, niche and by genetics in this
species, and probably in many others.
16 Feb – CH and NF noticed leaves of Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) opening on Staircase Lane.
21 Feb – Dog’s Mercury (Mercurialis perennis) was found coming into flower in Farnley Wood by
CH. She also spotted 2 well-grown flowering stems of Cock’s-foot (Dactylis glomerata) in
Manor Garth, Otley.
23 Feb – HMB recorded the first clump of Common Whitlow-grass (Erophila verna) in flower on
Bolton Abbey Bridge.
1 Mar – Danish Scurvy-grass (Cochlearia danica) – seen in flower on both sides of Pool Bank by NF.
She also recorded her first 2 Colt’s-foot flowers (Tussilago farfara) on Cinder Lane.
CH saw a few tall bushes of Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa) in flower on Pool Bank.
5 Mar – CH counted over 30 Primrose flowers (Primula vulgaris) in Farnley Wood.
7 Mar – Hazel Catkins (Corylus avellana) by Ilkley riverside were 4½" long, seen by ML, she also
found Primrose and Cowslip (P. veris) flowers in Owler Park Road, Ilkley.
9 Mar – Barren Strawberry – always an early flowerer was seen at Lindley, also Red Campion (Silene
dioica). Wild Daffodils (Narcissus pseudonarcissus) in flower at Lindley. (All CH)
13 Mar – Wild Daffodils were seen in flower on the banks of the Washburn by NF.
21 Mar – DH Saw 4 flower spikes of Bluebell (Hyacinthoides non-scripta) showing blue at the southern
edge of Middleton Woods.
29 Mar – Hare’s-tail Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) was in flower on Ilkley Moor. (ML) ML
also recorded Thale Cress (Arabidopsis thaliana) in flower at Clifton.
4 Apr – KB checked the colony of Moschatel (Adoxa moschatellina) down Low Mill Lane in
Addingham, and found it in flower.
7 May – NF reported Bulbous Buttercup in flower in a field off Pool Bank.
10 Jun – ML reported the first edible Bilberry on Ilkley Moor!
27 Dec – CH found over 10 plants of Primrose with lots of flowers in Farnley Wood.
Notable Trees
In Grass Wood BNB, CH and NV found a Downy Birch tree (Betula pubescens) with a girth of 146 cm. It
also had Witch’s Ball galls on some branches and Birch Bracket Fungus.
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An Ash tree – of quite a substantial size was noticed at Long Ashes, with a Cherry tree (Prunus sp.)
growing out of a fork in its main branches. NF & DF
Two trees of Turkey Oak (Quercus cerris) were seen by BNB at the edge of the WNS recording area, on
Staircase Lane, Pool.
On the Bolton Abbey Estate survey day (q.v.), Roy Lingard took the group to see some splendid trees,
noteworthy either for their size, or age, or both.
A hybrid willow, Sharp-stipuled Willow ( Salix triandra x S. viminalis, or S. x mollissima) was spotted by
the riverside at Buckden, south of the village. BNB (confirmed by MW)
Botany Section Outings
Leathley to Riverside, 24th April
Leader: Nyree Fearnley
By the time that we all met in Leathley it was a lovely day, warm and sunny. Most people walked to the
starting point which was the field that is bordered by both rivers Washburn and Wharfe. This field is part of
the Farnley Estate, but we have rented it as part of our farm for many years now. A public bridleway does
cross this field heading straight across from the roadside gate to a small gate in the far corner that leads onto
a path which runs very close to the River Wharfe all the way through to the park in Otley.
However, our group firstly explored the part of the field that is private, as I took us all across to the River
Washburn. It is a very pretty river and beautiful in spring with lots of nice flowers. The main highlight on
this section was the large number of Meadow Saxifrage, which were just at their best. Wood Anemone
(Anemone nemorosa), and Lesser Celandine, also looked wonderful, especially as it was so sunny.
It’s not too far to the confluence of the rivers Washburn and Wharfe, and this is a wonderful place, as you
stand on a small area of land under tree cover looking out at both rivers. Here my favourite is the stunning,
shiny leaves of Lords-and-Ladies (Arum maculatum). On trying to follow a male Orange-tip, Paul disturbed
a Mallard from an extremely well hidden nest of eggs amongst the pungent leaves of Ramsons (Allium
ursinum). We quickly left this area to avoid any further disturbance, and moved on a short way, now
following the River Wharfe upstream to a nice patch of Toothwort. There is also quite a large patch of pretty
Creeping Comfrey (Symphytum grandiflorum) in this area.
As we came back out into the more open part of the field again we found a lovely banking overlooking the
River Wharfe which was perfect as a lunch spot. As we ate we watched several species of butterfly flying
very close to us, but never really stopping, especially lots of gorgeous Orange-tips, and also Comma.
After lunch we continued to follow the River Wharfe to the small gate in the corner where we now joined
the public bridleway to walk through to Wharfemeadows Park in Otley. Along this stretch there are large
areas of Few-flowered Leek (Allium paradoxum), which has only turned up in the last several years; also
some brilliant Marsh Marigold. Neil and I went down to look at a particularly nice patch, and suddenly we
were surrounded by several Speckled Woods, the first that I had seen this year. This is a lovely path, never
very far from the river, and in the warm, sunny weather it was a joy to be out. I hope that everyone enjoyed
the day as much as I did.
Nyree Fearnley
Many thanks for leading our first walk of the season, Nyree. Several people commented how much they
had enjoyed the day, finding it full of interest.
Otley, Gallows Hill Nature Reserve – Part a) 8th May
Leader: Carmen Horner
Gallows Hill was used as a site of execution as far back as Anglo-Saxon times and was used for that
purpose until 1614. By 1980 the Gallows Hill site was a redundant sewage works owned by the Yorkshire
Water Authority and was being considered for disposal. However, the site was designated as floodplain and
as such restricted in its future use. In 1988 ownership of the site was conveyed from Yorkshire Water to
Otley Town Council. Considerable work took place between 1989 and 1991 in the removal of toxic materials
and to ‘naturalise’ the old sludge beds. This was followed by a programme of development including
construction of a pond, extensive tree and hedge planting and paths. The Friends of Gallows Hill community
group was set up in 1995 to assist with the management and maintenance of the site. The key objectives of
the group are to protect, enhance, maintain and conserve Gallows Hill, its habitats and wildlife. As we will
see the site has a diverse habitat with woodland and scrub containing native and some interesting non-native
planted trees, ponds with water plants, breeding birds, dragonflies, frogs and newts. Hedgerows provide
nesting sites and seeds for birds, grassland and nettle beds to encourage butterflies. A wildflower meadow
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was planted on site, perhaps with limited success. I can remember when Corn Cockle grew here which had
nothing to do with our area so perhaps the wrong plants were chosen. Given the previous use of the site it is
likely that the soil still contains high levels of nutrients.
Fifteen members met at the car park but unfortunately it was rather cloudy and dull but we set out
enthusiastically looking around the parking area and recorded some interesting trees with many of them in
flower. A nice find was Chenault’s Coralberry (Symphoricarpos x chenaultii), also Guelder-rose (Viburnum
opulus) and Fern-leaved Elder (Sambucus nigra f. laciniata) a lovely tree with fern-like leaves but having
creamy coloured flowers and purple-black berries the same as S. nigra. Various Currants were seen – Red
Currant (Ribes rubrum) having downy unscented leaves and anthers like ‘bow ties’ – probably not a
scientific term but that’s what Bruce told us and it helps with remembering! Flowering Currant (R.
sanguineum) was also seen, which has unpleasant tom-cat smelling glands on underside of leaf. We searched
for Stinking Iris (Iris foetidissima) which we had seen on the recce but didn’t manage to find it on the botany
day, probably because the undergrowth was now quite dense.
The meadow by the wood was covered in Meadow Crane’s-bill
(Geranium pratense) and was a sea of blue. Moving into the wood we
compared the native Bluebell and the Hybrid Spanish Bluebell
(Hyacinthoides x massartiana). The native has narrow leaves and a
one-sided raceme of drooping flowers, narrowing in the middle and
sweetly smelling – the anthers are cream. The hybrid has broader
leaves and the flowers are spiralled around a stout stem – they have
blue anthers and are unscented. We also came across Wood Stitchwort
(Stellaria nemorum) which was a good find.
As we meandered along the path we came upon an area of lovely
trees, many of them planted. We saw a nice Hornbeam (Carpinus
betulus), Yew, (Taxus baccata), Horse-chestnut (Aesculus
hippocastanum) and fine Limes, (Tilia sp.) – Large-leaved Lime (T.
platyphyllos) and Common Lime (T. x europaea). On many of the
lower leaves of this tree we saw the bright red
Nail Gall (photo right) caused by the mite
Eriophyes tiliae. There is a large London
Plane (Platanus x hispanica) in this area but
unfortunately it looked a bit sickly with
curling leaves – one to keep an eye on! Also
there were Plum (Prunus domestica), Pear, (Pyrus communis ssp. communis) and
Winter-flowering Cherry (Prunus sp.).
Moving on to the Riverbank we looked at the many Willows (Salix sp.) – White Willow (S. alba) having
narrow toothed leaves, the upper being glossy and the lower ones glaucous, Goat Willow (S. caprea) with
oval, pointed tip leaves, hairless above and densely grey-downy below and Crack (S. fragilis), leaves hairless
at maturity with fragile twigs which snap easily. Osier (S. viminalis) has long narrow un-toothed dark green
leaves, hairless above and silvery silky below with in-rolled edges. This has long straight flexible branches
which makes it so popular for basket making. The ground cover was predominantly white, looking beautiful
with Ramsons, Few-flowered Leek, Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis odorata) and Dame’s-violet, and interspersed
with the lovely blue of Wood Forget-me-not (Myosotis sylvatica). It started to rain and so we found a
sheltered area overlooking the river and had lunch.
The day had vastly improved after lunch and the sun began to shine as we headed for the pond. Here we
could see Water-plantain (Alisma plantago-aquatica), Purple-loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) and Gypsywort
(Lycopus europaeus) growing in the water along with Greater Spearwort (Ranunculus lingua). Poking
around in the mud, Reed Sweet-grass (Glyceria maxima) was found along with a good colony of Water
forget-me-not (Myosotis scorpioides).
Our next exploration was the nettle beds which were surprisingly high for early May and had sharp stings.
By now it was warm and sunny bringing out the insects. We saw Lacewings (Chrysoperla sp.) and many
Nettle-tap (Anthophila fabriciana) – a day-flying moth. The butterflies also appeared – seeing Small
Tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae) and Green-veined White (Pieris napi) in reasonable numbers. A few ‘hardy
souls’ braved the Nettles to look at some unusual trees. We were surprised to find three shrubs mainly found
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in calcareous areas – Spindle (Euonymus europaeus) having distinct olive-green twigs and tiny green
flowers, Wayfaring-tree (Viburnum lantana) and Buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica), having opposite oval,
toothed leaves, differing from Alder Buckthorn (Frangula alnus) which has alternate un-toothed leaves and
usually grows on acid soils.
To conclude our very interesting day we had a quick look in the formerly planted meadow looking for
signs of Agrimony (Agrimonia eupatoria). None was found on the day but Bruce found it in July. However
we did spot two nice Speedwells – Slender (Veronica filiformis) and Thyme-leaved (V. serpyllifolia) before
heading back to the car park.
* Our thanks go to Carmen for leading the walk. Please also see part b) under Surveys.
Wycoller Country Park, 29th May
Leader: John Webb
I don’t know if our Botany group has visited Wycoller in the past but it was certainly a new venue for most
of us on the day, ably led by one member, John Webb, who does know the area well and is a conservation
volunteer for Wycoller Country Park. Lying just over the Lancashire border, it is easily reached from the
Cross Hills – Colne road, and we met at the Haworth Road car-park on the hillside above the Wycoller
valley (SD937393). Another wet and gloomy day limited our turn-out to six members, but it was mostly light
drizzle so didn’t affect our day’s itinerary.
Below us stretched the attractive Wycoller valley, originally sheep farming country, then occupied by
weavers at the start of the Industrial Revolution, later threatened by drowning into a reservoir, but since
bought out from the water companies and run by the County Council as a Country Park with a modern visitor
centre (closed on our visit) and the ruins of Wycoller Hall close by, thought to be the inspiration for
Ferndene Manor in Charlotte Bronte’s novel ‘Jane Eyre’. John explained to us that the area is surprisingly
botanically rich. Amongst the typically acidic Pennine moorland are lots of limestone boulders and deposits
left by Ice Age glaciers, and fault lines provide enriched springs flowing into the valley.
Our path down started through unimproved pasture with Fescues (Festuca spp.), Sweet Vernal
(Anthoxanthum odoratum), Yorkshire Fog (Holcus lanatus) and Crested Dog’s-tail (Cynosurus cristatus)
grasses interspersed with Field Woodrush (Luzula campestris), Bulbous Buttercup, Meadow Vetchling
(Lathyrus pratensis) and Red Clover. Then came a heathy section with Tufted and Wavy Hair-grasses
(Deschampsia spp.), Heath Bedstraw (Galium saxatile), Tormentil (Potentilla erecta), Cat’s-ear
(Hypochaeris radicata ) and heather. We joined a lane lined with a good variety of hedgerow trees including
Guelder Rose and Plum with Lady Fern (Athyrium filix-femina), Hard Fern (Blechnum spicant) and Bluebells
enjoying the shade below. A wetter patch had Hairy Sedge (Carex hirta) and Greater Bird’s-foot-trefoil
(Lotus pedunculatus), and as we approached the Visitor Centre in the valley bottom we found walls prolific
with Brittle Bladder-fern (Cystopteris fragilis) and Common Polypody.
We enjoyed lunch sitting under the restored dining room fire-place in the ruins of Wycoller Hall. The
stonework was the home of Hawkweed (Hieracium agg.), Wall Lettuce, Hairy Bitter-cress (Cardamine
hirsuta) and Harebells. Common Whitlowgrass filled the cracks in the paved flags. The old
Packhorse Bridge and Clapper Bridge over the beck were admired – the more recent alien
New Zealand Willowherb (Epilobium brunnescens) had found a niche here. Heading
upstream we diverted onto a wetland area with small ponds finding Marsh-marigold,
Yellow Flag (Iris pseudacorus), Yellow Loosestrife (Lysimachia vulgaris), Greater
Spearwort, Bogbean (Menyanthes trifoliata) and Wood Horsetail. Back onto the lane we
got as far as the ancient Clam Bridge before returning, noting Wood Melick (Melica
uniflora), Three-nerved Sandwort (Moehringia trinervia), Wild Strawberry (Fragaria
vesca) and Shining Crane’s-bill by the road-side.
John took us up the lane heading north from the Hall to show us a big colony of Caucasian
Crosswort (Phuopsis stylosa) with bright pink flowers. It was an obvious garden escape but
well established along the road-side. Its regular whorls of leaves up the stems clearly linked
it into the family of our native crosswort and bedstraws. We took a path circling to join our
outward route back to the car-park. A bare area just starting to re-colonise gave us some fun
in trying to identify species in their early stages of growth.
We managed to record 164 species for the day, a good total indeed. So thanks to John for leading us, and
also to Kelvin Riley who provided much entomological interest in identifying lots of beetles and other
insects during the day.
Bruce Brown
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Addingham to Smallbanks, 5th June
Leader: Heather Burrow
Yet another wet Thursday – three in a row – but we were not deterred, and a group of eleven set off from
Addingham to pastures new over the by-pass to a field called Steg Holes. Our plant recording started at the
bottom of the old paved footpath called ‘Cat Steps’, and continued across Cocking Lane at Smallbanks, then
over a small beck into Steg Holes Field.
The field got its curious name because of its humps and hollows formed by landslips caused by irregular
thawing after the Ice Age. It has never been ploughed or improved, and so it still has a rich and varied flora.
Along the beck we found Hemlock, with its characteristic purple blotches on the stems – a warning that this
plant is poisonous. In recent years Himalayan Balsam has made its way up here. Another beckside find of
interest was Alternate-leaved Golden-saxifrage (Chrysosplenium alternifolium). This is much less common
than its relative Opposite-leaved G-s, and can be a sign of a somewhat more base-rich soil.
On the lower slopes there were hundreds of Common Spotted-orchids in flower, as well as 2 Heath Spottedorchids (Dactylorhiza maculata). These last two are a new record for the site. Further up the slope, we saw
Pignut (Conopodium majus), the food plant of the Chimney Sweeper moth.
The field has damper areas and drier ones. In a large damper patch, there were scattered plants of
Lousewort (Pedicularis sylvatica) and Lady’s-smock (Cardamine pratensis). Marsh Marigold was another
nice find. A boggy area near the upper edge of the field had a large colony of Water-cress (Nasturtium
officinale), with Greater Bitter-cress nearby. Just as we were admiring these, a roe deer cantered across our
path; probably a youngster with its rich chestnut coat.
Paul Millard made a list of the butterflies and moths, and this included the very small caterpillar of a White
Letter Hairstreak butterfly, spotted by someone with sharp eyesight.
In the drier, more heathy parts of the field, Heath Speedwell (Veronica officinalis) and Mouse-ear
Hawkweed (Pilosella officinarum) were found, also some Yellow Rattle (Rhinanthus minor). We have
records for this site going back over 20 years, and on this visit we were able to record several plants which
had not been seen for a while, which was cheering. Other notable plants making additions for the kilometresquare (or monad) were Twayblade (Neottia ovata) and Sanicle (Sanicula europea). We listed over 140
species.
My grateful thanks go to Heather, for leading the day for me, my ‘new knee’ not being up to rough ground
as yet. NV
Conistone, Scot Gate Lane, 19th June
Leader: Heather Burrow
At last the weather was kind for a botany walk, and a lovely sunny day saw grass-cutting proceeding in many
of the fields around Conistone. There was a good gathering of people who met by Conistone Bridge to walk
up to Scot Gate Lane.
This track takes you up from the valley bottom into typical limestone country, it has dry stone walls on both
sides and its flower-rich verges are always worth a visit. Soon we found Hairy Rock-cress (Arabis hirsuta),
Hoary Plantain (Plantago media), Common Milkwort (Polygala vulgaris), Fairy Flax (Linum catharticum)
and Thyme-leaved Sandwort (Arenaria serpyllifolia).
In the verge was a good example of Rough Chervil (Chaerophyllum temulentum), with its hairy purplespotted stems. Higher up were Field Scabious (Knautia arvensis) and the lemon-yellow heads of Mouse-ear
Hawkweed dotting the verge, and the pink flowers of Common Restharrow (Ononis repens) were tucked
down in the turf.
Someone found the first Harebell in flower – a sign that summer is moving on. Four Crane’s-bill species
were seen – Meadow, Bloody (Geranium sanguineum), Wood (G. sylvaticum) and Herb-Robert (G.
robertianum), giving flowers of blue, mauve and pink, both soft and vivid. It is always nice to see Wood
Crane’s-bill, which is not as easy to spot in Wharfedale as in Wensleydale.
The lane is a good place to sort out the grasses of limestone grassland. On the steeper banks, the long
flowering stems of Blue Moor-grass (Sesleria caerulea) waved their now-whitened dried flowerheads over
the shorter plants. An old specific name for it was S. albicans (meaning ‘white-ish’), but the present specific
of caerulea refers to the steely blue of the young flowers. Three lime-tolerant oat-grasses were seen –
Yellow Oat-grass (Trisetum flavescens), also Downy (Avenula pubescens) and Meadow (A. pratense). They
are all characterised by having pairs of bristles or awns extending from their flowers. A new grass to some of
the group was Crested Hair-grass (Koeleria macrantha) – identified by its downy stems.
Paul Millard kept a list of butterflies and moths seen.
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At the top of the walled lane, some people went on higher up, to look for Mountain Pansies. In the
afternoon, Paul led some members along to his butterfly transect on the other side of the valley on Low Ox
Pasture, above Kilnsey Crag. On the way there, large colonies of Rough Chervil could now be recognised
along the road, obviously just at its best.
The butterfly transect is in a field of very herb-rich limestone pasture, and Bruce recorded a very good list
from here. These included an abundance of Common Rockrose (Helianthemum nummularium), good for the
insects, and frequent Dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris) along with its near-relative Meadowsweet. Bitter-vetch
(Lathyrus linifolius) was seen, also Lesser Meadow-rue (Thalictrum minus) and Hairy Violet (Viola hirta).
Many thanks to Heather for leading her walk, and to Paul for extending the day to a site not open to public
access. By the way, did anyone find Mountain Pansies?
Arncliffe area, 3rd July – am Pond Field
Leader: Nicky Vernon
Our morning visit was to a field of great interest, which some of us had surveyed the previous year, as part of
the Yorkshire Dales National Park Threatened Plants Project.
The owner, Mr. Campbell, kindly gave us permission to re-visit with a larger group. The field is by the
bottom of the Monk’s Road, where it enters the village. Cowside Beck runs through the north-west edge of
the land, before entering the Wharfe. Being at the bottom of the steep shoulder of Blue Scar, it is fed by
springs and flushes, with a rich wetland flora. Banks of earlier courses of the beck are still in evidence.
In times past, a large pond was constructed at the upper end, with a leat running down to a mill, originally a
corn mill, but later for cotton. The building of the pond threw up banks which are now covered with
limestone grassland, again herb-rich.
In 2013, our task was to survey the marshy areas for the increasingly uncommon Flat-sedge (Blysmus
compressus), in many places threatened by drainage and habitat loss. As we counted well over 10,000
flower- spikes, we were happy to report that so far, the plant is doing very well in Arncliffe! However, it did
mean that we were not looking much at the rest of the field, which we were now free to do.
Quite a few new species were recorded, many of them from the drier grassy banks. These included Pignut
(Conopodium majus), Meadow Oat-grass, Meadow Fescue (Schedonorus pratensis) and Yellow Oat-grass.
We also found small numbers of Chalk and Marsh Fragrant-orchids (Gymnadenia conopsea & G.
densiflora), also Common Twayblade.
The marshy areas offered a range of habitats, and from these we added Northern Marsh-orchid, Small
Sweet-grass (Glyceria declinata), Watercress (Nasturtium officinale) and Ragged Robin (Silene flos-cuculi)
to our finds.
In 2013, our species count had been over 100, and this time, we were able to add another 30+ . We would
like to thank Mr. Campbell for allowing us to visit this very interesting and attractive site.
Arncliffe area, 3rd July - pm Sleets Gill
Leader: Carmen Horner
We were in for a real treat in the afternoon. Carmen had been able to arrange for us to visit private land at
Hawkswick, so we had a wonderful time climbing up through a large herb-rich calcareous meadow to the
open-access land above, with crags and scree, and finding many treasures on the way.
Even near the gate, we were soon finding ‘specials’ like Black Bog-rush (Schoenus nigricans) and Sea
Plantain (Plantago maritima), then we came across Saw-wort (Serratula tinctoria) and large patches of
Northern Bedstraw (Galium boreale), full of creamy-white flowers.
Where the land was damper, with run-offs in wet weather, we found leaves of Grass-of-Parnassus
(Parnassia palustris) – too early to be in flower, and Flea Sedge (Carex pulicaris), and then glorious patches
of Marsh Helleborine with its charming flowers. The neat leaves of Burnet-saxifrage (Pimpinella saxifraga)
were found, and those of Lesser Meadow-rue, looking very like Maiden-hair Fern.
Climbing higher, we came across a single plant of Dyer’s Greenweed (Genista tinctoria), like a small
Broom plant and full of golden flowers, and nearby, the brilliant flowers of Bloody Crane’s-bill.
Those who climbed up to the open-access land had further treats in store. In the grassland, tucked down,
were stems of Creeping Willow (Salix repens) and little plants of Mountain Pansy (Viola lutea). (On a
follow-up visit about 6 weeks later, CH counted over 100 flowers.)
Two small areas had been fenced off, in which trees could grow un-grazed, and been made use of by Bird
Cherry, Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) and the rare Rock Whitebeam (S. rupicola). The limestone scree had
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widespread Dog’s Mercury growing over it, along with Wood Sage, Limestone Fern (Gymnocarpium
robertianum) and Common Polypody.
As if all these botanical riches were not enough, there were some exciting insect finds – Dark Green
Fritillary was recorded, several Northern Brown Argus and also Common Blue, Ringlet and Meadow Brown
butterflies. PM was delighted to find a rare moth, the Least Minor, which he had been on the lookout for, as
its food-plant, Glaucous Sedge (Carex flacca) grows around.
Such a brilliant afternoon! Our thanks go to Carmen for arranging it, and to the land owner, Mr. McKenzie,
for being so helpful in allowing us to visit.
Threshfield Quarry, 7th August
Leader: Bruce Brown
Considering that the original plan for this date had to be abandoned, and the day re-jigged, there was an
excellent turn-out of 24 people on a fine warm day. For many of us, this was our first visit to the recently
opened quarry.
Much work has been done since extraction ceased in 2000, in sculpting and creating a network of tracks and
paths around the site, funded by the N. Yorks Aggregates Levy Scheme, Tarmac Northern and Yorkshire
Dales National Park Authority among others.
350 million years ago the Threshfield area was at the
bottom of a warm shallow sea, with coral reefs. This
lasted for around 30 million years, during which time
limestone was built up gradually from the compressed
shells of countless tiny marine creatures. The remains of
the reefs survived as isolated rounded hills, or reef knolls,
as around Thorpe. Nearer Threshfield, some of the
limestone was of a different kind, with high levels of
magnesium carbonate, giving pockets of dolomitic
limestone, which are browner than the grey purer calcium
carbonate limestone.
Part of the early quarry at
Threshfield was known locally as ‘The Brown Hole’. The
dolomitic limestone had special uses, for dressing fields
and for treating magnesium deficiency in cattle.
Melancholy Thistle (Cirsium heterophyllum) was
growing on the wooded bank near the entrance gate, as
well as Wood Crane’s-bill. The path then starts in the
southern quarry. Here a curious gall which looked like
little tongues was noticed growing on a Grey Alder
(Alnus incana). Later, KB identified it as Tongue Gall,
which is caused by an ascomycete fungus, Taphrina alni.
The fungus distorts the growth of the bracts and ovaries
of the little ‘cones’.
On the limestone rocks at the edge of the quarry about
10 clumps of Rustyback fern were spotted. This
attractive little fern is not common in the area, and a
welcome find. A flight of steps then takes you up to a
higher level. Around the bottom of the steps we found yellow Meadow Vetchling and Lady’s Bedstraw
(Galium verum), as well as Bloody Crane’s-bill, and maybe inevitably Garden Lady’s-mantle (Alchemilla
mollis) – probably of garden origin. At the top of the steps, a small colony of Autumn Gentian (Gentianella
amarella) was admired.
We walked along the eastern path, with great views across Wharfedale, and gradually gathered a really
good list of plants typical of limestone grassland, including Blue Moor-grass, Common Rockrose, Rough
Hawkbit (Leontodon hispidus) and Harebell.
The path then took us back down into the quarry area, and across the quarry floor. Here pools and damp
patches held New Zealand Willowherb, Knotted Pearlwort (Sagina nodosa), Grey Willow (Salix cinerea),
Tufted Forget-me-not, Silverweed (Potentilla anserina) and Thyme-leaved Sandwort (Arenaria
serpyllifolia).
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Our lunch stop was by the main track through the gorge, on the way to the upper (northern) quarry. Our
path then took us up again to the quarry edge, passing flower-rich banks with lots of Hairy Violet and large
areas of False Brome grass (Brachypodium sylvaticum). A good colony of pretty Silky Lady’s-mantle
(Alchemilla glaucescens) had chosen to grow in the middle of the track. At the top, there were further good
views – into the quarry as well as across the valley. Up here a further colony of Autumn Gentians was
found, including a few white-flowered plants.
On a small plateau with some limestone pavement and crags, there was another good ‘ferny find’ – this
time a few plants of Black Spleenwort. And a patch of Herb Paris was found on a detour onto rocks
overlooking the southern quarry.
Our quarry walk produced lots of interest, together with stunning views. The species-score for the day was
an excellent 165. It will be very interesting to watch the development of this site over the coming years. Our
visit has given us a useful base-line of records. We are very grateful to Bruce for his suggestion, and for
leading the day at short notice.
P.S. Yorkshire Wildlife Trust has been on the look-out for a master-planner to overhaul Threshfield Quarry
and transform it from a disused facility into a nature reserve. It envisages the creation of a visitor centre to
be known as the ‘Dales Landscape Centre’, also units for local craftspeople and artists. The upper northern
quarry would become a nature reserve, with a sanctuary for the native white-clawed crayfish, and the lower
southern quarry would be used for economic development, with new footpaths introduced and industrial
buildings demolished. We will see.
A very good booklet is available to download from the Yorkshire Dales Heritage Foundation website, from
which the geological information given here was taken.

Surveys
Bolton Abbey Estate Survey - Laund area, 22nd May.Leader: Roy Lingard, Head Forester
Half a dozen stalwarts met at Bolton Abbey car-park in the rain optimistically hoping it would improve but
determined not to cancel. Roy Lingard proposed we visit Laund Pasture Plantation this year, lying to the
west side of the Valley of Desolation. We re-grouped into two cars, with mine tentatively following Roy’s up
a steep and very stony track leaving the road near Laund House, to park by the plantation boundary (in grid
square SE 0756).
Roy told us this was originally planted over the years 1810-1819 with three million trees, mostly Hybrid
Larch and Scots Pine. Many were felled 75 years ago and in another area 8 years ago and in both cases
restocked. For the last 30 years the Estate policy has been to include more broad-leaved trees to mix in with
the conifers and improve biodiversity. Nowadays the maximum trunk size accepted by UK saw-mills affects
the rotation, shortening it to about 60 years. Ideally they like to fell about 7 hectares per annum and recycle,
to give a mix of different aged trees. The currently virulent Phytophthora disease precludes larch from being
planted, so a mixture of Norway and Sitka Spruce plus Douglas Fir are being combined with Scots Pine.
We made an anticlockwise circuit of rides and tracks around the Plantation noting the above points as the
forest varied from younger spruce to mature areas of well-spaced mature larch, pine and birch. Some
recently felled areas clothed with bilberry heath gave lovely views over Wharfedale, and yes, the weather did
improve considerably as the day progressed.
Our first section along the forest track with a wide ride dotted with broad-leaves and a wet ditch proved to
be quite plant rich with Bluebells, Climbing Corydalis (Ceratocapnos claviculata), Wood Sorrel, Foxglove
(Digitalis purpurea), Yellow Pimpernel (Lysimachia nemorum), Heath Speedwell (Veronica officinalis),
Changing Forget-me-not (Myosotis discolor) and the rosette leaves of a Marsh Orchid. Lunch was taken in
an area of natural Downy Birch woodland and a heathy ground flora of Ling (Calluna vulgaris), Wavy Hairgrass (Deschampsia flexuosa), Heath Bedstraw and Hard Fern. Then followed a higher area of plantings on
acidic moorland with Sphagnum and Polytrichum mosses, Heath Rush (Juncus squarrosus), Purple Moorgrass (Molinia caerulea) and Green-ribbed Sedge (Carex binervis); here the trees were growing more slowly.
Birdlife improved in the mature woodland with Blackcap, Cuckoo and Pheasants heard calling. A few moths
were photographed to be later identified as Wood Brown Silver-line, Common White Wave and Narrowwinged Pug.
One topic we discussed was the meaning of ‘Laund’ and thanks go to Anne Tupholme for researching the
following. Oliver Rackham wrote that medieval deer parks were either wood pasture parks (with trees and
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grass intermixed) or compartmental parks, where grassland ‘launds’ or glades were kept separate from the
enclosed woodland coppice. ‘Laund’ was also the name of a hamlet just to the north of Bolton Abbey and in
the 1280s John of Laund became the Prior and ruled for about 45 years. Old OS maps from the midnineteenth century showed a large central ‘laund’ within the present Laund Pasture, but by the time of the
1909 edition this had been planted with trees. Fascinating information!
We later headed into part of the Strid Wood SSSI where a number of 200-300 year old Sessile Oaks
(Quercus petraea) could be admired. We measured the
girth of one tree (and not the largest) to be 4.3 metres
(14 feet) circumference – a magnificent specimen! Not
far away were some tall conifers, the biggest on the
Estate Roy informed us – two Sitkas and a Douglas Fir.
We followed the track as far as the Valley of
Desolation, another plant rich habitat along the wide
ride, then returned. On the drive back we stopped to pay
our respects to the old ‘Laund Oak’ by the roadside.
Despite being hollow and slightly leaning it was still
full of healthy growth. It is at least 400 years old, and
some reckon up to 800 years old – which would go back
to monastic times!
It was a pleasant surprise to see we had clocked up 106
species over the day, and we thank Roy and the Bolton
Abbey Estate for permission to explore this interesting part of Wharfedale.
Bruce Brown
Grass Wood, near Grassington, 17th July
Leader: Bruce Brown
The first thing to discuss is the new flora survey of Grass Wood which this visit was linked to. Over the
years full plant surveys have occasionally been undertaken. Joan Duncan and fellow botanists did a
compartmental survey in the 1970s, then Martin Hanson carried out a full survey for the Millennium in
2000/01, and Martin has also maintained a cumulative list of all plants recorded in the Wood, over 400
species long! With ongoing conservation work by YWT volunteers, particularly opening up the Wood to
new regeneration following gradual conifer removal, it was felt the time was right for a new survey to
monitor any changes in the Wood’s flora and help with future management options.
BNB has taken on the project and
in discussion with Martin it was
agreed to base the survey on the
botanical compartments devised by
Martin and used in his 2000
survey. Grass Wood volunteers
know that the Wood is divided into
21 management compartments
based initially on Forestry
Commission plantings when in
their ownership. But some of these
have rather vaguely defined
boundaries nowadays and are
variable in size. Much better was
Martin’s idea to re-jig the
boundaries to be based on
followable paths or walls within
the Wood, and to break up some of
the largest areas into smaller
compartments. Thus we now have
the Wood divided into 30 botanical
compartments, as shown on the
map.
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Starting from autumn 2013, records are now being compiled for the plants present in each compartment, so
quite a task. Actual plant abundance in each compartment is not being evaluated in this survey, but maybe in
the future, some key species might be checked in more detail. Assistance has been welcomed from WNS
botanists and members of Upper Wharfedale F.S., and until October 2014, 26 out of the 30 compartments
have been given an initial survey, but there is still much more to do. So far the main species occurring in
most compartments within the Wood can easily be picked out, but it is intended to report the main
conclusions next year. The number of species per compartment currently varies from 57 to 128 with the
richest habitats being around Dewbottom Scar and Gregory Scar. But the total number of species seen so far
is well spread out over the Wood, amounting to 240 species.
So to move on to our botany meeting on 17th July, we planned to survey botanical compartment No. 26. It
was a lovely summer’s day with nice dappled sunshine filtering through the Wood and 17 members came
along to enjoy it. This compartment lies in the lower part of the Wood adjacent to Gate 2 on Wood Lane, and
the nearby Quarry car-park was a convenient start point. We took an anti-clockwise route along the boundary
path making detours into the compartment for plants of interest.
One such was a single spike of a Bird’s-nest Orchid (Neottia nidus-avis) growing under a large beech,
rather woody with its flower petals ‘gone-over’ by now, but well preserved. Nearby was a Wych elm (Ulmus
glabra), apparently suffering from Dutch Elm Disease with stag-headed and skeletal upper branches but with
a live branch lower down, albeit showing some leaf die-back. In contrast, we’d earlier seen a magnificent old
coppiced elm in very healthy condition by Gate 2 with multiple trunks up
to 1.8 metres in girth.
Herb Paris (Paris quadrifolia) is a favourite of Grass Wood and the
large colony by a path junction in No. 26 is fairly well known and must
have 100-200 flower spikes. Another colony of around 50 plants was also
found. Close by the path junction is a bit of an oddity – it’s an Allium,
reckoned to be Sand Leek (Allium scorodoprasum), but under the deep
shade of beech it rarely flowers, but generally sends up some growth
every year and was spotted by Audrey Gramshaw earlier on, but gone by
our July visit. However to see its rosy purple flower spikes growing
Herb Paris
normally, look on the roadside verge outside the Quarry car-park where it
can be seen to be thriving in much better light.
We worked our way up to the highest point of our compartment recording 55 species (and thereby
increasing the total for No. 26 up to 73 species). Some remnants from the spring flora, now well gone-over
but still identifiable, were Wood Anemone, Ramsons, Primrose and Bluebell. Under the shady summer
canopy of ash, birch, oak and sycamore, plants in flower were more limited but we recorded typical ash
woodland species such as Wood Crane’s-bill, Woodruff, Lily-of-the-Valley (Convallaria majalis) and Wood
Speedwell (Veronica montana) amongst the ubiquitous Lady’s-mantles (Alchemilla spp.), Dog’s Mercury,
Wood-sedge, Wild Strawberry and Raspberry (Rubus idaeus).
After lunch, surveying completed, we enjoyed a walk and checked out some of the Wood’s botanical
highlights. By the conservation fence on Far Gregory we noted the Angular Solomon’s-seal (Polygonatum
odoratum) doing well with Betony (Betonica officinalis), Columbine (Aquilegia vulgaris) and Horseshoe
Vetch (Hippocrepis comosa) adding colour through the summer to the plant rich Sesleria grassland. Moving
on we came to Dewbottom Scar, also plant rich with Bloody Crane’s-bill, Burnet Rose (Rosa spinosissima),
Stinking Iris (Iris foetidissima), Lesser Meadow-rue and Common Rockrose. It is the highest limestone scar
in the Wood and looking out from its steep edge one can enjoy far-reaching views over Wharfedale, so a
good finale for the day. And looking over to Threshfield Quarry on the hillside opposite gave us inspiration
for a future botany meeting.
Bruce Brown
Nidderdale AONB, Hay Meadows Survey.
We have continued to support the work of surveying and improving hay meadows in Nidderdale. This year,
a small group spent a day at Scaife Hall Farm, Blubberhouses, surveying four meadows.
These fields had been surveyed in 2011, and were then rated as suitable for restoration. This was carried
out using brush-harvested seed. Our job in 2014 was therefore to re-survey, and to assess the success of the
restoration.
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Overall Summary
2011
2014
Number of species – Grasses, Sedges & Rushes
14
19
No. of species – other Flowering Herbs
11
27
Totals:
25
46
This shows that there was a gain of 21 species, ie a welcome increase in diversity of both wild flowers and
grasses et al.
Of the species gained, 8 were species not previously recorded for this tetrad (SE1656), according to PP
Abbott's Plant Atlas for Mid-west Yorkshire, VC 64.
Two of the wild flowers gained were what are regarded as negative species in hay meadows, namely
Common Ragwort (Senecio jacobaea) and Stinging Nettle (Urtica dioica). Their appearance was somewhat
offset by the apparent loss of another negative species, Creeping Thistle (Cirsium arvense).
Among the grasses, all the gains were ‘useful’ species, such as Meadow Fescue (Schedonorus pratense),
Red Fescue (Festuca rubra) and Common Bent (Agrostis capillaris). Also, one negative species, Timothy
(Phleum pratense), was not re-found in 2014.
The really disappointing finding was that there was almost no establishment of the
all-important Yellow Rattle.** None was found in 3 of the meadows, and only a very
small amount in the fourth.
Dr Kelly Harmar (AONB Project Officer) commented that this had happened at
another site from 2011, and she hopes it may be down to a very poor summer in 2012,
preventing the rattle from getting established, or perhaps because brush-harvested
seed can be less successful than the use of green hay.
Overall, Nidderdale has successfully restored 80 hectares of hay meadow between
2012 and 2014, with 42 more from the 2011 pilot, bringing the total to 122ha restored.
As Kelly says ‘this is more than a full grid square on an OS map filled with new wild
flowers and pollinators’.
We are glad to hear that funding is to continue into 2015, and we hope to be able to
help again.
** Yellow Rattle (left) is a key species, as it is semi-parasitic on grass roots. Thus it
weakens the growth of the more vigorous grasses, giving smaller herbs a better
chance to reach the light and nutrients they need.
Hay Meadows Survey at Beckermonds Farm SSSI, Upper Wharfedale
In June, 9 members of WNS undertook to survey a large area of National Trust-owned land at Beckermonds,
consisting of 4 areas of upland hay meadow and an important area of limestone pavement. This was at the
request of Peter Welsh, Ecologist and Wildlife Engagement Officer for the National Trust, Yorkshire Dales.
The purpose was to carry out base-line quadrat monitoring of key hay meadow/pasture sites. (A quadrat is
simply a square of appropriate size marked out on the ground, inside which surveying is carried out. Using
quadrats is a good way of making you look ‘properly’.)
In each of the 5 areas, five 2m x 2m quadrats were surveyed. An overall species list was also compiled for
each area. A GPS reading was taken in each quadrat, so that it can be re-visited in the future. Plant species
were recorded with an estimation of percentage abundance.
Findings:
Fields 1 & 2 were marshy rush pasture with some grassy areas. Field 2 was more species-rich with 20-30
species per quadrat. In Field 1 there were 15-23 species per quadrat, but still interesting, with numbers of
Marsh-orchids and Marsh Marigold flushes.
Fields 3 was a complex of areas, and the higher parts were generally wetter and more acidic, with 11-14
species per quadrat, often marsh or heath species. Lower down the slopes, conditions were more typical hay
meadow, and with greater species diversity around 20 spp. per quadrat.
The Limestone Pavement was the most species-rich with a combination of grassland, rock-loving and shadetolerant species, with some trees and shrubs. It was of exceptional botanical interest with around 30 species
per quadrat, and a few rare species were recorded here.
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Field 4 was lower land, grazed pastureland with some areas of limestone pavement. The grassland gave 1014 species per quadrat, but the limestone pavement areas were richer.
The overall species-count for the whole area was just about 200. Some of the notable finds are mentioned
elsewhere in this report.
All the members remarked on the botanical quality and excellent condition of the meadows, and felt
privileged to be able to explore such a wonderful area. We pass our thanks to the National Trust and to the
farmer Mr Phillip Mudd for giving us permission for our visit.
Otley Gallows Hill NR, b) further recording –
In late 2013 a move was made to get Gallows Hill NR into better shape. It is about 20 years since
considerable effort was made to create the basic infra-structure of the reserve, and a review of its progress
was therefore timely, along with the institution of a fresh management plan.
GH has pointed out that the reserve is in a good position to make a valuable river-bank link along the
Wharfe between Knotford Nook and Otley Wetlands NR, for migrating birds, and commuting bats and
otters, as well as for amphibians and dragonflies.
WNS has been asked to help with survey work, to provide data which can be used to inform management
decisions. Carmen’s walk in May 2014 made a botanical start, with a list of 140 species recorded.
Further visits in July by BNB and by NV added to the original list, which now numbers just over 170
species of trees and shrubs, grasses and other flowering plants. Copies of this list have been sent to the
Friends of Gallows Hill and Otley Town Council.
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BRYOPHYTE RECORDING IN 2014
Bryologising Ba’tat – on the trail of one of Wharfedale’s bygone bryologists.
A couple of years ago Nicky passed a bundle of papers and folders to me from Joan Duncan’s estate marked
‘Bryophytes’. In amongst these papers was a fascinating report compiled by Mary Dalby in 1962, erstwhile
bryophyte Recorder for the Society. The report documented Mary’s bryophyte records for Ilkley Moor,
including a number of unusual records reflecting the complex geology of the moor and numerous springs.
This valuable record allows us to re-visit her records and discover whether bryophytes present in 1962 are
still in existence, and also to explore particular habitats recorded by Mary to assess change over time. While
the records are mainly in descriptive text as was usual at the time, using place names on the Ordnance
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Survey map I have been able to map a number of locations where records were made, and these have formed
the focus of survey.
One such record was for a suite of bryophytes associated with a base-rich spring on Crawshaw Moss – an
area of blanket bog covering approximately 0.5km² just south of Heber’s Gill. Blanket bog is an acid, peaty
habitat, and as such did not seem a promising prospect for lime loving bryophytes, so I set out in early 2014
with some scepticism! Initially I searched the area around Crawshaw Spring with the idea that this was the
source of base-rich waters, but to no avail. Similarly Silver Well and associated tributaries of Black Beck
bore no fruit. I then began systematically searching the bog itself and after several hours of criss-crossing the
acid heath and bog and with light failing I was ready to give up and began following a ditch back towards
Ilkley. It was at that moment and quite unexpectedly that I spied a green swelling mound on the moor. On
closer investigation this turned out to be a base-rich spring some 5 metres in diameter in the middle of the
bog just as recorded by Mary! Species of neutral and base-rich springs were present in abundance with
fountain apple-moss Philonotis fontana, marsh bryum Bryum pseudotriquetrum, claw-leaved hook-moss
Palustriella falcata and intermediate hook-moss Scorpidium cossonii. It was a wonderful experience being
able to confirm these records made over 50 years previously.
With my experience on Crawshaw Moss in mind, I planned a North West Naturalists Union outing for
Saturday 15th November on Ilkley Moor aiming to locate some of Mary’s other bryophyte hot-spots. Turnout was good considering the weather, and hampered only slightly by continual dense fog, we successfully
located target habitats including base rich flushes and an area of calcareous moraine and flushing high on the
moor (Lanshaw Delves). The diversity of bryophytes was something quite special and we confirmed a good
number of Mary’s records including the only Wharfedale record for giant spear-moss Calliergon giganteum.
We also had some really great new records for Wharfedale including first records in the dale for flexuous
bog-moss Sphagnum flexuosum and Norwegian ear-wort Scapania scandica, and second record for
Sphagnum teres (the only other record being Grassington Mire). Seven participants attended in total and
special thanks are due to Yorkshire Naturalists Union recorder Tom Blockeel for his analysis of vouchers
after the event.
However, our outing in November did also result in some of Mary’s records now likely to be absent,
notably due to base rich springs on the flanks of Ilkley Moor becoming overgrown with grasses and rushes,
thus shading out bryophyte communities. This change is likely to be due to a reduction of grazing. On a more
positive note, there were signs that species limited by sulphur dioxide pollution (including most Sphagnum
species) appear to be making a come back with peat-forming species acute-leaved bog-moss Sphagnum
capillifolium and papillose bog-moss S. papillosum in evidence.
A big thank you to all members who have submitted records in 2014; these are much appreciated. I look
forward to receiving many more envelopes and bags of moss in 2015!
Gordon Haycock
Bryophyte Recorder

AMPHIBIANS
Great crested newt Triturus cristatus (report by Gordon Haycock)
5 male, 6 female, eggs, and 1 eft (newt tadpole) recorded during
monitoring, an increase on 2013 when 2 males and eggs were
recorded. Current monitoring allows us to be cautiously optimistic
that the reintroduction has allowed establishment of a great crested
newt population within its natural range, which accords with the
conservation action plan for this species. The population was
reintroduced to suitable habitat where colonisation from known
populations was unlikely in the short to medium term.
It is hoped that this population will enhance the nature conservation status of the species through helping to
address colony loss throughout UK, and increase resilience through establishment of a new metapopulation
in Lower Wharfedale.
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Palmate newt Lissotriton helveticus
Recorded in garden pond in Burley in Wharfedale, Bird Cage Walk allotments and Gallows Hill Nature
Reserve, Otley. The latter had a count of 22 males and 3 females.
Smooth newt Lissontriton vulgaris
Records in garden ponds in Otley and Burley in Wharfedale, and at High Royds.
Alpine newt Ichthyosaura alpestris
No amphibian surveys were carried out at Sun Lane this year, so no records from here, but the species is
assumed to be present here and in the locality, and at Nell Bank.
Common Toad Bufo bufo
By far the largest count this year was disturbingly of dead animals, at Low Dam in the Washburn Valley, on
7th April, by Kelvin Smith. A sample was sent off to the Zoological Society of London for post mortem,
including tests for disease. Thankfully the deadly Chytrid fungal disease was not found to be present, and the
cause was assumed to be predation. Though Kelvin and Sylvia remained unconvinced that this was the
primary cause, we could not come up with an alternative.
Lynn Loader put in great effort to rescue toads on Guiseley Drive junction with the A65 at High Royds,
Menston, recording nearly 100 live animals. Since her efforts were more or less single-handed, she wasn’t
able to save all toads from being squashed and recorded over 64 dead on the road. It would be good if other
local people could volunteer to help escort toads across the road in 2015 and beyond, especially since Lynn
may not be able to continue this effort in the future. In the meantime, Lynn is trying to get the drain covers
and kerb heights altered.
Common frog Rana temporaria
Fourteen reports of frog were from garden ponds in Otley, at Otley
Wetland Nature Reserve, Gallows Hill Nature Reserve, Menston,
Addingham. Spawn was recorded on 25th February in Burley in
Wharfedale, on 12th March (Farnley) 19th and 20th March (Otley), and 24th
March (Lindley Moor) around the expected time, in contrast to 2013,
when spawning was delayed by cold weather in March and early April.

REPTILES
A single record of common lizard (Zootica vivipera) was by Panorama
Reservoir on Ilkley Moor (photo left on a public seat with fly, DL).
Eight slow worm (Anguis fragilis) records (compared to 2 in 2013), including
under refugia at Lindley Reservoir and one at Grass Wood. Two road
casualties included on Storiths
Road near Barden Bridge, not far
from a similar record last year, and
near Buckden. Since slow worms
are generally rarely seen except under refugia, the records around
Bolton Abbey suggest there may be a good population in this area.
Four male adders were counted in the Washburn Valley, beyond
Low Dam on 7th April, presumably in an aggregation site not far
from where they had been hibernating. Photo right shows a male
adder also with a fly at Thruscross (Kelvin Smith).

MAMMALS
Insectivora – Insectivores
Hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus
There were 43 records from 21 sites, mainly in Otley, Menston – where up to seven were seen in a garden on
some nights, and Burley in Wharfedale. Individuals were also seen on Pool Bank and Timble, and further up
Wharfedale, near to Grass Wood, Most were of live animals, with eleven dead reported, including 3 on
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different occasions on Otley bypass. The lack of animals seen dead on the road may be a reporting
phenomenon, though may reflect a decline.
There was very little response to Sylvia’s offer to provide hedgehog monitoring tunnels, so no event was
organised. Instead, she loaned tunnels to Ashlands Primary School in Ilkley and Rodley Nature Reserve,
following the mammal tracks and signs event in the autumn.
Mole Talpa europaea
Eight mole records included at Fewston and Swinsty in the Washburn Valley, at Ben Rydding Gravel Pits
Nature Reserve, and most surprisingly, on the A65/A660 roundabout between Otley and Burley in
Wharfedale.
Shrews
Surprisingly, the only shrew record this year were water shrew Neomys fodiens. Records included exciting
good views of a live shrew feeding at Chevin Forest Park, in the wildlife pond near Yorkgate car park. Water
shrew was also reported in a garden pond in Addingham, and strangely, due to its apparent isolation from
other suitable habitat, in the Riley’s front garden in Burley in Wharfedale.
Chiroptera – Bats
An evening survey at Ben Rydding Gravel Pits Nature Reserve by Maggie Brown of West Yorkshire Bat
Group, revealed the presence of one common pipistrelle, Pipistrellus pipistrellus, a number of soprano
pipistrelles Pipistrellus pygmaeus (this species is known to be associated with water), a number of
Daubenton’s bats and a single noctule.
One recorder reported that pipistrelle bats are now rarely seen flying over their garden, on the estate
between Barras Lane and the bypass in Otley. Maggie Brown informed them at that there is a roost in one
roof on the estate, and there may have been others, but quite a few houses have had boarding and wooden
eaves replaced by plastic soffits in recent years, which may have made roost sites inaccessible or unsuitable.
Other bat records included common pipistrelles flying regularly for ten minutes over a garden on St David’s
Road, Otley.
Lagomorpha – Rabbits and Hares
Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus
Rabbits are of course present in large numbers in Wharfedale, though not generally reported. It was noted
that they are causing quite a bit of damage at Sun Lane.
Hare Lepus capensis
Twenty-five sightings, in various locations, including Greenhow, Weston Hall near Otley, Ilkley Moor,
Menwith Hill, Skyreholme, Storiths, and in the Washburn Valley at Timble,
Rodentia – Rodents
Grey squirrel Sciurus carolinensis
Undoubtedly under reported with only eight records, at Otley, Farnley, Swinsty Reservoir.
Bank vole Clethrionomys glariolus
Undoubtedly very under reported with five records, Otley Wetland Nature Reserve, Sun Lane Nature
Reserve, on Ilkley Moor and in a garden in Addingham where they are fed
sunflower seeds.
Field vole Microtis agrestis
One record, at Otley Wetland Nature Reserve, again, undoubtedly under-reported.
Wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus (photo left)
Sightings at nine locations, mainly in gardens in Otley – including in the cutthrough to Sainsbury’s from Bondgate, Burley in Wharfedale and Menston, also at
Grass Wood and Swinsty. Photo left by Ros Lilley.
Brown rat Rattus norvegicus
Over 20, including adults and juveniles, were counted at the start of the year,
around the bird feeding station at Sun Lane Nature Reserve.
Photo Ros Lilly
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Carnivora – Carnivores
Fox Vulpes vulpes
Seven records included sightings on Pool Bank, at Farnley, Pool to Leathley road and Lindley Green in the
Washburn valley.
Stoat Mustela erminea
Ten sightings from various parts of Wharfedale, including Otley, Farnley, Huby, Menston, Denton, and up
the dale to Appletreewick (in full ermine), Starbotton and Yockenthwaite.
Weasel Mustela nivalis
Only three records, one on Otley Chevin, one at Clifton and one beside Fewston Reservoir.
Badger Meles meles
Thirteen records, including sightings of live animals at Ilkley and Washburn valley, and road kills near
Thruscross and Farnley. A dead cub was found near a sett in the Otley area, with a number of puncture
wounds. Badger cubs can be killed by another badger, an adult fox, or sometimes a loose terrier, all of which
could leave puncture wounds. The cubs are often left alone without their mother, so without protection.
Otter Lutra lutra
An otter was seen on the River Wharfe from Wharfebank Business Centre and from Ben Rhydding Gravel
Pits Nature Reserve, while spraints were recorded at Otley Wetland Nature Reserve in January, July and
December. Prints were found on the lower Washburn, near Leathley.
Reported prints on Otley Chevin, near the White House, are perplexing since it is so far from the river. I am
not able to confirm this record.
Deer
Only roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) were recorded, with 55 sightings
from Pool in Wharfedale up to Grassington, and in the Washburn Valley.
A doe and fawn were seen on several occasions in the Pool Bank area.
There were no muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi) reported despite this species
being confirmed in other parts of Yorkshire.
Over 330 records (compared with 250 in 2013) were received from 29
people/households, a good increase, compared to 15 in 2013.
CONTRIBUTORS: B Brown, Maggie Brown, Heather Burrow, M&J Clerk, J Dixon, D&N Fearnley, R
Fuller, C Grimshaw, K Harrison, G Haycock, C&F Horner, D Jakeways, D&M Leather, P Kendall-Smaith,
K Smith, K&P Limb, L Loader, P Millard, S Parkes, D Parkin, P Purvis, A&P Riley, L Robinson, E Scarfe,
J&T Scott, K Shackleton, K Smith, J Stidsworthy, P Sweet, J&F Topham.
Sylvia Jay, Vertebrates Recorder

BUTTERFLIES
The cool August prevented 2014 from being the best butterfly
year this millennium. However it was certainly very good, and
there were several interesting and unusual happenings that can
gladden the heart of all butterfly enthusiasts.
The Scotch Argus sightings are the prime example. First of all in
2009 this butterfly turned up in Park Gill, near Kettlewell, miles
away from its two English colonies. Then in 2013 some were seen
on a second site in Bastow Wood, which ninety years ago used to
house the prime English colony. Now in 2014 some were seen on
a third site in Littondale on a day when it had been specially
opened for our botanists. Someone must be enjoying amazing us.
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Another unexpected butterfly found its own way to us. A Clouded Yellow was seen in Otley and in Burley,
the first since 2006. It appeared to enjoy its star status and remained around for several days, allowing a
number of naturalists to view it. For a while it sat on my finger so that we could look at every detail.
In 2013 several Marbled Whites were reported from the Washburn, but none appeared again in 2014.
However Colin Williams saw one at the Ben Rhydding gravel pits, only the second ever recorded in
Wharfedale.
In 2013 a few Dingy Skippers were found in Middleton, but the ground was subsequently bulldozed.
Nevertheless one Dingy Skipper was found in the vicinity in 2014 so we have hopes that the colony has
survived.
In 2014 for the first time we learnt that White-letter Hairstreaks are to be found in several places on the
Eastern fringe of Otley thanks to information from Butterfly Conservation.
Thirty species of butterfly were recorded in 2014, over 60 observers sending in some 5000 records, making
this an excellent year. Butterfly Conservation gave us access to 300 records that went directly to them, and
they started two new transects at Kilnsey and Yockenthwaite respectively, so the figures do not compare with
previous years.
The weather pattern in 2014 was very different from 2013, and this affected different species in different
ways.
Large Skipper had its best year, a complete contrast with 2013, and Small Skipper did well.
Large and Small Whites were not so abundant in 2014, although Green-veined Whites and Brimstones were
seen more often. Orange Tip had an excellent year.
Small Tortoiseshell and Peacock had excellent years and Comma did well. Of the migrants Red Admiral
was seen widely but Painted Lady was still uncommon.
Speckled Wood, Meadow Brown and Ringlet did well, and Small Heath had its best year ever. Gatekeeper
checked its decline but Wall remains scarce.
In Upper Wharfedale both Dark Green Fritillary and Northern Brown Argus
(photo left) had the most sightings ever, the good figures boosted by the new
transects.
Butterflies were seen from January to November, and there were the same
number of species seen as last year. Most observers saw some Small
Tortoiseshells, Peacocks and Red Admirals, and some of the commoner Browns,
but fewer saw Large White and Small Copper.
In 2014 the 4 species most seen in the WNS area were, in order: Small
Tortoiseshell, Peacock, Speckled Wood, Green-veined White. Speckled Wood
has moved up from 5th last year.
In the Big Butterfly Count 2014 the 4 species most seen nationally were, in order:Peacock, Gatekeeper,
Small White, Small Tortoiseshell
(In the WNS area Gatekeeper is reaching its Northern limit, and with our upland areas Green-veined White
is commoner than Small White.)
Only the Peacock featured in the top 4 of last year’s Big Butterfly Count.
In both the national and the local scene the main feature has been the decline of the common whites from
2013 to 2014.
The total number of butterflies seen was an excellent 23,700.The total included over 5,000 Ringlets, the most
ever recorded for any species.
Considering the best butterfly sites, this year 22 species were seen at Burley Sun Lane and at the new Local
Nature Reserve of Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits. 21 species were seen at Otley Wetlands and 19 species in
Upper Wharfedale at Lea Green/Bastow Wood. 14 species were seen on each of the new transects, Kilnsey
and Yockenthwaite (which were set up primarily to record Northern Brown Argus).
Details of individual species follow. The initials in square brackets denote individual observers whose
names are at the end of the report. The names of observers are noted when these are few. ‘New sites’ denote
new 1km. squares on the WNS map. This year only significant new sites are reported.
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For each species the number of records in 2014 is compared with the average of the ten previous
years, and the percentage change is given.

Hesperidae
NB Although Small and Large Skippers appear very similar insects they use different grasses and often their
good and bad years do not coincide.
1526 Small Skipper Thymelicus sylvestris
18% UP
37 sites
28 observers
2014 had a second successive increase in the number of sightings. Again most records came from the areas
of Ilkley, Burley and Otley. Seen in the Washburn up to Humberstone Bank [MB], and at Duck Street
Quarry(DSQ) Greenhow [MB]. Also at Lindley Pond and Wood [NF, DA], Timble Ings [KL] and Stainburn
Moor [many] There were 25 sightings in the upper dale, from Grassington [GL] to Yockenthwaite.[PK,
CGS].
Recorded first on 16th June at Otley Wetlands [PP]. The last sighting was on 24th August at Sun Lane
Burley [DA, DH, PR]. The peak count was over 100 at Timble Ings on 21st July [KL].
In 2013, 1666 Small Skippers were seen, the most this millennium. In 2014 the numbers were down to a more
modest 846.
1531 Large Skipper Ochlodes venata
59% UP
29 sites
27 observers
This was the best year ever, a very surprising turn round. There were more
sightings, sites and recorders. Over twice as many butterflies were counted. One
third of the records were from the area around Ilkley and Otley. Almost as many
were in the upper dale, from Grass Wood to Yockenthwaite, and the remainder
were in the Washburn area.
First seen (6) on 12th June at Timble Ings [DH]. The last was seen at Stainburn
Forest on 29th August [CG].The peak count was 35 at Stainburn Forest on 31st
July [PR]. There were 4 other counts in double figures one of which was in
Upper Wharfedale [CH]. The largest colony in Yorkshire used to be (up to 2005) in the Stainburn Forest
area, and there was a substantial colony at BRGP in the 1980s.
1532 Dingy Skipper Erynnis tages
1 site
1 observer
Last year Dean Moore found what appeared to be a small colony on the Middleton Hospital site where
insects were seen for three weeks in June. By 2014 most of the colony area had been bulldozed, but a single
insect was found on 26th June [DHM] on another part of the site.

Pieridae
1545 Clouded Yellow Colias croceus
2 sites
several observers
th
A Clouded Yellow was seen from 5 to 18th August at Otley Wetlands [PP, DA]. At Burley Sun Lane there
were sightings on 22nd and 23rd August by several people. (Probably all this relates to a single butterfly). The
last recorded sightings in our area were in 2006.
1546 Brimstone Gonepteryx rhamni
127% UP
29 sites
24 observers
The Brimstone goes from strength to strength – in 2014 there were the most ever sightings and the largest
number of butterflies. This is probably the result of the WNS initiative in planting numbers of alder
buckthorns, the food-plant. Half the records came from Burley, and there were 17 sightings in Ilkley and a
few in Otley, Pool and Addingham. The first Brimstone was seen in Ben Rhydding on 9th March [TH]. The
last report was from Burley Sun Lane on 21st September [DH].There were eight sightings in the Washburn in
the Lindley Wood area [DA, PR]. There were three sightings in Upper Wharfedale [DL, CH, CG]. The peak
count of 8 was seen at Burley Sun Lane on 31st August [PR].
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1549 Large White Pieris brassicae
11% DOWN
33 sites
19 observers
A mediocre year, well down on 2013. The most seen was 15 on 24th July in Otley
[AC]. The first seen was on 14th April in the same place by the same observer.
The last was seen on 3rd October in Burley [PR].The majority of sightings were
in the Otley area [AC, DJ and others], but the butterfly was seen over the two
dales from Kettlewell [AC] in Wharfedale to DSQ [MB] near the source of the
Washburn.
There were over 130 records of unidentified Whites, probably a mixture of
Small and/or Green-veined Whites and a few female Orange Tips. As usual this suggests that the reported
numbers of Small and Green-Veined Whites ARE UNDERESTIMATED.
1550 Small White Pieris rapae
11% UP
50 sites
24 observers
There were fewer records than last year’s peak, yet still doing well. Many were in the Addingham-Otley
area, also several near Pool [PL]. They were seen widely in Wharfedale up to Yockenthwaite [EC, PR].
There were 12 Washburn records in the lower valley plus one at Greenhow DSQ [MB]. The first sighting
was on 1st April in Menston [JC], and the last was on 10th October in Burley [PR]. The largest count was 11
on 4th August at Otley Wetlands [PR].
1551 Green-Veined White Pieris napi
49% UP
108 sites
35 observers
Over 400 records this year, the most ever. Our fourth commonest butterfly this year, found all over the area.
First seen on 11thMarch in Burley [DA], last seen on 2nd October at Arnecliffe [GL].The largest count was 56
on 28th July at DSQ [MB] There were 10 other counts of 20 or above, less than last year.
1553 Orange Tip Anthocharis cardamines
30% UP
63 sites
32 observers
An excellent year. There were sightings in Wharfedale from Pool [NF, PL] to Yockenthwaite [PR, CG] and
at Foxup in Littondale.[GL]. In the Washburn insects were seen up to Timble Ings [DA, PB]. First seen were
3 on 11th March at Burley [DA]. The last sighting was at Yockenthwaite on 10th July [CG]. The highest
counts were 20 at Otley Wetlands on 16th April [JH] and 20 on 16th May at Timble Ings [DA].

Lycaenidae
1555 Green Hairstreak Callophrys rubi
16% DOWN
25 sites
18 observers
Normality was resumed after the late start to the 2013 season. The first sighting was on 16th April at Rushy
Beck, Burley Moor [DH]. The last was on 18th June near Cross Wood in Upper Wharfedale [JG]. The largest
count was 30 near the Stone Cross Inn, Thruscross on 30th April [CS]. In Wharfedale they were seen up to
Cross Wood beyond Kettlewell [JG] and down to Pool [PL]. There were many sightings in and near Bastow
Wood [IC, IP and others], and on and near Ilkley Moor [DH, DL, KS and others]. The few sightings in the
Washburn this year included two at Jack Hill [DA].
The next two hairstreaks live on the trees, oak and elm respectively. They are small and inconspicuous and
are difficult to see even when they do come down to ground for any reason. Look for White-letter on
creeping thistle, bramble, and ragwort. Look up for Purple Hairstreaks, they rarely leave the trees.
1557 Purple Hairstreak Neozephyrus quercus
11 sightings
4 sites
5 observers
Several observers saw the hairstreaks on the small oak at BRGP [TH, NF, and others]. The last was recorded
there on 23rd August [DH]. The first sighting was at Middleton Hospital on 15th July [DH], and butterflies
were found in two areas of the site. The only other site in 2014 was Sun Lane Burley, where the maximum
number of 7 was seen on 24th July [PR].
1558 White-Letter Hairstreak Satyrium w-album
179% UP
15 sites
10 observers
The most sightings ever. The first sighting was on 25th June at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits [DH]. This was
followed by 25 other sightings nearby until 21st July [DH], including the most seen, 13 on 7th July. A second
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group of seventeen sightings to the East of Otley began with one at East Busk Lane on 15 th July [SB]. This
ended with sightings there, at Moor Drive, Gallows Hill, and near Knotford on 7 th August [all SB]. There
were four sightings at Burley Sun Lane reserve [PR, JK]. Four sightings were in the Washburn, including
two near Napes Hill and the last sighting on 10th September at Norwood Edge [DA]. Two sightings were on
Pool Bank [NF].Other sightings were at the Washburn-Wharfe confluence [NF], in a Menston garden [DM],
and above Hebers Ghyll, Ilkley Moor [KS].
1561 Small Copper Lycaena phlaeas
19% DOWN
26 sites
15 observers
A poor year, well down on 2013. Seen in Wharfedale as far as Bastow Wood [IP], with almost half the
records from Ilkley [PB, DH] to Burley [DH, DA, PR, JK]. Several records were from Otley [PP, PR, ES]
and in the Washburn up to Humberstone Bank [MB] and Thruscross [PR]. There were several records from
the Lindley area [DA, NF] and Timble Ings [DA, PB, PM]. The earliest sighting was on 16th May at Timble
Ings [DA]. The last record was on 26th September at BRGP [DH]. The peak number of 5 was seen on 23rd
and 28th August at Burley Sun Lane [DA].
1573 Northern Brown Argus Plebeius (Aricia) artaxerxes
298% UP
24 sites
16 observers
There are now three transects in Wharfedale devoted to recording NBA, which is on the Southern edge of its
UK range in Wharfedale. The first sighting was on 1st June on the Southernmost site at Trollers Gill [PM].
The last was seen at the Lea Green/Bastow Wood transect on 23rd July [IP]. The butterfly was seen widely in
the upper dale notably on the Low Ox Pasture (LOP) [TH, PM] and Yockenthwaite transects [CGS, PK]. On
19th June the most insects, 35, were seen on LOP [PM].
1574 Common Blue Polyommatus icarus
28% UP
36 sites
27 observers
The insect was seen widely with 116 (50 in 2013) records in upper
Wharfedale as far as Yockenthwaite [CGS, PK, PR]. There were 5 (12 in
2013) Washburn records mostly at Stainburn Forest [CG, PR]. The first
sighting was probably on 3rd June at Lower Grass Wood [EC]. The last
sighting was on 8th September at Greenhow DSQ [MB]. At DSQ there was
the largest count of 350 butterflies on 4th August [MB], well down on last
year. Apart from DSQ, the next largest number was 55 at Yockenthwaite on
17th July [CGS]. In the lower dale numbers were very modest, 14 was the
max at Middleton on 23rd June [DHM].
1580 Holly Blue Celastrina argiolus
AVERAGE
21 sites
16 observers
Sightings came from Addingham [KB, LR], Ilkley [PB, SP, DH, TH, KS], Burley [AC, DP, PR, DA],
Menston [AG, DM], and Otley [NB, AC, MC, JH]. The first sighting was on 15 th April at Ilkley Golden
Butts road [KS], and the last was on 3rd September in Otley [NB]. The peak count was 2, seen in May and
August in 5 different places from Addingham to Menston [KB, AC, PR, DM, KS]

Nymphalidae
1590 Red Admiral Vanessa atalanta
52% UP
73 sites
35 observers
2014 was a really good year, following a dismal 2012 and a mediocre 2013. There
were over 30 records in the first half of the year, which is unusual. The earliest
record was on 18th April in Addingham [CB]. The last was seen on 9th November
in Ben Rhydding [JL]. The peak count was 20 on her arbutus by the same
observer, same place, on 31st October.
Seen in Wharfedale up to Yockenthwaite [CH], Bastow Wood including the
transect [IC, IP] and Grass Wood [CG and others]. The majority of the records
came from Addingham [KB], Ilkley [DH], Burley [DA, PR and several others],
Menston [JC, AG, DM] and Otley [AC, DJ, MC, EC and others] and there were a
few out to Pool [NF]. Seen in the Washburn at DSQ [MB] and many other places
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including around Fewston, Swinsty and Lindley Wood reservoirs, Stainburn Forest [DA, CG] and at Timble
Ings [DA and others].
1591 Painted Lady Vanessa cardui
54% DOWN
22 sites
17 observers
This is a migrant insect with widely varying numbers reaching us from year to year. The last good year was
2009 and subsequent years have been poor. Unusual weather patterns diverted the migrating butterflies to the
Canaries in 2012 and 2013, and it is likely that the same happened in 2014 although it was a slight
improvement on the previous years. However 2 insects were the most seen at any one time.
The first sighting was on 30th May at Burley [PR]. There was one sighting in Upper Wharfedale at
Kettlewell [AG]. With few exceptions the butterflies were seen in the area of Addingham to Otley. The
exceptions were one at Grimwith reservoir [RB], one at DSQ [MB], and one at Lindley Wood [DA].There
were four sightings in the first half of the year and some in July and September, but the great majority were
in August. The last was on 11th October in Otley [ME].
1593 Small Tortoiseshell Aglais urtica
71% UP
115 sites
43 observers
The most records ever, over 500 for the second year running. It was seen throughout Wharfedale up to
Yockenthwaite [CG, CH] and in Littondale to Foxup [GL]. Also at Skirethornes and Malham Moor [GL],
Kilnsey, Low and High Ox Pastures [PM and others], Bastow Wood [IC, IP] and Grimwith [RB, GL].Going
across the area there were many sightings from Addingham [KB] to Pool and further East at Weeton [NF].
Also seen in many places in the Washburn to Humberstone Bank [MB] and Hoodstorth [DA], and at DSQ
[MB].
First seen on 5th January on a Menston windowsill [LL], last seen on 18th November in Otley [PP]. The
peak counts were 52 at DSQ on 28th July [MB], and two very early records, 50 plus at Otley Wetlands on
16th April [JH] followed by 47 on the same site two days later [PR].
1597 Peacock Inachis io
26% UP
121 sites
40 observers
The most records ever, over 400 for the second year running.
A 12% increase on the excellent 2013. Peacocks were seen all over the area, often with Small Tortoiseshells.
First seen on 20th February in Burley [SB], and last seen on 30th November on Barden Moor [DL]. The peak
number was 115 seen on 28th July at DSQ [MB]. The largest Spring count was 50 seen on16th April at Otley
Wetlands [PP].
There were 28 counts in double figures compared with 54 in 2012. The majority were in July and August
and there were none later.
1598 Comma Polygonia c-album
16% UP
39 sites
26 observers
Commas were not seen far up the dales, the furthest North and West being
Drebley Stepping Stones where one was seen on 6th October [DL]. In the
Washburn, none were seen North of Timble Ings [DA, DJ, CG] and
Swinsty Plantation [DH]. The furthest East any were seen was the Pool
area [NF, PL].
The first butterfly was seen on 9th March in Ilkley [DH], and the last was
seen on 31st October in Ben Rhydding [DH]. In the spring, the best
sighting was 3 insects at Otley Wetlands [PR] on 18th April. The peak
number was 13 seen on 24thSeptember at BRGP [DH], where there were a
number of other multiple sightings on the brambles. Eight insects were
seen on 21st July at Timble Ings [KL].
1607 DARK GREEN FRITILLARY Argynnis aglaja
117% UP
18 sites
16 observers
The best year ever. Although most of the sightings were on the three Upper Wharfedale transects there were
also three from Littondale [NF, PM] one from Park Gill [KB] one from Conistone [DA] and several from the
Grassington area. Outside Upper Wharfedale were records from DSQ [MB] and unusually from Otley [DJ].
The peak number of 22 was seen on 28th July at DSQ [MB], and 19 were seen at Bastow Wood on 17th July
[PM]. The earliest record was on 23rd June at the Lea Green/Bastow Wood transect [IP]. The last was seen
on 7th August at Threshfield Quarry [AG].
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Satyridae
1614 SPECKLED WOOD Pararge aegeria
38% UP
89 sites
38 observers
One of its best years, now spread widely over both dales.
The majority of the sightings were from Addingham to Pool with
finally two at Weeton [NF]. Thirty records were from the upper dale
with one record from Park Scar Arnecliffe [GL] otherwise mostly at
Bastow and Grass Woods. There were fourteen records from Timble
Ings [seven recorders] and up the Washburn from Farnley [ES and
others], Leathley [NF] and Lindley [DA, NF, PR] to Swinsty [MC]
and Fewston [DA] reservoirs and finally to Humberstone Bank [MB].
The earliest sighting was on 14th April at Menston [AG] and the
latest was on 1st November in Ben Rhydding [BT]. The largest
number seen in the first half of the year was 14 on 19th June at Lindley Wood [PR]. The peak number of 81
was seen on 31st August at Otley Wetlands [PP].
1615 WALL Lasiommata megera
77% DOWN
9 sites
6 observers
The Wall decline continues. Three were seen at different times on the edge of Ilkley Moor [KS] and there
were five sightings in the Lindley area [DA, NF], two in Otley [MC, PP], one near Pool [NF], and one in
Upper Wharfedale [MB]. The first (and the most) seen were three on 18th May near Lindley [NF], and the
last one was on 8th September at Humberstone Bank [MB].
1618 Scotch Argus Erebia aethiops
3 sites
5 observers
In the Park Gill area there was one sighting on 4th August when 10 insects were seen [TH]. There were three
sightings in Bastow Wood, on 27th and 28th July [PM, MO] and on19th August [GL]. 3 insects were the most
seen.
Completely unexpectedly a sighting was reported on 28th July from Sleets Gill in Littondale, when the site
was opened to the WNS Botany group. About 5 butterflies were seen. Once again we conclude that these
must have been introduced.
1620 Marbled White Melanargia galathea
1 site
1 observer
This is a butterfly that is established in the chalk wolds in East Yorkshire, with outliers in the magnesian
limestone area, but no further West. Recently a colony has become established just outside our area at
Shipley station. In 2013 there were five sightings of the insect in and around Stainburn Forest. This year
none were reported in the Washburn, but there was one sighting on 18th July at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits
[CW].
1625 Gatekeeper Pyronia tithonus
27% DOWN
17 sites
15 observers
The decline is checked, with a significant improvement over 2013.
Most sightings were from Burley and Otley, and there were several at Pool. There was just one at Ilkley but
none further up Wharfedale. In the Washburn valley there were records from Timble Ings [DA, KL], the
Lindley area [DA], and Stainburn Forest [PR]. First seen on 30th June at Otley Wetlands [PR] and Burley
Sun Lane [JK], and the last was on 24th August at Lindley Wood [DA]. Good numbers only at Otley
Wetlands [PP] where 51 were seen on 17th July, and at Burley Sun Lane [PR] where 16 were seen on 22nd
July.
1626 Meadow Brown Maniola jurtina
31% UP
70 sites
33 observers
Over 350 records this year.
They were seen widely all over our recording area. The first sighting was on 3 rd June at Otley Chevin [NB],
and the last was on 8th September at Lindley Wood [DA]. The peak sighting was 136 on 30 th June at Otley
Wetlands [PR], and there were two other 100+ sightings there on different days. There were also two other
100+ sightings at DSQ [MB].where 110 were seen on 4th August.
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1627 Small Heath Coenonympha pamphilus
111% UP
55 sites
31 observers
2013 was good but 2014 was much better. Most of the sightings were in Upper Wharfedale, and these
included many in double figures. The most seen was 75 on 4th August at DSQ [MB], followed by 60 or more
at Bastow Wood [DA] and 59 at Low Ox Pasture, Kilnsey [PM]. There were 58 sightings in double figures,
many more than in 2013.
Down the valley there were records from Trollers Ghyll [CG], Bolton Abbey station [DH], Ilkley Moor
[PB, KS], BRGP [DH], Otley Chevin [ES] and Otley Wetlands [PR] It was eighteen years since one had
been seen at BRGP.
In the Washburn there were sightings at Timble Ings [4 recorders],Norwood Edge [DA] and Stainburn
Forest [several recorders], up to Humberstone Bank [MB] and DSQ [MB]. The first sighting was at Dowber
Gill Kettlewell on 6th June [GL], the last at Norwood Edge on 10th September [DA].
1629 Ringlet Aphantopus hyperantus
67% UP
83 sites
34 observers
Over 300 records, the most ever.
Over one hundred insects were seen on eight occasions just as in 2013.
The most seen were 299 on 30th June at Otley Wetlands [PR]. 200 were
seen at Bastow Wood on 17th July [PM], and 120 were seen at DSQ on
28th July [MB].
Ringlet seems to be increasing its penetration of our area, being seen in
a number of new areas adjacent to previous sites. Records came from all
over our recording area now including Littondale at Scoska (near
Arnecliffe) and Sleets Gill [both PM].There were 121 (62 in 2013)
records in Upper Wharfedale including many sightings on the three
transects and others in the Bastow/Grass Wood area, and several near
Threshfield and Kilnsey. Lower in the dale there were records from Addingham [KB] through to Pool [NF,
PL]. There were many records from the Ilkley, Burley, Menston and Otley areas, and they were also seen in
the Washburn near Farnley [MC, NF], Leathley [MC] and Lindley [DA, NF]. Several sightings were at
Timble Ings [DA, CG, DJ and others], some at Stainburn Forest [ES, PR, CG and others] and at DSQ [MB].
The earliest record was on 14th June at Otley [AC], and the last was on 8th August at Yockenthwaite [PK].
In compiling this report I am very grateful for the help of many WNS members, Butterfly Conservation,
friends and neighbours. Most of the records have come directly, but others have come via Dave Hatton,
VC64 recorder for Butterfly Conservation, and Gerald Light of the Upper Wharfedale Field Society.
I apologise for any errors or omissions.
Records were received from the following people:
Alred, David & Joan (DA); Baker, Ray (RB); Barnham, Mike (MB); Barton, Susan; Bowland, Audrey &
Nevil (NB); Brear, David ; Bryant, Simon (SB); Bullimore, Karen (KB); Burns, Peter & Janet (PB); Carr,
Adele (AC); Clapham & Gramshaw (CG); Clapham, Jeanette (JC); Clements, Wyn (EC); Clerk, Mike &
Joyce (MC); Court, Ian (IC); Dixon; John & Jenny; Edmunds, Malcolm (ME); Fearnley, David & Nyree
(NF); Gavaghan, John (JG); Gibbons, Chris (CGS); Goodison, Robert; Gramshaw Audrey (AG); HarrisonMoore, Dean (DHM); Healey, John (JH); Hockey, Mark; Horner, Carmen & Fred (CH); Howson, David &
Rosemary (DH); Howson, Tim (TH); Jakeways, Diane (DJ); Katic, Peter (PK); Kyriakides, Jan & KK (JK);
Lazenby, Phil (PL); Leather, Midge & David (DL); Light, Gerald (GL); Limb, Pat and Ken (KL) ; Litten, JB;
Loader, Lyn (LL); Lufman, Joan (JL); Mann, Barbara; Millard, Paul (PM); Morris, Diane (DM); Oates,
Matthew (MO); Parkes, Stephen (SP); Parkin, David (DP); Powell, Ian (IP); Purvis, Paul (PP); Riley, Peter
& Anne (PR); Robbins, Kathy (KR); Robinson, D Leo (LR); Scarfe, Ernie (ES); Scott, Janice; Settering,
Mollie; Shackleton, Karen (KS); Smith, Calvin (CS); Speed, B & P (BS); Thompson, Anne & Brian (BT);
Vernon, Nicky (NV); Williams ,Colin(CW).
David Howson, Butterfly Recorder
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MOTHS
Moths have been regularly recorded throughout 2014 in Wharfedale,
part of the larger vice-county recording area Mid-west Yorkshire
(VC64). The earliest moths sighted in January were 697 Agonopterix
arenella, Early Moth (1960 – Theria primaria), Tissue (1790 –
Triphosa dubitata) and Herald (2469 – Scoliopteryx libatrix). The
latest moths were Brown House Moth (647 – Hofmannophila
pseudospretella), Garden Rose Tortrix (1048 – Acleris varegana), 874
– Blastobasis lacticolella, December Moth (1631– Poecilocampa
populi), Mottled Umber (1935 –Erannis defoliaria) and Winter Moth
(1799 – Operophtera brumata) in November. A surprise Doublestriped Pug (1862 – Gymnoscelis rufifasciata) indoors then gave a
Beautiful Snout (AR)
first record in Yorkshire for December. Some sites in Menston, Burley
in Wharfedale, Skyreholme, Ilkley, Otley and Pool were regularly monitored using light trapping and wine
roping. Further moth sightings came from occasional moth traps, country walks and house and garden
searches. The busiest months for moth sightings were May 495 (55 micro, 440 macro) records, June 1472
(141 micro, 1,331 macro) records, July 2094 (193 micro, 1,901 macro) records, August 589 (76 micro, 513
macro) records and September 378 (49 micro, 329 macro) records. A total of 5,626 (567 micro and 5,059
macro) records were received for 418 (122 micro and 296 macro) species.
Some photographs of moths regularly seen can be viewed on the Wharfedale Naturalists’ Society website
www.wharfedale-nats.org.uk/moths/ The moths shown are likely to be seen even without a moth trap. Every
year we get quite a few good records from what we term our ‘roving moth-ers’: gardeners, walkers, shoppers
and butterfly transect recorders, which adds to the overall picture of local moth activity.
Most evenings in January were damp or extremely wet, with temperatures of only 4 degrees Celsius (C)
quickly falling to sub-zero overnight. February had some drier evenings but again low minus overnight
temperatures and some extremely windy nights reduced moth trapping opportunities. The indoors micro
White-shouldered House Moth (648 – Endrosis sarcitrella) was a welcomed guest. Good overnight
temperatures in March however gave regular moth sightings including: 688 Agonopterix heracliana ,
Common Plume (1524 – Emmelina monodactyla), Chestnut (2258 – Conistra vaccinii) and Satellite (2256 –
Eupsilia transversa) which emerge after adult hibernation. An impressive 30 moth species (8 micro and 22
macro) were recorded in Wharfedale by the end of March. Drier and warmer evenings in April offered
attractive moths like 6 – Eriocrania subpurpurella, Twenty-plume Moth (1288 – Alucita hexadactyla),
Muslin Moth (2063 – Diaphora mendica), Powdered Quaker (2186 – Orthosia gracilis), Flame Carpet (1722
– Xanthorhoe designata.) and Angle Shades (2306 – Phlogophora meticulosa) in light traps. An exciting
moth sighting at Grass Wood was two flying Barred Tooth-striped (1880 – Trichopteryx polycommata –
Nationally Scarce A (Na)) on 16 April. After a couple of poor nights in early May reliable evening trapping
commenced with exceptionally good weather in June and July so sightings included: Honeysuckle Moth
(453 – Ypsolopha dentella), Dark Fruit-tree Tortrix (972 – Pandemis heparana), 937 – Agapeta hamana,
Buff Arches (1653 – Habrosyne pyritoides), Small Fan-footed Wave (1702 – Idaea biselata) and Small
Phoenix (1759 – Ecliptopera silaceata). Unfortunately August had cool temperatures, often down to 7°C
even after extremely hot days, and frequent breezy wet nights so moth records were low. Even abundant
moths, for example, Bird-cherry Ermine (424 – Yponomeuta evonymella) and Large Yellow Underwing
(2107 – Noctua pronuba) had lower numbers than previous years and the Pyralidae family, for example,
Grass moths, and the Geometridae family, for example Carpets, Pugs, Thorns and Beauties, were only
occasionally sighted. Temperatures improved in September offering 1038x – Acleris laterana/comariana
agg., Pale Mottled Willow (2389 – Paradrina clavipalpis), Autumnal Rustic (2117 – Eugnorisma glareosa)
and Dusky Thorn (1914 – Ennomos fuscantaria). Autumn provided ideal moth conditions for occasional
moth trapping either overnight or just evening (5pm to 11pm) in October and November with sightings
including Light Brown Apple Moth (998 – Epiphyas postvittana), Red-green Carpet (1760 – Chloroclysta
siterata), Merveille du Jour (2247 – Dichonia aprilina) and Feathered Thorn (1923 – Colotois pennaria).
Even December gave a new record indoors for Double-striped Pug (1862 – Gymnoscelis rufifasciata). Dr.
Charles Fletcher explained during his recent moth talk to the WNS (11.11.2014) that some moths species are
moving northwards and westward towards Wharfedale. The most likely moths to arrive in the next couple of
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years are Vine’s Rustic (2384 – Hoplodrina ambigua – Local), Scarce Footman (2047 – Eilema complana –
Local), Pine Hawk-moth (1978 – Hyloicus pinastri – Local) and Sycamore (2279 – Acronicta aceris –
Local).
Photographs and further details of all the moths highlighted in this report are available on the following
websites: www.yorkshiremoths.info/ or ukmoths.org.uk/
The most abundant micro-moths over the 2014 season were:
(1304 – Agriphila straminella) 21 records for 97 individuals (19 June to 9 Aug);
(1334 – Scoparia ambigualis) 29 records for 70 individuals (20 June to 3 Aug);
Nettle-tap (385 – Anthophila fabriciana) 13 records for 68 individuals (24 Apr to 24 May);
(1338 – Eudonia lacustrata) 12 records for 66 individuals (14 June to 9 Aug) and
Light Brown Apple Moth (998 – Epiphyas postvittana) 30 records for 51 individuals (31 May to 20 Nov).
The most abundant macro-moths over the 2014 season were:
Large Yellow Underwing (2107 – Noctua pronuba) 224 records for 4658 individuals (9 June to 3 Oct);
Dark Arches (2321 – Apamea monoglypha) 141 records for 1348 individuals (11 June to 5 September);
Common Quaker (2187 – Orthosia cerasi) 91 records for 929 individuals (5 March to 4 May);
Heart and Dart (2089 – Agrotis exclamationis) 118 records for 655 individuals (19 May to 19 Oct)
Common Rustic agg. (2343x – Mesapamea secalis agg.) (= Common Rustic and Lesser Common Rustic
because these can only be differentiated by dissection) 113 records for 606 individuals (19 June to 5
September).
Highlights from 2014 were:
0001 Micropterix tunbergella
Photo left (PM). 1 individual on the 3rd May at Grass Wood for this
Local moth last seen at this site in 1991. VC64 only has 8 recorded
sightings from 1991 to 2014 for this day-flying moth which feeds on
pollen in woods.
0016 Gold Swift Hepialus hecta
3 day records for 6 individuals between the 27th May and 10th June at
Lindley Wood, Washburn and Timble. This Local moth feeds on
Bracken and is more often sighted at dusk than at light traps.
0164 Cistus Forester Adscita geryon
20 records for 64 individuals between the 6th and 19th June in the Kilnsey area (30 individuals on 10 June)
are excellent records for this Nationally Scarce B (Nb) day-flying species.
0410 Argyresthia brockeella
1 individual on the 25thJune at Grass Wood for this Common moth which flies in afternoon sun and at
night. It is attracted to Birch or Alder catkins and has a distinctive ‘head down’ resting position.
0462 Ypsolopha sequella
2 records for 2 individuals between the 26th July and 3rd Aug at Burley in Wharfedale for this Local moth of
woods and gardens which is not often seen in Wharfedale.
0544 Coleophora albicosta
1 individual on the 27th May at Lindley Wood for this Common moth which flies mainly at dusk was a
new record in Wharfedale.
0658 Carcina quercana
2 records for 2 individuals on the 8th and 25th July at Burley in Wharfedale and Pool for this Common moth
of woodlands occasionally sighted in Wharfedale.
0667 Semioscopis steinkellneriana
3 individuals on the 16th April at Grass Wood for this Local moth of scrub and hedgerows. New record in
Wharfedale for this scarce and local resident.
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0797 Neofaculta ericetella
1 individual on the 31st May at Barden Moor for this Common moth which is a scarce and local resident
which feeds on flowers and shoots of Heather.
0874 Blastobasis lacticolella
4 records for 4 individuals between the 27th Aug and 22nd November in Otley and Ilkley for this Common
moth recorded in small numbers.
0888 Mompha propinquella
1 individual on the 2nd July at Burley in Wharfedale for this Local moth which is uncommon and thinly
distributed in VC64 with only 12 records since 1976.
0945 Aethes cnicana
2 records for 2 individuals between the 10th and 15th June at Timble Ings and Sun Lane for this Common
moth which is uncommon and thinly distributed.
0974 Argyrotaenia ljungiana
1 individual on the 31st May at Barden Moor for this Common moth which is a rare and local resident on
moorland and heaths with only 2 records in VC64.
1219 Lathronympha strigana
Photo left (PM) 4 records for 8 individuals between the 27th May
and 25th June at Lindley Wood (5), Skyreholme, Burley in
Wharfedale and Grass Wood. This Common moth is both
uncommon and thinly distributed in VC64.
1251 Grapholita jungiella
1 individual on the 6th May at Kilnsey for this day-flying Local
moth. New record in Wharfedale for a rare and local resident in
VC64 – only 5 earlier records from 1883 to 2013.
1306 Agriphila inquinatella
1 individual on the 30th August at Burley in Wharfedale for this Common moth which is uncommon and
thinly distributed in VC64 grasslands with only 7 records.
1314 Pearl-band Grass Veneer Catoptria margaritella
6 records for 6 individuals between the 30th June and 27th July at Burley in Wharfedale and Skyreholme.
New 10km sq at Skyreholme for this Local scarce and thinly distributed resident associated with moors.
1395 Rusty-dot Pearl Udea ferrugalis
1 individual on the 20th August at Burley in Wharfedale for this uncommon Migrant, a thinly distributed or
restricted wanderer.
1483 Phycitodes binaevella
1 individual on the 6th July at Otley. A new Common moth for Wharfedale, only the second VC 64 record
for this rare and local resident which feeds on Spear Thistle.
1638 Fox Moth Macrothylacia rubi
2 larval records on 17 August and 16 October at Ilkley and Barden Moor for this Common moth which
feeds on Heather, Bilberry and Creeping Willow.
1648 Pebble Hook-tip Drepana falcataria
1 individual on 9th August at Burley in Wharfedale for this Common moth, the most likely to be seen of
the Hook-tips.
1654 Figure of Eighty Tethea ocularis
1 individual on 22th June at Otley for this Common moth which over the last few years is now infrequently
found in Wharfedale.
1681 Clay Triple-lines Cyclophora linearia
1 individual on 20th July at Ilkley. A good record for a Local moth, found in Beech woodlands, which has
started to spread north and westward.
1715 Plain Wave Idaea straminata
1 individual on the 10th July. Good record from Burley in Wharfedale for this Local moth which is less
common than Riband Wave. Plain Wave is usually a little smaller and has a more ‘silky’ appearance.
1725 Dark-barred Twin-spot Carpet Xanthorhoe ferrugata
1 individual on the 1st June. Good record from Skyreholme for this Common moth which is restricted to
the moors in Wharfedale.
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1726 Large Twin-spot Carpet Xanthorhoe quadrifasiata
3 records for 3 individuals between the 25th June and 18th September at Burley in Wharfedale, Sun Lane
and Otley. Good records for this Local moth widespread across the county but less common in the west.
1743 Yellow-ringed Carpet Entephria flavicinctata
3 larval records on 25th May by hand-searching (under license) at Dibb Scar for this Nationally Scarce B
(Nb) moth. Another exciting record for a population thought to have recently declined or disappeared.
1744 Grey Mountain Carpet Entephria caesiata
1 individual on 25th June at Grass Wood. Good record for a Common upland moth which may be suffering
because of recent climatic change.
1773 Broken-barred Carpet Electrophaes corylata
Two records for 2 individuals on the 29th May and 7th June at Skyreholme. A new 10km square record for
this Common moth which with reduced recorded numbers over the last 20 years is now uncommon and
thinly distributed in VC64.
1792 Dark Umber Philereme transversata
1 larval record on the 29th May at Grass Wood for this rare Local moth with no recent sightings in Upper
Wharfedale.
1873 Welsh Wave Venusia cambrica
3 individuals on the 25th June. Good record in Grass Wood for this Local upland moth which feeds on
Rowan.
1880 Barred Tooth-striped Trichopteryx polycommata
Photo left (PM). 2 individuals on the 16th April in Grass Wood for this
Nationally Scarce A (Na) moth which feeds on Wild Privet. Excellent record
for this moth with only 7 adult records since 1945 and the last one in 2009.
1881 Early Tooth-striped Trichopteryx carpinata
14 individuals on the 16th April. Impressive record at Grass Wood for this
Common moth of broad-leaved woodland which is scarce in Wharfedale.
1894 Latticed Heath Chiasmia clathrata
3 records for 3 individuals between the 23rd June and 6th July. This Common
moth is locally thinly distributed so good records for Long Ashes, Weston Hall
and Burley in Wharfedale.
1904 Scorched Wing Plagodis dolabraria
2 records for 3 individuals on the 30th May and 2nd June. This Local moth is thinly distributed so good
records for Sun Lane, and Skyreholme.
1909 Speckled Yellow Pseudopanthera macularia
6 records for 8 individuals from the 15th to 25 th May at Bastow Wood and Grass Wood for this Common
day-flying limestone species.
1957 White-pinion Spotted Lomographa bimaculata
3 records for 3 individuals between the 19th May and 1st June. Good records at Menston and Sun Lane for a
Common moth occasionally recorded from woodland, scrub and gardens.
2020 Figure of Eight Diloba caeruleocephala
4 records for 4 individuals between the 3rd and 23rd October. Good records from Otley for this Common
moth which is possibly under-recorded due to its late flight period.
2026 Vapourer Orgyia antiqua
1 individual mid-morning on the 14th August flying around a garden in Burley in Wharfedale. This
distinctive Common moth is most frequently encountered during the day.
2030 Yellow-tail Euproctis similis
1 larval sighting on the 30th August in Burley in Wharfedale for this Common moth.
2043 Orange Footman Eilema sororcula
1 individual on the 10th June at Timble. An excellent record for a rare Local moth which only started to
colonise Yorkshire in 1990s and is still scarce in Wharfedale.
2044 Dingy Footman Eilema griseola
1 individual on the 17th July at Sun Lane. An excellent record for a rare Common moth which, although
present in small scattered local colonies feeding on lichens, is infrequently sighted in Wharfedale.
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2088 Heart and Club Agrotis clavis
1 individual on the 1st July at Skyreholme. Good record for this Common moth which prefers dry
calcareous soils and only has scattered records across the county.
2135 Heath Rustic Xestia agathina
1 individual on the 29th August at Burley in Wharfedale. This Local moth is scarcer on lowland and is more
common in areas of Heather and Sallow.
2170 Varied Coronet Hadena compta
Photo left (AR) 1 individual on the 29th June at Burley in Wharfedale was an
excellent record for this Common moth as it continues its northward
colonisation of the country. Its main foodplants are Bladder Campion and the
garden favourite Sweet-William.
2229 Brindled Ochre Dasypolia templi
1 individual on the 4th April at Skyreholme for this Local moth of heaths and
moors which is scarce in Wharfedale.
2236 Pale Pinion Lithophane hepatica
1 individual on the 16th April at Grass Wood. New 10km square for this Local
moth scarce and thinly distributed resident associated with woodlands.
2241 Red Sword-grass Xylena vetusta
1 individual on the 30th March at Sun Lane for this Local moth which is rarer in lowland areas. This moth
emerges as an adult in October/November, hibernates, and then reappears in the Spring, March/April.
2267 Beaded Chestnut Agrochola lychnidis
1 individual on the 22nd September at Skyreholme. Good record for this Common moth whose numbers
vary each year and which is uncommon in western areas of the county.
2268 Suspected Parastichtis suspecta
2 individuals on the 17th July and 29th August at Burley in Wharfedale for this Local moth associated with
Birch and woodland.
2281 Alder Moth Acronicta alni
1 adult sighting on the 18th June at Ilkley and 1 larval sighting on the 3rd August at Grass Wood for this
Local moth associated with woodland and heath.
2291 Coronet Craniophora ligustri
2 records for 4 individuals on the 23rd and the 25th June at Skyreholme and Grass Wood. Good records for
a Local moth associated with ash woodland in upland calcareous areas.
2300 Old Lady Mormo maura
3 records for 3 individuals between the 23rd July and the 3rd September at Burley in Wharfedale and
Menston. Good records for a Local moth thinly distributed across Yorkshire with periodic records in
Wharfedale and attracted to both light traps and sugar.
2336 Double Lobed Apamea ophiogramma
3 records for 3 individuals between the 17th and the 22th July at Sun Lane and Ilkley for this Local moth
associated with damp woods and gardens.
2344 Least Minor Photedes catiuncula
9 records for 50 individuals between the 1st and 17th July at Kilnsey (42 moths sighted on 1st July).
Excellent records for a day-flying RDB3 moth whose current range in the country is extremely limited.
2447 Scarce Silver Y Syngrapha interrogationis
2 individuals on 24th July at Ilkley. A good record for a Local moth associated with upland moorland areas.
2462 Mother Shipton Callistege mi
2 records for 2 individuals on the 6th and 10th June at Kilnsey for a Common day-flying moth of open
grassy places.
2476 Beautiful Snout Hypena crassalis
2 records for 2 individuals on 30th May and 18 June at Nell Bank and Ilkley. Again excellent records for
this Local moth, with only 2 earlier VC64 records, and which indicates a small Wharfedale population.
The larvae feed on Bilberry in woodland and sometimes out on the open moorland.
2484 Pinion-streaked Snout Schrankia costaestrigalis
2 records for 3 individuals on 29thand 30th Sept Otley and Ilkley for a Local moth scarce in Wharfedale.
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Conservation status of species categories:
RDB3: Red Data Book 3: Recorded from 11-15 10 km squares in Great Britain.
Nationally Scarce A (Na): Recorded from 16-30 10 km squares in Great Britain.
Nationally Scarce B (Nb): Recorded from 31-100 10 km squares in Great Britain.
Local: Recorded from 101-300 10 km squares in Great Britain.
Common: Recorded from over 300 10 km squares in Great Britain.
Migrant: Moths travelling to the UK.
BRC ‘1945 to 65’: Biological Records Centre scheme (run by John Heath) – with dates for sightings.
We forward all Wharfedale Naturalist Society moth records to the VC64 Co-ordinator for inclusion in the
National Moth Recording Scheme (NMRS) for moth species in the UK organised by Butterfly Conservation.
Also earlier WNS moth manual records (1945 to 2004) are been gradually digitised and sent to the VC64
Co-ordinator for inclusion in NMRS (8,800 records sent for moths ‘A to F’ by the end of 2014) and these
will eventually be viewable on species distribution maps on Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union (YNU) website at
www.yorkshiremoths.info/ Thanks again to Dr. Charles Fletcher (VC 64 Co-ordinator) for his support to
fellow moth observers.
We are grateful for all the records received from:
Michael Atkinson, Amanda Best, Bruce Brown, Karen Bullimore, Peter & Janet Burns, Jeanette Clapham,
E. Clements, Gavin Denning, Malcolm Edmunds, David & Nyree Fearnley, Ian Forward, Audrey
Gramshaw, Gilly Hart, Fred & Carmen Horner, Gerald Light, David Howson, Phil & Diane Howson, Tim
Howson, Diana & Robin Jakesways, David, Midge & Gordon Leather, Pat & Ken Limb, Paul Millard, Denis
O’Connor, Peter & Anne Riley, Ernie Scarfe, David Smith, Bruce & Pauline Speed and John Stidworthy.
If anyone is interested in taking up moth recording and would like further advice we will be happy to help.
Our e-mail address is: naturefind@clerk54.plus.com
Mike and Joyce Clerk, Moth Recorders

DRAGONFLIES
Overall 2014 was not a good year for dragonfly numbers within our area. Brown Hawker and Four Spotted
Chaser did reasonably well. Broad Bodied Chaser numbers were down and only singles of Emperor, Ruddy
Darter and Black Tailed Skimmer were recorded.
LARGE RED DAMSELFLY (Pyrrhosoma nymphula)
Recorded between 29th April and 19th July at Otley Wetlands (OWNR), Timble Ings (TI), Lindley,
Stainburn, Burley and Otley.
Largest count 31st May OWNR 20+. .
BLUE TAILED DAMSELFLY (Ischnura elegans)
Recorded between 16th May and 5th August at OWNR, Otley, Sun Lane (SL).
Only low numbers recorded at each site.
AZURE DAMSELFLY (Coenagrion puella)
Recorded between 16th May and 28th July at TI, OWNR, Burley, Sun Lane and Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits
(BRGP).
Largest counts 28th July OWNR 20+ and 1st July Sun Lane 15.
COMMON BLUE DAMSELFLY (Enallagma cyathigerum)
Recorded between 16th May and 27th August at Timble Ings, OWNR,
Burley, Sun Lane, BRGP and Middleton Hospital site.
Largest count 21st July Timble Ings 30+.
EMERALD DAMSELFLY (Lestes sponsa)
Photo left (AR). Recorded between 30th June and 7th September at TI,
OWNR, Otley, Lindley, Sun Lane and Yarnbury.
Largest count 21st July Timble Ings 24.
Described as common 22nd July Sun Lane and 17th July OWNR.
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BANDED DEMOISELLE (Calopterix splendens)
Single only recorded 14th July OWNR.
BROWN HAWKER (Aeshna grandis)
Recorded between 23rd June and 5th September at Stainburn, OWNR, Lindley, Leathley, Farnley, Burley,
Sun Lane and BRGP.
Largest count 17th July OWNR 28.
COMMON HAWKER (Aeshna juncea)
Recorded between 24th June and 10th September at TI, OWNR, Burley, Sun Lane, Stainburn, Norwood,
Swinsty, BRGP, Yarnbury and Kettlewell.
Largest counts 17th August TI 6, also 50+ exuviae at Timble Ings in late June.
SOUTHERN HAWKER (Aeshna cyanea)
Recorded between 11th June and 20th September at Timble Ings, Norwood, Lindley, Otley, OWNR, Burley,
Sun Lane, Ben Rhydding and BRGP.
Largest Count 18th August OWNR 4.
MIGRANT HAWKER (Aeshna mixta)
Recorded between 3rd August and 3rd October at OWNR, Burley and BRGP.
Largest count 23rd September OWNR 3.
COMMON DARTER (Sympetrum striolatum) (photo right)
Recorded between 21st June and 5th November at OWNR, Otley,
Lindley, John O’Gaunts reservoir, Norwood, Burley and Sun Lane.
Largest counts 8th August OWNR 73.
BLACK DARTER (Sympetrum danae)
Recorded between 18th August and 30th September at OWNR, TI
and Yarnbury.
Singles only recorded.
Common Darter
RUDDY DARTER (Sympetrum sanguineum)
th
th
Single male only recorded 26 and 28 July at OWNR.
On 26th July this male was in tandem with a female Common Darter.
BLACK TAILED SKIMMER (Orthetrum cancellatum)
Singles only recorded 17th and 29th July at OWNR.
GOLDEN RINGED DRAGONFLY (Cordulegaster boltonii)
Recorded between 7th July and 10th August at Timble Ings.
Largest count 10th August TI 5.
EMPEROR DRAGONFLY (Anax imperator)
Single only recorded 14th and 17th July at OWNR.
FOUR SPOTTED CHASER (Libellula quadrimaculata)
Recorded between 6th June and 17th August at TI, OWNR and Knotford.
Largest counts 19th July Timble Ings 5,and 6th June OWNR 6.
BROAD BODIED CHASER (Libellula depressa)
Recorded between 5th May and 24th August at Burley, Timble Ings, Stainburn and Lindley.
Largest count 1st July Stainburn 3.
The few members who supplied records this year were:
D & J Alred, K Bullimore, S & P Bancroft, J Clapham, J & M Clerk, N Fearnley, A Gramshaw, D & R
Howson, D Jakeways, P & K Limb, P Purvis, A & P Riley and E. Scarfe.
David Alred, Dragonfly Recorder

LADYBIRDS
2014 has been another poor year for ladybird sightings. These attractive beetles are some of our most
recognizable insects, but in recent years they have become much more difficult to find. Undoubtedly the
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alien Harlequin is playing a part in the decline of our native ladybirds, but there has been an interesting
development in the story in the shape of a fungus:
Laboulbeniales are a group of fungi that infect many different insect species, including ladybirds.
Hesperomyces virescens is a species of Laboulbeniales that is transmitted between ladybirds during
mating, although it can sometimes spread between individuals that rub against each other when they
cluster together in groups during overwintering. Infections of the fungus
can be seen fairly easily because it appears as yellow, finger-like
projections on the surface of the ladybird. Due to the sexual spread of this
fungus, it is more often found on the underside and between the legs of
males, and on the top of the wing cases of females, as these are the areas
that come into contact during mating. Individuals with very heavy
infections can be covered with small yellow spines, and can almost
resemble miniature hedgehogs!
In the UK this sexually-transmitted fungus has historically been seen on
Photo: Katie Murray
native species, particularly 2-spot ladybirds and only in the London area.
Recently, this fungus has been seen infecting the invasive alien harlequin ladybird in London and
Oxfordshire. The UK Ladybird Survey monitors the changes in distribution of ladybirds and their
natural enemies, and would now like to also monitor the spread of this fungus in both native species and
also the invasive alien harlequin ladybird. They want to find out where in the UK the disease has spread
to, which species of ladybirds are infected and what proportion of ladybirds have the infection. For more
information, look at the Ladybird Survey website
http://www.ladybird-survey.org/laboulbeniales.aspx
At the moment, there is no evidence to suggest that the fungus makes Harlequins sick, but it might
perhaps have an effect on the egg-producing capacity of females – time will tell if it might help hold
these aliens in check. In the meantime, in 2014 the vast majority of reported ladybird sightings were of
Harlequins.
7-SPOT LADYBIRD Coccinella septempunctata
The first ladybird record of the year was of a single 7-spot in our garden in Burley on 6th March.
On 9th March Diana Jakeways (DJ) reported seven including a mating pair in her Otley garden.
Through April I saw odd ones and twos in the garden, and on 10th April Karen Shackleton (KS) reported
five on Ilkley Moor near Panorama Reservoir. On 26th May Paul Purvis (PP) found one near Addingham
suspension bridge. At Sun Lane, 7-spot was recorded on 1st June and again in August on teasel. There was
also an odd one in our garden in August. The highest count was four (!) found whilst pulling creeping
thistle at Sun Lane (PP). There is a single record from near Farnley on 7th September (PP). The last record
of the year was 7th November – one found inside the noticeboard at Sun Lane, presumably getting ready to
hibernate.
EYED LADYBIRD Anatis ocellata
No records.
CREAM SPOT LADYBIRD Calvia quattuordecimguttata
A good site for this species this year was along Lindley Wood reservoir upstream of the road bridge .On
27th May I found four on nettles by the path, on 30th May two, and on 10th June one. I also found one at
Otley Wetland on 30th June.
2-SPOT LADYBIRD Adalia bipunctata
Still none in our garden in Burley. KS found one in her bedroom on 12th April, and also reported several
along with larvae in her garden in Ilkley on 17th June. David Howson (DH) found one in Riverside Gardens
in Ilkley on 24th May. Peak counts – five on the stockyard at Otley Wetland on 30th June (AR), and around
10 on marble headstones in Otley cemetery on 26th October (MJC).
ADONIS LADYBIRD Hippodamia variegata
No records.
10-SPOT LADYBIRD Adalia decempunctata
One near Lindley Wood bridge on 28th April (AR), and one in PP’s garden on 12th June.
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14-SPOT LADYBIRD Propylea quattuordecimpunctata
It was quite a good year for 14-spot in our garden. Individuals were seen on 21st and 27th April and again on
25th May, then a mating pair on 26th May and on 1st June. There was also one along Lindley Wood on 30th
May (AR). PP found one in his garden on 12th June and Fiona Porteous (FP) found one dead in the attic on
19th October.
22-SPOT LADYBIRD Psyllobora vigintiduopunctata
DJ found a ladybird in her garden that could have been this species, but describes a light orange ground
colour (rather than bright yellow). Mike and Joyce Clerk (MJC) found one in their Otley garden on
2nd October.
ORANGE LADYBIRD Halyzia sedecimguttata
The first record was of one in our garden on 9th March, and again on 11th April. Individuals were also found
in the moth trap on several occasions through the summer. MJC found one inside their kitchen window on
10th April, and around 10 on marble headstones in Otley cemetery on 26th October.
LARCH LADYBIRD Aphidecta obliterata
No records.
PINE LADYBIRD Exochomus quadripustulatus
No records.
HARLEQUIN LADYBIRD Harmonia axyridis
By far and away the most commonly reported ladybird this year, with over 300 from Paul Purvis’s garden
alone! The commonest colour forms in our area are succinea and spectabilis (at a ratio of around 6:1 in
PP’s garden) with just a few conspicua. [succinea is orange with 15–21 black spots; spectabilis is black
with four orange or red spots, and conspicua is black with two orange or red spots]
Harlequin records from the garden of Paul Purvis and Fiona Porteous in Ilkley Road, Otley
Date
th

26 March
th
6 April
th
8 April
th
8 April pm
th
14 April
th
18 April
th
19 April
st
21 April
th
26 April
th
29 April
th
17 May
th

11 June

succinea
1
1
5
9
1
9
1
11
18
8

spectabilis

conspicua
In kitchen. May have been brought in with firewood
Under a rock on top of compost heap
Under the roof of garden shelter
On ivy-clad garden fence
On garden shelter roof in the afternoon sun
On ivy-clad garden fence
In bathroom window
In back yard
On ivy-clad garden fence
In the garden
In the garden
In the garden on a mock orange plant heavily
infested with blackfly
15 harlequin larvae around garden
In garden on a Pentstemmon leaf.*pattern similar,
but spots gold
Similar to above on a rose leaf
One unusually small (~ 5mm)
Inside kitchen on windowsill
On daisies at front of house
Plus at least 20 larvae in the garden
Plus 11 pupae and four larvae
In the kitchen
In the garden. Plus two larvae and 15 pupae
In the garden, total of 58, mostly succinea
In the garden, total of 109 as above
In the bathroom
One dead in the bathroom and one on a pile of
clothing
Plus 1 with fused spots behind picture in bathroom

3
1
4
1
6
5

1

5

th

12 June
th

6 July

1*

th

12 July
th
14 July
th
20 July
nd
22 July
th
28 September
th
12 October
th
18 October
th
26 October
st
1 November
th
5 November
th
9 November

1*
2
1
1
1
2
19
~50
~100
1

rd

2

th

1

23 November
14 December

1
7
~8
~10
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th

~19

2

th

21 +4

1

20 December
28 December

1 on ivy covered fence, 1 in shed + ~ 19 mostly
succinea under roof of garden shelter
Hibernating under roof of garden shelter. 4 in
garden shed

Paul also reported around 50 harlequins on ivy leaves at Otley cemetery (Pool Road) on 29th October. Most
of these were succinea with just a few spectabilis. He also found one at Sun Lane on nettles on 2nd
November, this time the conspicua variety. Although not in our area, Fiona found 25+ ladybirds together on
a south-facing window inside her workplace in Armley Grange, Leeds (three brought home for Paul to
identify were all succinea). There were other reports of large congregations of ladybirds around the same
time – almost certainly harlequins.
Many other WNS members have reported harlequins – Audrey Gramshaw has brought a couple of
specimens for identification – one in March from her garden in Menston and one in August from near
Timble. David Howson found harlequins near Ilkley New
Bridge in March and again in May. This is a site where
he’d found many larvae in 2013. Bruce and Pauline
Speed noted large numbers in Hag Farm Lane in Burley
in the autumn (and we saw large numbers in November).
Susan Barton had large numbers of ladybirds in her
garden in Burley – probably harlequins. Ian Watt found a
colourful collection on a bench in Middleton Woods in
October. Here in our garden we’ve had small numbers
from March onwards, the last being one found dead on
the bedroom windowsill on 6th December – it must have
known it wouldn’t be welcome!
Photo: Ian Watt
Note: ‘our’ means Anne and Peter Riley
Thanks to all those who have submitted records (mentioned in the text); apologies to anyone I’ve left out.
Anne Riley, Ladybird Recorder

BIRDS
Summary of the Year
Weather summary
November 2013 was initially unsettled and wet, but from mid-month there was a shift to more settled, but
colder weather with plenty of sunshine. The country experienced the first widespread frosts and some earlyseason snowfalls in the north. December 2013 was the mildest since 2006, but wet and stormy, with the
major east coast tidal surge, with dramatic effects on coastal locations
and habitats on the 5th, and heavy westerly wind and rain later in the
month. In 2014 all months except August were warmer than average,
making this was the warmest year on record for the UK. It was also
wetter than average for many locations, particularly south-east
England and eastern Scotland. The most extreme weather events of
the year were the winter storms of January and February, which
brought damaging winds, with inland and coastal flooding. Around
coasts wrecks of puffins in particular, also guillemots, razorbills and
shags, were reported. In comparison, the rest of the year was
relatively quiet. Summer 2014 brought some fine weather,
particularly in June and July. Our area was relatively unscathed by the
Dipper
storm events, though high water levels were a feature of the first half
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of the year. Reservoir levels were much lower by early autumn. On 10th August ex-hurricane Bertha brought
strong winds, heavy rain and flooding to north-east Scotland and a major winter storm affected the north of
the UK in early December. December was notable for a very mild period between 16 th and 24th December
being followed by a sharp drop in temperature thereafter.
Breeding and Migration
BTO publicity indicates that a mild summer in 2014 resulted in a bumper breeding season for resident
species, but migrant birds appear to be suffering. Although not all of our summer migrants returned to take
advantage of the conditions, those that did were generally successful in rearing the next generation.
After deluges in 2012 and freezing temperatures in spring 2013, the BTO awaited the start of the 2014
breeding season with some trepidation about what the British weather would throw at them this year. In the
end, apart from a short visit from the tail end of Hurricane Bertha in August, the answer was warm, dry and
settled weather for most of the spring and summer.
The latest results from the Nest Record Scheme (NRS) and Constant Effort Site (CES) ringing scheme
suggest that after a washout in 2012 and a truncated breeding season in 2013, birds took advantage of the
better conditions to bounce back this year. ‘As the warm weather continued into summer, many songbirds
produced above average numbers of young. Voles were also abundant, and species like tawny owl, barn owl
and kestrel all had the most productive season on record, producing between 20 per cent and 40 per cent
more young than average.’
Results from CES are also indicative of a productive season for both migrants and resident birds. Less
encouraging is the news that fewer birds were around to breed this year ‘Unfortunately our long-distant
migrant species are still struggling, possibly due to conditions on their sub-Saharan wintering grounds’. CES
ringers reported the lowest numbers of willow and sedge warblers since CES began in 1983, and numbers of
whitethroat and reed warbler are also significantly down this year. ‘Some of our resident species are also
struggling, probably due to low breeding success in recent years. Wren and Robin both appeared to take
advantage of the mild winter, however, as their numbers were significantly higher this year.’
Some points of note from our area:
 Some species which had suffered in recent winters, such as stonechat and little owl, were seen at
more locations this year.
 Barn owl broods did exceptionally well, and a pair regularly hunting during the day at Grimwith was
much appreciated. Tawny owl breeding also had a productive year.
 Meadow pipits were reported more widely and in higher numbers, greenfinches seemed to be
recovering slightly, and nest box records for blue and great tits showed a productive year.
 Over 20,000 starlings were estimated to be roosting at Grimwith at the beginning of the year.
 Little egrets may be consolidating further their presence in our area, with up to 4 present for some
time in late summer.
 Mandarin duck continued to break records with both the number of birds reported, and the number of
sites.
 Gadwall numbers had been falling for some time, and this species, while doing well in the lowlands,
did not appear this year in our area.
 Willow tit, wood warbler and yellow wagtail are just still hanging on in the area.
 Black tern, kittiwake, grey plover, whimbrel, and firecrest all provided brief sightings of single birds.
Rough-legged buzzard showed well for one observer.
Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) and BTO Atlas
For many species, figures from the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) produced by the British Trust for
Ornithology (BTO) for the period 1995–2012, have been cited as background information in species
accounts, and show significant long term increases or decreases for the UK. In some cases comparable BBS
figures for the Yorkshire region are also included where they differ noticeably from the UK average. The
survey has now been running for two decades and covers just over 100 species.
References are also made to the BTO’s Bird Atlas 2007–11. A number of WNS members contributed to this
landmark publication, published in late 2013. Amongt much else of interest the Bird Atlas compares changes
to the status of breeding birds back to the 1968-72 Breeding Atlas, and of wintering birds back to the 198184 Winter Atlas. The Bird Atlas maps and species accounts also reveal many new questions for further
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exploration. For a number of species, particularly those associated with uplands and upland margins, or
where our region is near the edge of the range (north or south), the WNS area is quite significant.
I have sometimes used BTO’s BirdTrack and its facility to compare the current year’s relative abundance
(i.e. sightings) for particular species against historical trends. Other sources referred to are Waterbirds in the
UK, the annual report of the Wetlands Birds Survey (WeBS) 2012-13, and the State of the UK’s Birds report
2014 (SUKB).
As in recent reports, the north and south divisions of our region, and the analysis of main bird watching
areas within these, have been retained. This approach helps to maintain reasonable consistency with previous
reports, in such a varied area. Essentially the same standardised sites list has also been used.
N. B. Bird names and their order have been altered to follow British Ornithologists’ Union (BOU). 2013.
The British List: a checklist of birds of Britain 8th ed., as used by Yorkshire Naturalists Union.
2014 FACTS AND FIGURES: the 7,402 sighting records received were 25% down on 2013, this is
particularly noticeable in the numbers of sightings received from south of Barden Bridge. The number of
species recorded was 5% down. The blackbird remained the species for which the largest number of records
was received (173 against 232 last year). The curlew was once again the species recorded at the greatest
number of sites (71), just ahead of the buzzard, (69) and well ahead of the swallow, which took first place
last year. 145 separate sites had at least one species recorded.
The numbers of species and sightings are summarised below with 2013 figures in brackets. For each region,
north and south, figures are also given for three or four areas within those regions:
Species recorded
Sightings
South of Barden Bridge
148 (150)
5,190 (7,279)
Washburn (including Haverah Park)
126 (123)
1,923 (2,043)
Otley Wetland
85 (89)
434 (1,107)
Bolton Abbey Estate
93 (96)
631 (1,005)
North of Barden Bridge
105 (121)
2,212 (2,569)
Grimwith Reservoir
70 (65)
271 (314)
Grassington area
92 (109)
899 (1,118)
Littondale
62 (62)
225 (320)
Upper Wharfedale (Starbotton - Oughtershaw)
53 (65)
174 (234)
TOTAL
149 (155)
7,402 (9,848)
The Society has been exchanging records with the Upper Wharfedale Field Society since 2005, whilst this
has been the third year that we have exchanged records with the Bradford Ornithological Society. The
Society would like to thank both organisations for their contributions and their advice.
In the Classified List ‘Burley’ is Burley in Wharfedale, and references to Beaverdyke, Chelker, Fewston,
Grimwith, John O’Gaunts, Lindley, Swinsty, Scargill and Thruscross, mean the reservoirs or their vicinity at
these locations. Mid Wharfedale is taken as the area downstream from Barden Bridge and above Pool
Bridge. Upper Wharfedale starts above Barden Bridge, while Lower Wharfedale is below Pool Bridge. In
the Washburn Valley the dam at the southern end of Fewston is taken as the boundary between upper and
lower Washburn. ‘North’ and ‘south’ have been extensively used to identify the regions above and below
Barden Bridge.
Conclusions: Much of the value of a local club report lies in consistency of recording over time, so the
advice given over recent years still stands i.e.
 Regular birders’ views about local species populations and trends are welcome.
 The inclusion of maximum flock sizes is a valuable indicator of the state of populations for many
species.
 Examples of breeding and interesting or unusual behaviour and, of course, garden records, are all
valuable contributions to a full and interesting annual report.
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You can also greatly assist by submitting your reports in batches throughout the year if you generate a lot of
records – either quarterly or half-yearly. In particular, please try to avoid submitting large amounts all at the
end of the year. Emailed records are of course welcome, with spreadsheet (ideally) or table attached, as well
as written lists submitted by post or by hand at meetings. The schedule for the production of the Annual
Report is very tight – it has to reach the Editors by the end of January. Inclusion of any records received
after Wednesday, 6th January 2016 cannot be guaranteed.
Classified List
Mute Swan Cygnus olor
041 Sightings/06 Sites
Common local breeding resident: population stable.
In contrast to a wider than usual range of sites in 2013, this species reverted in 2014 to a more traditional
distribution in the area. Apart from the regular Denton Hall location, and an unusual sighting of 3 at
Chelker in November, the strongholds remained Otley, Otley Wetland, Knotford Nook and the private lake
at Farnley. A typical count on one day in January was 2 at Otley Wetland, 18 at Otley bridge and 7 at
Knotford. In early April, 26 were at Otley bridge. However, on 16th March one was already on a nest at
Farnley, where a pair subsequently raised 3 young. By early June a pair had 7 cygnets at Otley Wetland,
where by September 7 adults and 13 juveniles were counted, with the same observer noting 13 adults and 8
juveniles at the beginning of November. A total of 22 was the maximum count at Otley Wetland a month
later. Counts on 29th December were of 18 at Otley Bridge and 12 at the Wetland (both E&PS), with
Knotford Nook consistently holding only 4 towards the end of the year.
Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus
006
Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
Following a very thin year for this species, the number of sightings returned
to nearer their normal level in 2014, with several records of groups on water
bodies, and one group of 8 on Kilnsey Show Ground on 24th March (GL*).
Most sightings were in March, including up to 20 on Chelker on the 9th (DaS)
and another 23 there on the 31st (J&RHe). Five flew north over Farnley on
the 17th, and 18 flew north over Fewston on 26th March (PBR). The only late
record in the year was 12 on Grimwith 2nd December (GL*).
Black Swan Cygnus atratus
Exotic escape
Whooper Swan
This species is not on the British List. There was one sighting of a single bird
at Otley’s Riverside Park on 19th February.
Pink-footed Goose Anser brachyrhynchus
013 Sightings/12 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/visitor.
Records were fairly equally divided between the spring and autumn seasons. On 22 nd January 150 were
over Swinsty, with 180 over Farnley on 11th February. On the same day, just outside our area 2,500 flew
north over Leeds Bradford Airport. Around this time, single birds were seen on the ground, in company
with mallard and greylag geese at Bolton Abbey, and with canada geese at Otley Wetland. On 28th February
100 flew over Burley, and 80 flew west over Addingham on 12th March. The first autumn sighting was of
around 40 flying south west over Menston early on 28th September, with the next day bringing 70 heading
east over Addingham Moorside. 12th October brought 60 flying west over Grimwith at 4.15 pm, and another
late afternoon report of 80 heading up the valley at Otley. Just east of Otley, on 4 th November, 400 were
seen flying west ‘in a flock of 3 to 4 skeins which merged into 2 skeins then split again’ (E&PS). In
November the focus shifted to Burley, where 100 flew west on 16th, and to Ilkley Moor, where 75 were
heading south-west on the 23rd.
Greylag Goose Anser anser
068 Sightings/28 Sites
Common resident breeder/visitor: recent significant population increase.
Maximum counts for this successful but unloved species were rather lower than in some recent years, but
the BTO Atlas shows that our area of the country is one where feral populations have expanded the most.
Overall in the UK breeding distribution has grown by 748% since 1968-72. Typically greylags in our area
are reported from around 5 northern sites, excluding Littondale and Upper Wharfedale. They are far more
widespread in the south, and that was again the case this year. Grimwith held the greatest numbers in the
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north, with modest counts of up to 40 reported in the early months of the year, but increasing to 139 in
June. Lindley Wood produced the year’s maximum count, with 585 in September (KM**). There were 400
at Otley Wetland in mid-August (PP). Some larger numbers elsewhere in the south were 214 at Denton Hall
lake in January, 189 near John O’Gaunts in February and 140 at Chelker in November. Not all breeding
season counts specifically recorded young birds, but the first young were noted on 28th April at Water’s
Laithe. By early May 2 pairs at Fewston had 15 young between them, with 19 adults plus 18 young there
later in May. Other reports in May noted 2 pairs on Burley Moor with 2 young each, and 34 at Strid Wood
with just 2 juveniles.
Canada Goose Branta canadensis
051 Sightings/17 Sites
Common breeding resident/visitor: significant population increase in recent decades and recent
suggestions that numbers were levelling off probably premature.
This species is considerably more limited than the previous one in its northern distribution and numbers.
This year Grassington Moor produced a count of 13 on 11th April, with a Grimwith maximum of 20 on 5th
June. One was again recorded at Grassington with domestic geese in August, and 4 flew over Threshfield
Moor in April. In the south it was noticeably more widespread, with Otley and the Washburn providing the
bulk of the records, with additionally 20 on 10th January by the river near Weeton, and Knotford Nook’s
maximum count of 30 on 14th January. Peak counts at Otley Wetland were 89 in March, 84 in August and
71 in December. In the Washburn, numbers at Swinsty far exceeded those seen elsewhere, with 346
counted on 14th January (AJ), reduced to a summer maximum of 40 in July and 67 by September. None
were reported from Fewston until 60 in July and 150 in December. January was the peak month for John
O’Gaunts, with up to 140. The sole record from the Bolton Abbey Estate was 2 on Barden Moor in late
July. Breeding was recorded only from John O’Gaunts and Otley Wetland.
Barnacle Goose Branta leucopsis
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
An interesting and unusual sighting was made on 22nd September when a flock of 50 was seen by WNS
member John Healey at Chelker, described as follows: ‘At 4.30 I was driving past Chelker Reservoir when
my attention was drawn to a flock of approx 50 geese circling low over the water... Having parked I could
see that they were barnacle geese. They appeared very nervous and although they all did eventually settle
on the water it was only for seconds before they were off again. I got the impression that they were a wild
flock, as they appeared to be small groups of 4 or 5 within the larger loose flock I thought family groups’. A
look at the BTO’s BirdTrack reporting records shows that was around this date numbers of barnacle goose
arrivals were being reported on the North East coast from Scotland down to Yorkshire. A further record
was of a single bird with greylags at Thruscross on 5th October.
Egyptian Goose Alopochen aegyptiaca
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce visitor/possible escapee.
One was at reported at Otley Wetland on 13th July (PP). This is the eighth year since 1984 for this species to
be reported. With the majority of the British population found much further south, it is likely that this
would have been an escapee.
Shelduck Tadorna tadorna
006 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/visitor: may breed some years.
There were reports from 3 sites this year, matching the long term average. On 2nd April 6 birds were
recorded at Otley Wetland, and 2 were at Swinsty on 30th April, being seen again on 16th May. There was
good news from the Kex Gill area where a pair successfully raised 6 young, seen flying in late July (PRo).
On the fringes of our area, a record was also received of a pair with 5 ducklings between Embsay and
Halton on 31st May.
Mandarin Duck Aix galericulata
067 Sightings/23 Sites
Scarce visitor/escaped species but local breeding population now established.
The number of sightings of this species was fairly similar to last year, but from
more sites. Records were largely from the area from Bolton Abbey up past
Burnsall to Linton, and including Lower Grass Wood. The southernmost was a
single male at Knotford Nook in May, with a pair at Addingham in March and 2
seen in August at the feeding point for ducks outside Ilkley’s Riverside Hotel. In
April a female was on 14 eggs at Clifton, of which 11 hatched, and a barn owl box
at Otley contained a bird on 13 eggs, which all hatched (PRo). A pair also again
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used an owl box at Leathley, in which 9 of 14 eggs hatched and fledged (KH). Also in April a pair nested at
Norwood Bottom. Families were counted, one again with 13 juveniles, north of Barden Bridge and at
Waters Laithe. Moving on to larger concentrations, in the north 58 were counted on a Burnsall to
Grassington walk in early October (JF). However, Strid Wood was the source of the majority of sightings,
all the highest counts, and further breeding records. The peak number seen in the early months was 80 (50
males, 30 females) in February (JF). Only small numbers were noted during the summer, but in late
September 86 were counted, more than last year’s maximum. Counts varied somewhat due to visibility and
river conditions, but by mid-November we had several well-attested counts of over 100, with 9th December
bringing the highest ever count of 155, more than twice last year’s peak (KM**). In this context, it can be
noted that the national maximum WeBS total in winter 2010-11 was 703 (BTO Atlas).
Wigeon Anas penelope
043 Sightings/10 Sites
Possible scarce breeding (although breeding at the one site must now be in doubt) resident/passage
migrant: population stable/increasing.
Peak winter counts, particularly at Knotford, were mostly lower
in 2014 than the high numbers recorded last year, but overall
some counts were still around twice the numbers of 2 or 3 years
ago. In the breeding season, a pair was seen in early June at one
northern site, and 4 birds were at another northern location later
that month, but no further breeding evidence was forthcoming.
The first quarter maximum for Knotford was just 35 this year,
compared with 164 for Otley Wetland, and an impressive 180 at Lindley Wood, in March. The peak March
count of 79 at Grimwith was double last year’s figure. In August and September, 2 were at John O’Gaunts,
and the first double figure autumn count was 10 at Lindley Wood on 3rd October. The same number,
perhaps the same birds, appeared at Knotford ten days later. Early November saw 28 at Otley Wetland,
building to a maximum 93 in early December, by which time 25 were back at Grimwith. Other Washburn
sites with small numbers were Farnley Lake, and Swinsty with a single record of 2 on 24th December.
Teal Anas crecca
039 Sightings/12 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: probably in shallow decline
A few peak counts compared well with previous years, and again over 50% of records came from the
Washburn. However, there was only one record, of 2 briefly seen in September, from Otley Wetland.
Nearly all northern records came from Grimwith and Mossy Moor Reservoir, with a single autumn record
from another Grassington Moor site. The highest counts early in the year were from John O’Gaunts with
27, and Fewston, with 22 in March, including displaying males. Just a couple of birds were also seen in the
first quarter at Farnley Lake and Kex Gill, and 15 were at Menston in March. Reports of breeding remain
elusive, though May and June brought two records of birds seen in the north of the area. August saw 8 back
at Fewston, with 8 at John O’Gaunt’s in September. Grimwith produced the year’s overall peak count of at
least 49 on 11th October (JF). Up to 7 were at Swinsty during the last quarter, with small numbers also at
Menston and Knotford, and a maximum year end count of 12 at Fewston.
Mallard Anas platyrhynchos (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable
The species remains widespread across the region. BBS 1995–2012 data shows an increase of 17% (UK)
and 33% (Yorkshire). In the winter and early spring, counts of up to several dozen were widely reported,
though with few exceptionally high counts. On January 5th 143 were in Strid Wood. In the north the highest
counts at the start of the year were from the reservoirs with 105 at Grimwith in early April. Along the river
119 were counted in May on a Strid Wood and Barden Bridge walk, with a preponderance of males but
including 11 broods. In the north 105 were at Grimwith in early April, and 106 counted at Grassington in
June. An early pair with 11 ducklings at Bolton Abbey Estate had already been noted on 5 th April. By late
June Grimwith held 81 adults and 50 juveniles across 5 broods – one brood of 20 may have been two
original broods combined (JF). In early June 19 adults with 2 broods of 10 and 7 were at Otley Wetland. In
October 95 were counted between Burnsall and Hebden, with a further 102 from Hebden to Linton, and
100+ were at Swinsty in mid-November. Winter peak counts at both ends of the year for Otley Wetland
were around 55. The species was a relatively frequent garden visitor, mostly early in the year but also in
autumn, and birds with broods of ducklings were noted walking up Kings Road in Ilkley on two occasions
in the spring.
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Pochard Aythya ferina
005 Sightings/01 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
Years of declining numbers seem to have brought us to the point where this is a single-site species in our
area, at Otley Wetland. Sightings there were mostly of just 1 or 2 birds, in January and February, with 3 on
one occasion, and in November and December. SUKB 2014 report shows a severe decline in wintering
pochard numbers of 55% since 1985-86 to 2011-12, most of this in the latter 10 years. The BTO Atlas only
suggests possible causes, from shorter migration distances, to changes in water and food quality. A general
decline in UK breeding numbers has been tempered with some gains, including on new wetland sites.
Tufted Duck Aythya fuligula
075 Sightings/17 Sites
Common passage/winter visitor/local breeder: population probably stable.
Although fairly widespread, this resident species was much more of a southern bird, with only 11% of
sightings from the north. Peak first quarter counts from the two main sites were 35 at Otley Wetland and 21
at Knotford, the Otley figure in particular representing only about half as many as in some recent years.
Otley Wetland did however hold 40 in August and 43 in December (PP). There were 22 at Knotford in late
November. Washburn numbers seemed comparable to last year, with first quarter counts of up to 13 at both
Fewston and Farnley Lake, and 26 at John O’Gaunts in March. In mid-May 20 were at Chelker. In the north
the regular Kilnsey site had a good April count of 22. Small reservoirs on Burley Moor held 3 pairs in
April, and there were 2 or 3 pairs at both Otley Wetland and Knotford in May and early June, but no actual
young were reported from these locations. Breeding was however confirmed at Kex Gill with 2 pairs
producing 2 and 3 young, and a female was seen with 12 ducklings at John O’Gaunts in June.
Goldeneye Bucephala clangula
032 Sightings/05 Sites
Regular passage/winter visitor.
This is another wintering duck species whose numbers are in long term decline in the UK, thought to be
related to a north-easterly shift in wintering range due to milder winters (BTO Atlas). Perhaps
unsurprisingly for an exceptionally mild year, this species was poorly represented in our area in 2014, with
fewer sightings, from slightly fewer sites. The vast majority of records were equally distributed between
Knotford, Otley Wetland and Farnley Lake. A female was at Scargill early in the year, and up to 3 were
also reported from Chelker. The first quarter peak counts were down by 50% on the previous year, with 14
at Knotford (January) and 17 at Otley Wetland (March). The final spring sighting was an early 2 nd April
(Knotford). Early November saw the first returning birds at the main sites, and the year ended with 10 at
Knotford on 25th December and 20 at Otley Wetland on the 29th December, similar to both the first quarter
count and the total for the previous December.
Smew Mergellus albellus
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce winter visitor.
We received two brief visits from this species during the year. On 5th February an
adult male was seen on Otley Wetland sailing lake, amongst a small group of
goldeneye (AJ), and on 4th December an adult male was seen on the river at Ben
Rhydding Gravel Pits by a long-standing local fisherman, who convincingly
described the bird (via SP**).
Goosander Mergus merganser
085 Sightings/28 Sites
Breeding resident and common winter visitor. Population significantly increased in recent decades.
This species was recorded from virtually throughout the area, including this year sightings from Hawkswick
and Foxup, Buckden, and three records from Grimwith. Overall 60% of records came roughly equally from
the Grassington area and Bolton Abbey Estate. The southernmost sighting was at Weeton. Most counts
were of between 1 and 6 birds, with 11 at Knotford in January and 10 at Strid Wood in February. In the
north 6 were at Grimwith in July and 5 males were together at Grassington in May. There were several
reports of adults with young, the first being a female with 7 very small young at Norwood Bottom on 23rd
April. Families were subsequently seen at various points along the river from Kilnsey, where a female was
accompanied by 8 young, down to Knotford. From July onwards no more than 4 were seen together, and
only 8% of sightings were from the last quarter of the year, from Grass Wood down to south of Otley.
Red Grouse Lagopus lagopus (C)
Common breeding resident: population generally stable but subject to setbacks.
In spite of fears expressed by the President of the Game Conservancy Trust that the influx of visitors to the
Yorkshire stage of Le Tour would disturb wildlife, the red grouse seems to have had a good season
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following a mild winter and fine spring. The BTO’s BirdTrack ‘reporting rate’ for this species was
noticeably higher this year than for recent years. It was noted that local moors were closed on quite a few
days in August and September. Although this species is an amber listed bird of conservation concern within
the UK, our local managed heather moorland retains a high density, largely due to intensive efforts by
estates to ensure a surplus for shooting. The greater number of reports this year came from the Grassington
area and from the Bolton Abbey Estate, with some high numbers reported, i.e. 94 on a February walk to
Simon Seat, and 50 on Grassington Moor in November. However, 200 were counted on Conistone Moor in
September, in parties of 20–60 (KM**). In January 40 were on Denton Moor, and 24 were seen on Ilkley
Moor in September. Only a few were recorded in Littondale and Upper Wharfedale. Family groups and
young were reported from Burley Moor in May, and from the Grassington area, including an adult with 6
chicks at Hebden Beck in June. An adult with 8 fledglings was on Barden Moor in July.
Black Grouse Tetrao tetrix
No information relating to this species in our area has been received at the time of production of this report,
but any records received will appear in the 2015 report.
Red-legged Partridge Alectoris rufa (C)
Uncommon breeding resident, all from released birds: population stable except where releases occur.
The species is perhaps not as common as one might expect and is likely to be under-recorded anyway. It
can appear anywhere across the region: as usual this year sightings were of up to 4 birds except in areas
where birds are released. The majority of sightings this year were across the north of the area, including one
seen on a moorland walk from Tor Dyke down to Starbotton. On a more domestic note, one was recorded in
March in a Hebden garden. Again Grimwith was by far the site with the highest numbers recorded, more
than 150 on 22nd October, eating grain spread along the paths.
Grey Partridge Perdix perdix
007 Sightings/04 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident: population severely declining.
Records of this species were thin on the ground this year, with 2 seen at Addingham Moorside, and a pair at
Otley Wetland, both in mid-March. The Otley pair was further reported several times during the year. A
group of 11 was seen near Capplestone Gate at Conistone Moor on 20th September and 8 were between
Askwith and Weston on 21st December. The BTO BirdTrack relative abundance graph shows somewhat
fewer reported this year, whilst the latest BBS figures indicate that the population hit an all-time low in
2013. The BTO Atlas points out that some apparent local increases in recent years can be related to birds
being put down by shooting estates, so changes in this practice could perhaps be another factor influencing
populations.
Pheasant Phasianus colchicus (C)
Common breeding resident subject to extensive rearing/releases: population stable overall.
An observer commented that this species is now one of the most
common birds on any walk in the Washburn, which was worrying
(PBR). BBS 1995–2012 data shows an increase of 32% (UK) but no
less than 76% in Yorkshire, and there has been a small amount of
discussion about possible ecological effects of such large numbers.
It has been calculated (SUKB 2012) that game birds make up the
largest group of UK birds, by biomass (weight), pheasants being
estimated to comprise a startling 30% of the total UK avian biomass.
In our area this bird is patchily recorded, but can be found in most
local habitats and areas including reports from Littondale and Upper
Wharfedale. However, most sightings were from the south,
particularly the Washburn. Counts of 60 or more birds were again noted this year around Grimwith, and 92
were in the John O’Gaunts area in October. A number of garden records were received, mostly of single
birds, but gardens in Ilkley and Hebden were occasionally visited by 4 or 6. Reports also included a female
on 12 eggs in a Kilnsey garden in April, and a female with 5 chicks, about 3 days old, in another Ilkley
garden in mid-May.
Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
065 Sightings/21 Sites
Common passage/long-staying visitor: numbers have markedly increased in recent years.
The majority of sightings were as usual from the south, with the Washburn providing over half of all
sightings. A fifth of sightings were from the north, a higher proportion than last year, and from a typical 5
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sites. Again half of the northern records were from Grimwith, though only involving single birds, with
other sightings from Kilnsey, Linton and Burnsall, and 4 flying down Littondale in December. Highest
counts were at Otley Wetland, with 18 in January and 27 in December. Although the species was recorded
consistently throughout the year, numbers encountered seemed to be generally more random, and lower,
than in some recent years, where January has provided a peak count. This year also lacked any significant
late summer count at Lindley Wood, with few recorded at this time, and a maximum of 12 there in
December. There were 8 at Fewston in September. Whether differences in summer water levels, lower this
year, could be a factor remains a matter of speculation. Fishing interests may be pleased that only single
birds were recorded at Knotford Nook, and just 2 on three occasions during the summer at Chelker. At
other Washburn sites there were regular sightings of mostly single birds, but no records from John
O’Gaunts or Scargill. Single birds recorded from Lower Barden, and also over Menston and Addingham.
Little Egret Egretta garzetta
020 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce visitor but likely to become more common in future years.
This species may have further consolidated its position in our area, with 18
sightings over 5 sites in the south, though the same bird(s) were certainly
sometimes recorded in locations not far distant from each other, and 2
northern sightings. The first was at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits on 27th April,
followed by one flying west over the evening WNS members’ outing to Otley
Wetland on 17th June. One was also reported at the sewage works near
Knotford Nook on 13th July, and then periodically there until 10th August. On
13th August 2 birds were seen at Lindley Wood, and reports of sightings there,
or towards Norwood Bottom, continued until 26th September. These were
more often of 2 birds, but 3 were present on 13th and 19th August, and a
maximum of 4 was reported on 16th August. In the north, one was by the river
at Howgill on 23rd August, and a final late sighting was of one flying
downstream at Grassington on 26th November.
Grey Heron Ardea cinerea
071 Sightings/29 Sites
Common breeding resident: population now thought to be decreasing.
Records of this species seem to be reduced in numbers in recent years, and this trend has continued for
2014, though it is hard to say whether some under-reporting occurs. There are indications nationally that the
1994–2004 increase has been reversed. Over three quarters of records came from the south. Northern
sightings of 1 or 2 birds were from the riverside south of Hebden, up past Grassington to Kilnsey. Up to 4
birds were regularly recorded on private land in the Washburn, where nesting birds were also seen. A
traditional southern heronry was reported during the summer to hold 30 nests and 64 young, productivity
slightly low at 2.1 per nest. Apart from Washburn records the species was otherwise quite widely reported
all the way down from Ilkley to Weeton. The maximum count at Otley Wetland was 3, though two of these
were flying over. No more than 2 were seen at Lindley Wood or Norwood Bottom. The species was regular
around Menston. Gardens were not much favoured by herons this year, with records only from Burley and
Grassington, though some flying overhead were reported.
Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis
032 Sightings/12 Sites
Uncommon breeding/local migrant: population stable/ slowly declining.
This species was again seen in lower numbers and less widely distributed than in previous years, possibly
still suffering the effects of relatively recent hard winters. It was definitely a southern bird, with the only
northern records as usual from Grassington, where 1 was seen on two occasions in February, with 2 there in
November. At Otley Wetland there were 3 in February, a maximum of 4 in December, but little evidence of
any during the breeding season. The Washburn provided 60% of all reports, but with no sightings from the
larger reservoirs, other than 1 at Norwood Bottom in August, and none at Knotford Nook. At the private
Farnley Lake 5 were counted including singing birds at the end of March. The Low Dam area south of
Thruscross was another area with a presumed breeding pair, one was seen with young at Kex Gill, and
family parties were seen at John O’Gaunts and Scargill in August. Single birds were noted at Ilkley Tennis
Club and Low Mill, Addingham early in the year. The species was noted present at Denton, with 2 at Ben
Rhydding Gravel Pits in April.
Great Crested Grebe Podiceps cristatus
050 Sightings/08 Sites
Common breeding resident/local migrant: population stable.
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Again this year there were no northern sightings. Otley Wetland, Knotford Nook, Lindley Wood and
Norwood Bottom all contributed fairly equal numbers of sightings. Also in the Washburn the species was
reported from Swinsty, the estate lake at Farnley, and a single in February at John O’Gaunts. The peak
number at Otley Wetland was 6, in August and December, with 5 in April at Swinsty including a displaying
pair. Only 1 or 2 were usually seen at Knotford Nook, but on 8th November the same observer noted 5 at
Knotford and just 1 at Otley Wetland (SR**), indicating possible movement between the sites. There was
good news of successful breeding for the first time in many years at Lindley Wood. The two sets of parents
were seen with 1 and 2 young respectively on 9th July, with 3 immature birds again seen there in October.
At Chelker, 3 birds were seen in July, with a juvenile being fed by a parent in September.
Red Kite Milvus milvus
110 Sightings/40 Sites
Re-introduced species (Harewood 1999 – 2003) now established and breeding.
Latest news from the Yorkshire red kites website shows that across the county the number of pairs
increased overall last year by around 10%, but some contraction in the western boundary of the breeding
range remains. For the first time two incidents of shooting and one of poisoning took place in West
Yorkshire. The average number of young raised by successful pairs was marginally lower at 1.86 (1.92 in
2013). Two Yorkshire pairs have nested successfully in the middle of paintball parks. In our area sightings
were widespread, but only in the south, with no repeat of 2003’s single northern sighting. The Washburn
accounted for over 45% of sightings, with only a few from the Bolton Abbey Estate, mostly from Barden
View Point, where up to 3 were regular. About a third of sightings were concentrated in the south easterly
part of the area, from Burley and Menston through Otley to Weeton. Outside the Washburn, where it was
extensively reported, it was seen across the various parts of Rombalds Moor, also Ilkley, and over
Beamsley, down to Denton. At March Ghyll Reservoir in November an untagged adult was accompanied
by a wing-tagged juvenile, the orange or red wing tag identifying it as a visitor from the Cumbrian
population (TG**). Counts were usually of small numbers, with 5 at Sandwith Moor and Stainburn in the
autumn, the latter feeding on carrion with a raven, and 6 at Lindley Wood in August. A total of 6 nests were
identified, from east of Ilkley down to the southern Washburn. These produced 10 young (PRo), an average
of 1.7. (last year 1.9). However, in one of this year’s nests 2 young had succumbed to the effects of a storm.
Up to 3 were reported over at least 8 gardens, from Otley, Menston, Burley and Ilkley.
Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus
005 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
This species retained its normally scarce status this year, though a summering cream-crown bird was
viewed from Barden Watch Point, sometimes over Barden Fell, several time between 20 th June and 8th July
(BV**, TG**). A further report of a single bird came from the Watch Point on 3rd September (GLe), and a
juvenile flew over Burley Moor on 28th September (KM**). An earlier report was received of one heading
south over Valley of Desolation on 8th May.
Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus
012 Sightings/07 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
The sad plight of the hen harrier as a breeding species in England in
particular has been well documented by the RSPB and in the media
over the last two years. No spring or summer reports were received
in our area. An adult male and subsequently a ringtail were seen
from Barden View Point on 19th and 28th February (BV**). Early
September brought two sightings of a ringtail from the Bolton
Abbey Estate (GLe), and on 11th October two separate juveniles
were watched from Barden View Point (TG**), where singles were
also seen on 9th and 24th November (TG**, BV**). Elsewhere, one
was reported from Denton Moor on 20th October (AJ), with separate
male and female juveniles seen in the area of March Ghyll Reservoir
and Middleton Moor on 8th and 27th December (AJ). On 28th December a fine male was described at
Storiths (DM). The only northern record was of a ringtail watched hunting near Grimwith on 17 th
November (per GL*).
Goshawk Accipiter gentilis
004 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce passage migrant: may breed in the area.
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In contrast to a dearth of records last year, there were indications this year, from reliable observers, of the
continuing presence of this species in the south of our region. One was seen displaying on 2 nd January, with
a second sighting nearby on 28th February. A pair was displaying in the same general area on 11th March,
with a male separately seen close by on 13th March. All locations are in the south of our region.
Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus
063 Sightings/31 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population stable.
Sightings were quite widespread across the area, though over 80% were from the south. Single records from
Conistone and Grimwith reflect the northernmost limits this year, with most northern reports from the
Grassington and Hebden area, including garden visitors. Overall a high 37% of records were from gardens.
Away from more populated areas, sightings were thinly but fairly comprehensively spread over the
Washburn, with rather fewer from the Bolton Abbey area. It was described as regular at the Barden View
Point, where in October the maximum seen together was 5, presumed to be a family party (TG**). Hunting
forays around garden feeders were described, with pigeons, jackdaw and goldfinches noted as actual or
potential prey items. A jackdaw was seized but escaped. Pairs bred in Middleton Woods, where the nest
failed, but 4 young were raised near Burley and 5, which were ringed, at Weston (PRo). At least 3 young
were reported from a nest in a wooded Ilkley garden.
Buzzard Buteo buteo
160 Sightings/69 Sites
Scarce breeder/passage migrant/visitor: population has increased recently.
This species continues to spread, and remains well reported in our area,
though Dales densities remain lower than in some other parts of the
country (BTO Atlas). It is well reported across the entire area, though
over 75% of sightings were from the south, with southern sites being
over twice as numerous as northern locations. The Washburn was the
most frequent area for sightings, providing almost half of southern
records and over a third of all records. In January 5 were over Sandwith
Moor, with up to 8 displaying over Norwood Edge area during March.
These totals were eclipsed by at least 13 seen from Barden View Point
on 24th April (TG**), and at least 10 at the View Point in October,
assumed to include locally raised juveniles (TG**). In September 6 were
seen from an Otley garden. The species was reported in small numbers
through Littondale and the upper part of the Dale, including 4 presumed migrants seen moving south west,
very high over Birks Fell in September and 1 seen in May on a walk down from Tor Dyke to Starbotton.
There were 3 records from Grimwith, where it is considered unusual, in late summer and autumn. Several
sightings came from the Grass Wood area, and in April at Hebden Beck one was in flight carrying a rabbit.
Also at Hebden Beck one was seen carrying food to young, with a family party present in September.
Another family group were at Mastiles Lane in September. The Bolton Abbey Estate provided 15% of
southern records, including the Barden counts mentioned above. Elsewhere, it was widely reported in small
numbers further down the valley, from Addingham down to Weeton. In February 4 were over Reva Hill,
and a pair bred near Burley Moor, though the eggs were predated. Breeding at five sites in the Denton area
produced 10 young (PRo) and an adult with an immature was at Weston in September. The Washburn
proved to be a key area for breeding, with 10 young raised from 5 locations around Farnley and Leathley,
and 2 young at Dob Park Wood (AJ, PRo). A family party of 4 was at John O’Gaunts in August. In late
autumn up to 4 frequented moorland at Timble Ings, providing identification practice for observers hoping
to see a rough-legged buzzard. On 13th November, while 2 rough-legged buzzards were indeed at Timble
Ings, 4 buzzards and 3 red kites also appeared (AJ).
Rough-legged Buzzard Buteo lagopus
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Very scarce winter visitor.
2014 saw a significant autumn influx of this species from Scandinavia, providing our first sighting since
2011. On 13th November 2 juvenile rough legged buzzards showed very well at Timble Ings between 10.1511am. They hunted along the southern edge of the plantation between Ellarcarr farm and the corner of the
wood. At one point they were up with 3 red kites and 4 buzzards (AJ). When mobbed by crows they drifted
off over Denton Moor towards March Ghyll Reservoir. Subsequently, there was at least one possible
sighting in the area but too distant for firm identification.
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Osprey Pandion haliaetus
006 Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
Along the rivers, single birds were reported from between Swinsty and Lindley Wood on 27 April, from the
Wharfe at Kilnsey on 6th May, heading downstream, and between Burnsall and Hebden on 2nd June,
heading north. Two sightings came from Barden View Point, a distant bird on 21st June, and another on 23rd
August. One flew low, heading NW, between the two Barden Moor reservoirs on 29th July. For the
majority of these sightings the bird concerned was reported as being mobbed by one or more other species,
including kestrel, gulls and corvids.
Kestrel Falco tinnunculus
092 Sightings/47 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: national population decline.
Unlike the sparrowhawk, with a quite stable population, the kestrel has declined by 35% in the UK between
1995 and 2012 (BBS), and similarly in the Yorkshire region. Reasons put forward include changes in
agriculture and in rodent populations, or competition, even predation, from other raptors (BTO Atlas). This
species was not specifically reported as a garden bird this year, though was sighted within towns and
villages from Kettlewell and Hebden down to Otley and Ilkley. Although less than a third of sightings were
from the north, there were nearly as many from the wider Grassington area as from the Washburn. The
moorland areas of Bolton Abbey Estate provided a third concentration of records, and several sightings
came from Grimwith. Scattered reports came from Draughton, Addingham and Rombalds Moor down the
valley to Weeton. Most records were of 1 or 2, but 5 were seen from Barden View Point on one occasion in
June. In the Washburn, Colin Harrison reported that 4 broods raised 21 young (last year 5 had 21 young).
Around Denton 6 and 4 young were ringed in 2 broods, and near Timble a nest had 6 eggs with 6 young
raised and ringed (PRo).
Merlin Falco columbarius
007
Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population probably stable.
Only a modest number of records was received this year. Single birds were
seen from Barden View Point at the end of March and in mid-April. At a
location in the Grassington area a single female was seen in May. In the same
area one was being mobbed by a buzzard in July, and not long afterwards two
adults and a young bird were seen together. A female was seen in the
Conistone Moor area in July, and an adult and a juvenile were together at
Barden View Point in late August. Additionally a pair bred and 4 young were
ringed in June at a southern moorland site just outside our area.
Hobby Falco subbuteo
005 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce summer visitor/probable breeder: population increasing.
The year seems to have been a varied one for this species on BirdTrack, with spring and early summer
sightings below normal, but an above average peak in August and September, perhaps indicating a good
breeding season. This is a challenging species to monitor, but it was nonetheless a poor year in our area,
with no Washburn sightings. An early report was of one over Hazlewood Moor on 5 th April, with a further
sighting of a male bird there on 14th April (KM**). One was seen from Barden View Point on 14th May,
and again on the 16th, with a sighting of one on 20th July hawking insects over distant Barden Fell (TG**).
Peregrine Falco peregrinus
016 Sightings/13 Sites
Scarce resident/passage/probable breeder: local population possibly increasing.
Records were quite widely distributed but again sparse this year, with no breeding information received
relating to our area. In January single birds were at Timble Ings, up towards the Chevin from Menston, and
at a quarry near Kinsey. The last of these was involved in a noisy altercation with ravens. In February a
young bird was photographed consuming a pigeon in a field adjacent to a Hebden garden. March and May
brought just single birds seen in the Barden Moor area. In July a single bird was again seen in the Kilnsey
area, a juvenile was reported attacking a bird feeder at Oughtershaw, and one was seen on Burnsall Fell.
Singles were at Addingham Moorside and Barden View Point in August, with 2 males flying near Weston
in September. October saw sightings of 2 females, together at times, from Barden View Point, and 2 over
Denton Moor. One flew over Addingham in November, and at the end of the month a single bird was
reported from Farnley.
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Water Rail Rallus aquaticus
002 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
We have to go back several years to find a year with as few water rail records as 2014. It was only reported
at Otley Wetland, never seen but identified by its call. One was heard calling there on 20 th September
(SR**). The second was heard in the main reed bed during a working party on 20th December, and also
heard again on 28th (PP).
Moorhen Gallinula chloropus
053 Sightings/26 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable.
There appears to be a healthy and stable population of this species across the entire region although it
significantly less common in the north. Northern records were received from Appletreewick, Conistone,
Howgill, Lower Grass Wood and Threshfield. No more than a couple of birds were recorded at any of the
above, though a breeding pair with 2 juveniles was at Appletreewick and a well-grown juvenile was also
seen at Threshfield in August. At Low Mill, Addingham there were 11 in February and 12 were regular at a
Menston pond. Otley Wetland held 11 birds in September. The maximum at Knotford Nook was 5, and
although well distributed in the Washburn the highest count was, as last year, 6 at Fewston in September.
Coot Fulica atra
040 Sightings/09 Sites
Locally common breeding migrant: population stable.
The national status of this species seems to remain fairly stable (BTO Atlas), but it is more a bird of low
lying wetlands, and all 2014 reports were from the south, with none received from last year’s sole northern
outpost at Kilnsey. The largest counts in the first quarter were 85 at Knotford and 27 at Otley Wetland.
Autumn figures were slightly different, with 40 in November at Knotford, but a more reassuring 98 at Otley
Wetland in December. Chelker held much lower numbers than in recent years, with no more than 2 during
the first quarter, a peak count of 33 in June, and 18 counted in October. Maximum Washburn counts were 4
at John O’Gaunts, 5 at Fewston and 4 on a private lake, where up to 6 chicks were additionally noted.
Breeding was also confirmed at Chelker, but overall in the area the limited records received of nests and
young may not have given the full picture.
Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus
136 Sightings/52 Sites
Locally common breeding migrant: population probably increasing.
This is now established as a widespread breeding species through the whole of the region, recorded this
year at slightly more southern than northern sites. The first sighting of the year was again of 5 at Arncliffe
Cote, though a few days later than last year, on 9th January. A first appearance in the south followed on 14th
January with 2 at Otley Wetland. Highest counts were all in the north. By mid-February there were 79 at
Arncliffe Cote, and on 21st February 86 were at Linton, the peak figure for the year in the region. Grimwith
held 61 on 1st March, with 42 by the end of the month, and 24 plus 2 young on 1st June. Mossy Moor
Reservoir held 25 on 9th March. Lower Barden Reservoir provided the highest southern count of 40 in mid
February. In April 3 pairs with 3 young were seen in the Kex Gill area, and 2 pairs raised young in April at
Carr Bottom Reservoir on Burley Moor. A pair with 3 chicks was at Otley Wetland in May. A single well
grown but immature bird was at Swinsty on 30th September. Great Whernside, where 2 were reported in
June, was one of the highest sites noted, whereas in May birds were seen on an Otley sports field and flying
over gardens.
Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria
040 Sightings/21 Sites
Uncommon moorland breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably in decline.
The number of records and sites was fewer than last year, but with a roughly similar distribution through
the area, and comparable maximum counts. Nearly all the larger counts were in the south, the peak count
being around 400 over Barden Moor on 11th March (KM**), with 300 over
Scargill Pasture and a similar number over Ilkley Moor also during March.
There were 160 on Reva Hill at the end of March, and two separate reports of
200 over Burley Moor in mid-April. Around Thruscross flocks of 40 to 50
were seen in mid March. On upland breeding areas, small numbers appeared
on moors around Grassington from late February, and further afield 9 were
together on Penyghent Fell in March and up to 6 on Great Whernside in May
and June. By 4th May a bird on 4 eggs was on Burley Moor, and later in May
at least 10 pairs were recorded on Hawksworth and Bingley Moors, and a
chick ringed (PRo). A June count of 10 on Burley Moor was noted as a high
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number, and 6 were on Barden Fell. Late June brought a report of 8 with young on Grassington Moor, a
pair calling at Kex Gill, and 4 near Beamsley Beacon. There were no July to September sightings, but 50
were at Grimwith in October, and 70 by November. At least 300 were at Chelker in December.
Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola
001 Sightings/ 01 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
Otley Wetland produced the first record since 2010, with one bird on First Lake on 2nd April (AJ).
Lapwing Vanellus vanellus
124 Sightings/56 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population may be declining.
This is another red-listed species of conservation concern for which conditions in our region perhaps remain
more favourable than in many other parts of Britain. The year started with the first 13 recorded on
Darnbrook Fell on 9th January, with 100 at Grimwith a month later. In the south, 300 were at Ben Rhydding
sewage works, also reported from Otley Wetland, in January, and at the beginning of February over 600
were at Denton (PRo). February counts included 200 around Barden Moor reservoirs, and 680 at Chelker.
Early March saw the species spreading into breeding areas, with 40 on Hawksworth Moor, 60 on Middleton
Moor and 30 in the north at Mossy Moor. By 26th April the first 2 chicks were seen in a field at Kilnsey.
Early May brought reports of chicks at Hawkswick, Weston, Low Snowden, Menston, Burley Moor and
Whetstone Gate, including Pete Roe’s reports of 16 chicks from 6 broods (PRo). The following weeks
brought further confirmed breeding with young seen at Grassington Moor, Malham Moor Lane, Grimwith,
Draughton Heights, Middleton Moor, Denton Moor and the Chevin. The verdict from a regular Washburn
observer was of ‘plenty of evidence of successful breeding on moor edges, but not elsewhere’ (PBR). By
July a post breeding flock of 60 was at Stainburn, early September saw over 150 at Weston. By midOctober 127 were at Grimwith and 280 at Chelker, and the latter site produced the year’s peak count of
1,000 on 6th December (JTo).
Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius
014 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: stable population.
This is a species of the south of the area, traditionally associated with the Washburn. Birds were first seen at
Swinsty with a pair on 23rd April, but not seen subsequently. This was presumed to be due to the reservoir
filling up. However, single birds were seen in the Swinsty dam area on 30th April, and again on 8th and 23rd
July. A pair nested on 4th May at Carr Bottom Reservoir on Burley Moor, but the nest was later reported
washed out. Better news came from a Washburn site at Kex Gill where a pair raised 2 young, one of which
was subsequently ringed in June. A pair successfully raised 2 young in June at Lower Barden Reservoir.
Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula
008 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population stable.
We remain fortunate that this predominately coastal species continues as a breeding bird at Grimwith this
year, although it was again not found on passage at any other sites. It was the only species recorded this
year exclusively in the north. Birds returned by 3rd March, when 2 were by the Grimwith sailing club. On
6th June there were 6 counted, both by the sailing club and on the north side. On 12th June an adult was seen
with 4 juveniles (PD&JBP), and on 23rd June these proportions were somewhat reversed with 7 adults and 1
juvenile counted around the reservoir (JF). The only further, and final record, was of a single bird on 31 st
July (GL*).
Dotterel Charadrius morinellus
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
Two birds were seen near the summit of Round Hill, near Beamsley Moor, on the morning of 23rd April.
May is the most reliable month for this species, but spring migration was early this year.
Whimbrel Numenius phacopus
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
One was recorded flying west over Denton Moor on 28th August (AJ).
Curlew Numenius arquata
162 Sightings/71 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable.
Declines in this characteristic Wharfedale species, including in upland areas, are causing concern (BTO
Atlas), but fortunately the population still seems stable in our region. The year started with 200 near the
sewage works at Ben Rhydding on 4th January, and by 1st February at least 500 were reported from Denton
(PRo). Numbers had reduced to about 300 three weeks later. By 19th February the first birds had turned up
in the north at Kilnsey and were soon being seen in small numbers in Littondale and up to Buckden. Early
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March brought reports from throughout the Washburn and Rombalds Moor, and by the end of June the
species was being frequently and widely recorded, usually in small numbers, from locations as diverse as
Penyghent and Great Whernside down to Menston and Pool. A regular Washburn observer commented that
the species seemed to be holding up well on the moor edges (PBR), and a regular breeding season walk
over Hawksworth Moor records fairly consistent numbers, a modest 12–15, over the last 10 years (RF). By
the end of June 20 curlew were gathered in a field being mown at Stainburn, similarly 15 were consistently
outside Menston from July to September. August to December reports represent only about 10% of the
year’s total, with at least 250 at Weston in September, 190 at Denton in November, and over 120 at
Leathley in December. Confirmed breeding and young were recorded in June on Burley and Hawksworth
Moors, and Denton Moor, and in July on Grassington and Threshfield Moors.
Knot Calidris canutus
Although no records were received from within the WNS area, an interesting sighting just outside the area,
with photograph, was received of a bird standing on the runway at Leeds Bradford Airport on 30 th October
(AJ).
Dunlin Calidris alpina
005 Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce passage visitor: probably still breeds in the area but numbers much
reduced.
Records were received from 5 sites this year; a modest total, but above the
average for recent years. On 29th April 2 birds were seen at Mossy Moor,
and 6 were reported from Kilnsey on 8th May, including birds in breeding
plumage (C&SG*). This was followed on 21st June by an interesting sighting
of 1 adult and 2 well grown juveniles on Starbotton Fell near Buckden Pike
(KM**). Single passage birds were later seen at Fewston on 1st October and
Grimwith on 22nd October.
Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos
058 Sightings/32 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: national population decline not apparent locally.
We are fortunate that this species is still a common sight along rivers and water bodies throughout much of
the area. BTO surveys and Atlas indicate a reduction in breeding range and density even in northern
strongholds such as the Pennine Dales. The first record this year, and an early one, was a bird on the river
near Ilkley Road, Otley, on 6th April, the next sighting was not until 17th April with 2 at Barden Bridge. The
first northern record was up the Dale at Beckermonds on 18th April. This year records and sites were more
or less equally distributed between north and south, but with greater numbers of birds again reported from
the north. A late April walk from Grassington towards Burnsall produced 11 birds, including at least 4
apparent pairs. The maximum count was 17 adults and 1 very young juvenile at Grimwith on 23rd June. 10
adults and a juvenile were seen between Starbotton and Kettlewell on 29th June, and in Littondale 6 were
reported in mid-June between Arncliffe and Hawkswick. In the south, a total of 6 for Fewston and Swinsty
were reported on 16th May, and pairs were at Barden Bridge, Lower Barden Reservoir and Strid Wood. 2
pairs were at Kex Gill in April. However, no information about breeding success in the south was received.
Only 1 summer bird was seen at Lindley Wood, in June, but John O’Gaunts and Lindley Wood provided
most of the late sightings from August, with the last 2 birds seen at Lindley Wood on 4th September.
Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
There are sightings of this species in most years, but only of single birds, from up to 3 sites. Thus 2014
must be regarded as average, with records from 2 Washburn sites, both related to autumn passage. A bird
was recorded at John O’Gaunts on 13th August (AJ), and another at Lindley Wood on 15th October (PBR).
Both these sightings were outside the traditional peak sightings month of August, but within the normal
June to October range.
Redshank Tringa totanus
030 Sightings/15 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
Normally reported noticeably more from the south, this year the species was reported more evenly between
north and south, though sightings were fewer overall. This is one of the birds shown in the BTO Atlas and
BBS as suffering a long term reduction in range and breeding abundance even in its core areas, such as our
region. The first sighting of the year, and the greatest number, was of 10 on 9 th March at Mossy Moor. The
following day the first southern bird appeared at Otley Wetland, and 4 were near Menston by late March.
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Sightings were otherwise of 1 or 2 birds. Pairs were noted at Hebden Beck, where they were displaying in
late March, at Hawksworth Moor and Kilnsey in April, and at Burley Moor, Lower Barden Reservoir and
Grimwith in May. A pair first noted at Kex Gill in April was reported to have 2 young by 13 th June, and a
pair was seen with a small chick near Whetstone Gate on the 15th. The last record was of a single bird at
Grimwith on 25th June.
Jack Snipe Lymnocryptes minimus
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Rare migrant/winter visitor.
Lindley Moor produced an early sighting of 1 on 30th January (PBR). Past sightings have often tended to be
in the autumn, and on 8th November 2 were flushed from the bank at Chelker. It is worth noting that just
outside the WNS area, one was seen on the runway at Leeds Bradford Airport on the very overcast morning
of 19th October (AJ).
Woodcock Scolopax rusticola
018 Sightings/8 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage migrant/winter visitor: probably in decline.
2013 was a good one for woodcock in our area, particularly in the north. It was a year chosen for one of the
BTO’s occasional breeding woodcock surveys, which perhaps drew in more records, and indeed showed a
truer picture, than the average year. In comparison 2014 was poor for records, with noticeably fewer
locations for this species. There were no reports of roding in the north, where the only sightings were of
single birds flushed in Grass Wood in January, November, and December. In the south birds were flushed
at Otley Wetland, Dob Park and Denton Moor in February and March, and the first spring record was of 2
at Middleton Woods in early May. Thereafter all records came from the Washburn, with strongholds again
in the Sandwith Moor plantation and Norwood Edge areas, where up to 5 or 6 birds roding or ‘grunting’
were noted throughout June. Timble Ings was another fruitful site, with birds noted from late May, and
where 6 were roding on 10th June.
Snipe Gallinago gallinago
032 Sightings/18 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable or in shallow decline.
Last year’s report pointed out considerable annual variation in sightings
and sites for this species, 2013 being a relatively good year. This year
both sightings and sites were fewer, yet some counts were higher. It may
be relevant that the BTO Atlas concludes that the British snipe population
size is hard to determine, and trends are poorly monitored. The majority
of sites and two thirds of sightings were in the south, with again no
reports received from the top of the Dale, though there was a sighting
from Foxup Moor on 16th April. Sightings from Threshfield Moor were of
1 or 2 birds between late March and late May, with single birds at
Malham Moor Lane, Grassington Moor and Grimwith in June. No records were received either from Bolton
Abbey Estate, or from Otley Wetland. Elsewhere in the south 2 were drumming on the fringes of
Hawksworth Moor on 27th March, with 4 displaying on Sandwith Moor on 5th April. At least 2 were seen,
of which one was recorded injury feigning, near Low Snowden on 10th June (PD&JBP), and on 24th June
near Thruscross an adult was leading 4 chicks along the side of the road (E&PS). Single birds were at
Fewston in April, and at Denton Moor in June and September. Post-breeding numbers at a Menston pond
rose from 4 in July to a maximum 11 on 21st October, before mostly disappearing, perhaps due to higher
water levels. John O’Gaunts not only provided the year’s first sighting of at least 3, possibly 5, on 3rd
March, but also held an impressive 21 birds on 5th September (AJ). A single bird seen at Draughton
Heights in October was reported to be the first seen there for over 20 years.
Black Tern Chlidonias niger
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage migrant.
The year brought the first record for this species since 2009, when on the misty morning of 22 nd April, 2
were flying low with 8 common terns, over the Twelve Apostles on Ilkley Moor (AJ).
Common Tern Sterna hirundo
007 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant: occasionally breeds.
This was not a memorable year for this species in our area, and none appear to have bred. The first sighting
of the year, on 22nd April, was of a group of 8 flying low over Ilkley Moor, and later that day one was seen
at Otley Wetland (both AJ). One flew west over Otley Wetland on 11th April, and 2 were seen at this
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location the following day (E&PS). However another regular Otley observer reported his only sighting of
the year there on 8th September, and confirmed there was no evidence of breeding there this year (PBR).
Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla
001 Sightings/ 01 Sites
Rare passage/winter visitor.
A single bird was on Swinsty on 9th January (AJ), the first record for our area for 10 years.
Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be declining after big increase in recent
decades.
A small number of reservoirs held winter roosts with numbers far in excess of other locations. In January
the Swinsty gull roost held the greatest numbers, with estimates of 3,000 plus ‘small gulls’ by mid-January
(AJ, K&PL), but with a later count on 22nd January giving a total of 4,100 black headed gulls (KM**).
Again in early December there were around 10,000 ‘small gulls’ at Swinsty, estimated at up to 2,500 blackheaded, but with common gulls forming the majority (AJ). Grimwith held a roost of 2,000 on 10th
February, and at the beginning of November a ‘small gull’ roost of 4,100 birds had returned (GL*). On 1st
March 2,000 gulls, predominately black-headed but with common gulls, were at Lindley Wood. Elsewhere,
on 11th January 240 black-headed were counted at Otley Wetland, with 200 at Knotford Nook on 14th
January. After the end of March, many reports involving small numbers were received across the region,
though curiously the northernmost part of the Dale produced only one sighting, of a single bird in a field
near Buckden. The Barden Moor breeding colony was confirmed this year, but no count made (J&FTo).
Mediterranean Gull Larus melanocephalus
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare but probably under-recorded visitor.
The previous year’s speculation that the species could be breeding at the Upper Barden Reservoir gull
colony will have to remain on hold, as 2014 brought no reports of this species during the breeding season.
Scrutiny of a large black-headed gull roost produced the year’s sole record, an adult at Swinsty on 22nd
January (KM**). This has been accepted by BOG committee.
Common Gull Larus canus
052 Sightings/24 Sites
Common passage/winter visitor: small number of breeding records.
Significant winter roosts are a notable feature of the common gull in our region. The UK receives major
influxes of wintering continental birds, which begin their return movement in March and April (BTO Atlas).
Grimwith held around 4,000 in January, and the winter ‘small gull’ roost at Swinsty held about 3,000 mixed
common and black headed gulls. Reports of up to a few dozen were widely reported elsewhere in the north
between February and April, including the northernmost parts of our area. Similar numbers were also in and
around the Washburn, with few elsewhere in the south, where this species is significantly less widespread.
Only a couple of non-breeders (first summer birds) were reported in May, at Mossy Moor, and none in
June. By July groups of up to 200 were heading back to roost at Grimwith, with nearly 300 in fields near
Arncliffe in August. Later in the year estimates were approximately 3,000 common gulls in a roost of 4,100
at Grimwith in early November and a roost of 5,000, mostly common with a few black-headed, there in late
December (GL*). At Swinsty an estimated 7,500 common gulls were amongst approximately 10,000
roosting birds in December (AJ).
Lesser Black-backed Gull Larus fuscus
056 Sightings/34 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: probably declining due to control at breeding sites.
This species winters in the area and breeds on local moors, when not disturbed by gamekeepers concerned
by their propensity to eat anything that moves. This year two thirds of sightings were from the north,
including 2 records each from the top of the Dale and Littondale. Over a quarter of all reports were from the
Grassington area. Most records were of up to 4, many of birds flying over, but there were 17 at Threshfield
in July and 40 at Swinden Quarry near Linton, a previous breeding site, in May. The species was regular at
Grimwith, in small numbers, the maximum 10-12 in January and December. The highest count, of 140, was
in June at the site of the Upper Barden Reservoir black-headed gull colony (J&FTo).
Herring Gull Larus argentatus
012 Sightings/10 Sites
Uncommon visitor.
In 2014 there was an increase in records over recent years, and from over twice as many sites as last year. It
was strictly a winter bird only at Grimwith, where there were 2 in January and 3 in December (GL*), and at
the Swinsty gull roost, where assiduous observers counted 3 in January and no fewer than 15 on 17 th
December (KM**, AJ ). The only other winter sighting was 1 near Otley in December. Spring records were
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3 at Howgill in March (D&ML), and single birds at Threshfield and Malham Moor Lane in May. Summer
records were limited to 2 on Threshfield Moor and 1 at Upper Barden Reservoir, both in July. One was seen
several times around Strid Wood in September, and on one occasion was watched fishing and eating
crayfish (J&FTo).
Yellow-legged Gull Larus michahellis
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor.
Careful scrutiny of roosting gulls was rewarded when an adult of this species was identified at Swinsty on
22nd January (KM**). The record has been accepted by the BOG committee. This is the fourth year with a
sighting in our area, bringing total sightings to six. Previous reports have come from the river near Bolton
Abbey Estate, from Otley Wetland and from Grimwith. Late summer can bring young birds dispersing, but
England also enjoys a regular wintering population.
Great Black-backed Gull Larus marinus
007 Sightings/03 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
This is a species that is becoming quite rare in our area, a trend which continued this year. Grimwith held 4
adults and 2 first winters in January, and 8 comprising 6 adults and 2 first winters in December (GL*). This
compares with last year’s maximum of 4. One was at Swinsty on 22nd January, and a first winter bird was at
Lower Barden Reservoir on 11th March (both KM**). Further records from Grimwith were of single birds
seen in June, September and October.
Feral Pigeon Columba livia (C)
Common resident breeder: population probably stable.
Reports this year support comments repeated for the last few years that this under-recorded species will be
seen mainly in the urban areas of Ilkley and Otley with a few groups in the countryside. According to the
BTO Atlas, although the species is largely absent from the uplands of northwest England, the species has
been expanding into upland margins. It can indeed be encountered in many parts of our area, and again
records came from locations as varied as riverside fields and barns at the top of the Dale, Timble Ings and
Bolton Abbey’s Cavendish Pavilion. Two flocks comprising 90 were reported from Otley, and up to 20
were associated with farm buildings at John O’Gaunts and Weeton. Quite a proportion of records came
from gardens, where peak counts such as 20 in Menston and 24 in Ilkley, tended to be higher than average
for garden birds.
Stock Dove Columba oenas
042 Sightings/28 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This predominately rural species can often be under-recorded, but sightings were again well distributed
across the region, and fairly evenly divided between north and south. Records came from Littondale and
Upper Wharfedale down to Burley and Otley, where 1 or 2 were reported on several occasions from
gardens, frequently feeding around a Burley bird table in July. Up to 7 were seen at Grimwith, which
regularly produced sightings, but no larger numbers were noted anywhere this year, most reports being of 1
to 3 birds. Small numbers were thus reported from Threshfield Moor, Grass Wood, Burnsall, Appletreewick
and Skyreholme. Birds were seen regularly outside Menston, and there could be up to 6 around the nearby
fringes of Hawksworth Moor. It was described as common and seemingly doing well in the Washburn, with
records from John O’Gaunts down to Farnley. There were just 3 reports from Bolton Abbey Estate, and it
was very infrequent at Otley Wetland. There were no confirmed breeding records, though several pairs
were seen in the season.
Woodpigeon Columba palumbus (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This species is often under-recorded, though obviously present in reasonable numbers across our area
throughout the year. It tends to move down from higher ground in winter. Sometimes impressively sized
flocks, presumably of migrating winter populations, can be seen in autumn or early spring, though large
flocks were not really noted this year. It is the commonest species recorded in the BBS survey, by a
considerable margin, with data showing a 42% UK population increase 1995-2012, and a Yorkshire
increase double that figure, but not perhaps entirely reflected in our particular area. This year three quarters
of sightings were in the south, with 130 reported from Farnley in March, and ‘hundreds’ there through the
breeding season. There were up to 130 in Grass Wood in the autumn. Garden numbers reported were
typically 4 or 5 birds, with 8 in one Otley garden in January. Adults with young were noted in gardens in
Threshfield, Ilkley and Menston.
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Collared Dove Streptopelia decaocto (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Sightings this year nearly all came from built-up or village locations, and half of all sightings were in
gardens. Records from the north were predominately from around Grassington and Threshfield. Numbers
tend to be low at any particular location, with most garden records only involving 1 or 2 birds, but
including 9 in August in a Grassington garden, the most ever seen there, and 22 in an Addingham garden in
October. At least 8 were in Weeton village in January. Young birds were reported from a Menston garden
in June. The BTO Atlas suggests there may be signs of the national increase levelling off.
Cuckoo Cuculus canorus
069 Sightings/34 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population declining.
Similarly to the willow warbler, the cuckoo is becoming a distinctly upland species nationally, with about
50% of cuckoos now breeding in the uplands compared with 28% two decades ago (BTO News). However,
the areas benefitting from this trend tend to be in North-west Scotland and Ireland, and the cuckoo is
struggling further south. The BTO BirdTrack abundance chart, and anecdotal evidence, indicated that
compared to some recent years there were more records of this species across the country in 2014. The first
this year, heard at Otley on 22nd April, was within the traditional date range of 17th–23rd April. Records
through the next week were from the Rombalds Moor area, with one from Barden Bridge on April 30th. The
first northern record was at Hebden on 3rd May. The vast majority of records were of single birds; a pair
was at Coldstone Beck on Burley Moor in May, and 2 were heard and seen at Low Dam in June. Northern
sites reporting a bird on more than one date were Howgill (end of May, and over 3 days in late June),
Grimwith (3 dates in May and June) and Buckden (late May and early June). Strans Gill, Yockenthwaite
provided the most northerly report. There were no reports from Littondale or from Grass Wood, though
records came from the Hebden area. It was well recorded from the Bolton Abbey area, and Washburn
reports came mostly from the northern part of the valley, with one from Folly Hall. Apart from well
reported bird(s) on Rombalds and Ilkley Moor areas, there were records down the valley including
Middleton/Denton, Burley, Weston, the Chevin, and Pool. A juvenile was seen on Burley Moor in July
being fed by a pair of meadow pipits, with an adult nearby (JT**). The final record was a juvenile on
Denton Moor on 4th August (PBR).
Eurasian Eagle Owl Bubo bubo
Local escapee or rare feral breeder.
A bird of this species was reported flying at Denton in late April by a member of the public, and on 14 th
July one was confirmed sitting in a tree on a local estate by Pete Roe. The latest previous occurrence of this
species in the Wharfedale area was in 2007.
Barn Owl Tyto alba
041 Sightings/18 Sites
Increasing breeding resident
Compared with last year’s gloomy picture, this species seems to have benefitted
from warmer weather in 2014, and from reportedly high field vole abundance,
with noticeably more breeding records in our area. These include, unusually,
northern reports of likely breeding from Appletreewick and Grimwith. Often
giving close views the Grimwith pair was well reported. One was also watched
hunting on several occasions on the outskirts of Middleton Woods. There were
first quarter records of roadside birds seen Farnley and Draughton. The majority
of records relate to breeding pairs, from the continuing ringing programme run by
Andy Jowett and Pete Roe. Pairs were well distributed along the valley from
Addingham to Clifton, and Weeton. Washburn breeding locations were in the
Thruscross and Low Dam, Sandwith Moor and Stainburn areas. The figures
include a small number of sites on the fringes of our area, but to quote Andy
Jowett’s summary in July ‘so far we have pairs at 34 sites with the likelihood of
2nd broods at many of them. For the sites where access isn’t possible if you take
an average of the known sites this would give a total number of chicks of 139 for the first brood. Our best
previous year is 34 chicks!’ A bird ‘controlled’ at Sandwith Moor in April had been previously ringed in
Nottinghamshire in 2009 (AJ). Colin Harrison also reported successful breeding by a pair at Clifton.
Little Owl Athene noctua
028 Sightings/18 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population stable.
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This species suffered a 51% decline in numbers across the UK between 1995 and 2012 (BBS), and the BTO
Atlas concludes that it prefers mixed farmland and woodland areas to the uplands, though parts of our
region are shown amongst the areas of greater relative breeding abundance. This year saw a modest
increase for the south in both sightings and sites for this species, though the situation in the north showed
no improvement. The only 3 northern sightings, all of single birds, were from Conistone in April, near
Kettlewell in June and Threshfield in July. In the south sightings were widely scattered, from Weeton up to
Barden Fell, with several from the Washburn. Denton Moor, Otley, Pool and Weeton featured several times
during the year. Washburn reports came from Farnley, Timble, Bland Hill and Thruscross. The majority of
sightings were of single birds, with 2 seen on one occasion each at Menston and Otley Wetland. At
Thruscross 2 young were reported in June at a traditional breeding site, and one was with 2 young in the
Denton Moor area in July.
Tawny Owl Strix aluco
065 Sightings/33 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Numbers of records and sites were quite similar to last year’s. The species was recorded from twice as
many sites in the south as in the north, with most northern reports from the Grassington area, but including
several from Conistone and Kilnsey, one from Litton, and a pair calling in February at Buckden. In the
south about a third of reports came from the Washburn, particularly around the Farnley area which was well
covered by observers, also up to Timble, Thruscross and John O’Gaunts, but with no reports from other
reservoirs. Inevitably there was a concentration reports of single birds or pairs heard calling close to
people’s homes, thus good numbers of records from Threshfield, Otley, Menston and Ilkley in particular. At
Hebden ‘several’ were around the village. A number of countryside reports did however occur during the
day, with owls themselves calling, being mobbed by other
birds, or alarms being raised by other birds. In Strid Wood,
adults and 4 young were observed sitting in trees, as were
young at Middleton and Norwood Bottom. Last year’s report
included comments that poor breeding years may have
resulted in an ageing local population of this species, Nesting
reports which we receive from ringers may tell a more positive
story this year. Pete Roe (left) reported on 12 broods at
Middleton, around Denton and in the Washburn, resulting in
24 young successfully raised. Two other nests were predated
at various stages, and another was taken over by squirrels
(PRo).
Colin Harrison in the Washburn reported 9 broods
Pete Roe rings tawny owl chick in
raising
16
young, compared to 3 broods and 7 young raised
Middleton Woods
Photo HJ
last year.
Long-eared Owl Asio otus
007 Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant.
Nationally, the BTO Atlas shows the species to be fairly stable overall but with considerable variations in
where it is recorded. Northern England is considered a stronghold, and our area again received a small
number of breeding records for this species, quite challenging to locate. At least one, probably two pairs,
nested in the Washburn, a youngster from one pair was seen, but the amount of splashes near the nest site
indicated more than one had been fledged. Single birds were seen at two other sites in the northern
Washburn area in May and June. Additionally, a chick was heard calling on 10th June in a moorland area to
the west of Ilkley, and fledged young were recorded on 2nd May in woodland above Denton.
Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus
009 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/resident: population either stable or in shallow decline.
This scarce species is subject to population fluctuations, and is considered difficult to accurately survey
(BTO Atlas). 2012 was an unusually good year, with an influx of continental birds, and record numbers of
sightings in Wharfedale, but the following year was very poor for short-eared owl records, and 2014 was
not much better. Nearly all records this year were of single birds, and only Sandwith Moor produced more
than one sighting, with one was seen on two dates in early June. Two further records, also in June, came
from Addingham Moorside, and Grassington Moor. In July a bird was reported alarm-calling in the Cam
Gill Beck area, and one was also seen at Grimwith. Further south one was on Barden Moor on 1 st March,
and 3 were on Langbar Moor on 27th December.
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Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus
010 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage migrant – bred in area for several years running.
The first bird seen and heard was a male, on 29th May at a Washburn location away from the former site at
Timble Ings. Observers saw 1 or 2 individual birds on visits between early June and 16th July and heard
song and calls, again from more than one direction, but no definite simultaneous churring from more than
one bird, nor were two birds ever really seen together. The presence of one pair seems clear, but there could
have been two pairs (MB**, TG**, E&PS, AJ, RF).
Swift Apus apus (C)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population in decline.
The BTO was reporting relatively few arrivals of this species nationally at the end of April, and the first
reported in our area were 2 at Barden Bridge on 4th May, and at Burley, Otley and Kettlewell the next day.
By 25th May there were 20 at Otley. Up to 40 were ‘screaming’ over an Otley garden early in July, with 100
counted over the town later in the month. On 16th August 30 were moving west over Otley Wetland.
Typically though, 20 or slightly fewer was the maximum summer count over towns and villages, with at
least one comment that numbers are gradually diminishing. This comment ties in with a long term UK wide
reduction of numbers by roughly 3% per year (British Birds, May 2014) linked to shortage of nest sites in
modern or renovated buildings. In July birds were seen visiting nest sites in gutters at two Burley locations.
The last regular sightings were reported from the Grassington area from around 7th August, 10 were seen
from a Burley garden on 4th September, and a final bird was over Barden View Point on 29th September.
Kingfisher Alcedo atthis
053 Sightings/25 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident along suitable rivers and lagoons: population probably stable.
In contrast to the previous year records were fairly evenly distributed throughout the year, with several
reports from Ilkley up to Kilnsey before the end of February. However, the last quarter of the year produced
twice as many records as the first quarter, perhaps indicating a reasonable breeding season. Reports came
from 10 northern sites, a similar number to last year, but 15 southern sites brought the total back nearer to
the average for recent years. A high proportion of sightings were concentrated along all sections of the
Wharfe from approximately Kilnsey down to Addingham. Records became rather fewer down through the
Ilkley area, with occasional sightings at Otley Wetland, also from Otley riverside, and the southernmost
record from near Knotford Nook. A welcome Yockenthwaite sighting was the most northern. Washburn
records, all between April and October, came from Swinsty and Lindley Wood, the former at a time of high
water level, the latter the opposite, and from Leathley. Birds were nesting in April near Grassington, and a
nest, presumably no longer in use, was found in August near Ilkley golf course.
Green Woodpecker Picus viridis
050 Sightings/30 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Records this year remained at the rather low level experienced over the previous two years, with again more
from the north, though from an equal number of northern and southern sites. In Littondale 3 were at
Arncliffe in August and 2 at Hawkswick in October. The species was reported from Buckden to
Hubberholme, and was well recorded around Grassington, particularly from the Grass Wood and Hebden
areas. This year three quarters of southern records were from the Washburn, with the only reports from the
Bolton Abbey Estate relating to a regular pair around Coney Warren. Single records were received from
Otley and Weston, and Addingham, where a bird visited a garden in February. Washburn reports were
widespread throughout the year, ranging from Sandwith Moor and Timble Ings down through Swinsty and
Lindley Wood to Farnley. Pairs raised 3 young each at Farnley and at Dob Park Wood (PRo). Garden
sightings came from Addingham and Hebden.
Great Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopus major
097 Sightings/45 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
In contrast to the previous species, around 80% of sightings were from the south, though it was found
through all parts of the north, including three unusual sightings from Grimwith. Half the northern reports
were from around the Grassington and Grass Wood area. Widely distributed Washburn sightings provided
more than half the southern records, with a further concentration around Strid Wood. Most reports were of
1 or 2 birds, but in spring and autumn 4 or 5 were regularly encountered at Norwood Bottom, around
Farnley, and in Strid Wood. Grass Wood and Bastow Wood both had counts of 3. Garden records of up 2
birds, across all parts of the area, were a notable source of sightings throughout the year. Drumming was
first heard at Farnley in mid-January. Following breeding, adults were seen introducing young to garden
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feeders, in June one in Menston brought 3 juveniles. In the countryside, juveniles were seen at Grimwith,
Kettlewell, Stainburn and Timble.
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopus minor
017 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population probably in decline.
This species was again reported from 4 sites, but locations were somewhat different from the previous year.
A reliable local site, a private wood in the Washburn, monitored by a small number of members, provided
the bulk of this year’s sightings, between February and May (AJ, E&PS, K&PL, PBR). Calling, display,
and drumming by 2 or 3, and once 4 birds, led to the conclusion that there must be 2 pairs in the area.
Single birds were also reported in February from Dob Park Wood (AJ, PRo), and from the lower end of
Lindley Wood in March (J&FTo). No reports were received this year from a previous site within the Bolton
Abbey Estate.
Magpie Pica pica (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable but increasing in urban environment.
A common and widespread species, doubtless under-reported. Records were received from across the area,
but were very sparse from the north, with nearly 90% of records from the south. Again only one record was
received from the Bolton Abbey Estate area, and none from Grimwith. The BTO Atlas notes that upland
areas in general hold the lowest densities of this species, if present at all. Over a fifth of records were from
gardens, with most reports being of 1 or 2 birds, but occasionally of up to 7. Breeding was reported in only
one garden. Otherwise the largest counts were 9 at Knotford, 10 at Menston in January, and 15 on a Chevin
walk in November.
Jay Garrulus glandarius
078 Sightings/35 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
After two years with no reports from the north of the area, this species reappeared
there in 2014, with reports from 4 northern sites comprising 10% of total records.
In general the northern sightings were in the Grass Wood area, up to 2 birds from
October onwards, and in November one visited a Hebden garden. Records also
came from Howgill in January and May. The species was widely reported across
the south, with records coming fairly evenly from the Washburn and other
wooded areas, from built up areas, and from Otley Wetland where the maximum
count was 5 in July. A circuit around Timble Ings reported 8 on 5th September
(JP), and 9 were seen on November 4th near Barden Bridge (J&FTo). A fifth of
all records were from gardens, spread throughout most months, and including
some sightings of 2 and occasionally 3 birds.
Jackdaw Corvus monedula (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
An obvious bird throughout Wharfedale, with some large flocks recorded particularly in winter. Northern
counts included over 170 on a Littondale walk in February, and 80 up Langstrothdale in May. At Swinsty
there were 250 at dusk in late December, and 126 at John O’Gaunts in January. Garden records comprised
13% of the total, with most reports of up to 4 birds, but an Ilkley garden reported 28 in April, and 60 were
in trees and over a Burley garden in November. In June 2 young were being fed at an Ilkley bird table. BBS
data shows that Jackdaws have enjoyed a 53% increase 1995-2012 across the UK, with their high
dependence on farmland for food proving no hindrance to expansion.
Rook Corvus frugilegus
058 Sightings/29 Sites
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population probably increasing.
Although often associated with open lowland countryside, this species seems to flourish in northern parts of
Wharfedale and particularly Littondale, where 81 were around Hawkswick in late February. In early
January 300 were seen early in the morning leaving a roost at Bolton Bridge, and John O’Gaunts also had a
peak count of 250 that month. Nearly all nest counts came from the north, where Littondale and the
northern Dale held the larger rookeries, of up to 20 pairs, with nests in double figures also at Kettlewell and
Threshfield. However, there were 28 nests at John O’Gaunts in March, and a small colony of 6 nests
remained at Menston. The Washburn was well represented in sightings, and up to 20 were also regularly
seen around Weeton. No reports came from Otley Wetland, though there was one sighting of 20 at
Grimwith. Although the species was a generally rare garden visitor, one Otley garden reported regular
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sightings, except during the summer, with a maximum of 8 in January. Occasional birds were also reported
in gardens in Ilkley and Burley.
Carrion crow Corvus corone (C)
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
The BTO Atlas indicates that the population of this species may have stabilised in the last decade or so, but
this successful and common corvid remained numerous and widely reported throughout the area, other than
on moorland estates. Under a quarter of sightings were from the north, and the Washburn supplied the
largest proportion of sightings overall. There were few sightings from the Bolton Abbey Estate but 2
reports, of 5 and 7 birds, from Grimwith. Most records were of just one or two birds, but 25 were at
Sandwith Moor and at John O’Gaunts, and 36 in the field adjoining the Knotford sewage works in April,
feeding with jackdaws on food put out for sheep. Less widely reported from gardens than some species,
regular numbers were mostly 1 or 2, but there were counts of 8 and 12. A noisy gathering of several dozen
in a large tree was noted from a Menston garden on one October morning, and 50 were circling high, with
black headed gulls, over an Otley garden on 22nd August, possibly related to swarming of flying ants. A
largely Albino bird was regularly seen during the year near Menston.
Raven Corvus corax
028 Sightings/21 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population increasing.
Sightings and locations were fairly balanced between north and south this year. Reports were well
distributed across the northern area, including Grimwith, Littondale, several from the top of the Dale, as
well as the Grassington area. In the south most sightings were of single birds, seen at Norwood Edge early
in the year, and later in the spring at Addingham Moorside, Barden Moor and Barden View Point. Ben
Rhydding Gravel Pits saw its first ever record for the species with 1 flying over NE on 12th April (SP**),
and on 27th April 4 were at Twelve Apostles on Ilkley Moor (AJ). A raven was quarrelling with a peregrine
at Kilnsey in January, one flew over Buckden in March, and in April one was carrying food near Buckden
Pike. Two were over Threshfield Moor in late May, and subsequent northern records for the year were of 2
or 3 birds, often from moorland areas such as Dowber Gill, Cracoe Fell, Grassington Moor, Old Cote Moor
and Mastiles Lane, where there were 3 in September including an adult apparently driving off a juvenile.
On 7th July a party of 4 seen from Barden View Point were considered to be probably juvenile siblings as
they showed no sign of flight feather moult (TG**). In November one flew over east of Otley and another
at Stainburn was feeding on carrion with 5 red kites.
Goldcrest Regulus regulus
052 Sightings/31 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
Over three quarters of this year’s records came from the south, with widespread sightings. The Washburn
was again the best represented area, producing nearly half of all sightings, but there were a few records
from Bolton Abbey Estate where they have previously been described as uncommon. In August 5 were
feeding together at Timble Ings, and a Timble walk that month reported 8. John O’Gaunts also produced an
October count of 6. Northern records tended to be from the Grassington area, also from Hawkswick, and
Grimwith where 4 were seen in February. Garden records were less than a fifth of the total, but were
widespread across the area, including Grassington and Hebden, and occurred in most months other than
during the summer. Most garden sightings were of single birds, but an Addingham garden reported up to 3
present in the autumn.
Firecrest Regulus ignicapilla
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare passage visitor.
One was seen and described at Beaverdyke by an experienced observer on 23rd March (JPo). A description
has been accepted by BOG committee. This represents the first WNS sighting since 1986, thanks to the
incorporation of Haverah Park into the recording area.
Blue Tit Parus caeruleus (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Common and widely reported in the countryside and in gardens, this species had a
good year. One of the more universally reported garden birds, the peak garden
number reported was 25 in Ilkley in June, and breeding records came from 6
gardens. In the countryside, totals of 25 or so were reported from Strid Wood in
January, Middleton Woods in April, from Timble and Menston in late summer,
and from Swinsty and Otley Wetland in November. The peak count was 35 at John
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O’Gaunts in February. Pete Roe’s breeding figures were exceptionally encouraging this year, with 28 nests
producing 230 young, a very high productivity rate of 8.21, compared with 6.40 for the previous year. Colin
Harrison reported 143 broods in the Washburn, against 120 in 2013.
Great Tit Parus major (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Larger numbers reported included 21 at John O’Gaunts in February, 18 singing in the Farnley area in April
and similar late winter and spring numbers from Knotford Nook and the Chevin. At Timble Ings in August
there were 15 in a mixed flock and 25 were at Swinsty in November. Most counts were however of under
10 birds. A common garden visitor, a family of 7 at feeders in Addingham was the largest garden number
recorded during the summer. Evidence of breeding came from 7 gardens. Pete Roe’s breeding figures were
not quite as high as for the previous species, but with 26 nests producing 180 young, great tits had a good
productivity rate of 6.92, compared with 6.19 for the previous year. Colin Harrison reported 63 broods in
the Washburn Valley, compared to 32 in 2013.
Coal Tit Parus ater
077 Sightings/37 Sites
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
This year 22% of sightings for this species were from members’ gardens, where the typical maximum count
was of 2 or 3 birds. Fledged young were seen in one Menston garden. Nearly 80% of sightings were from
south of Barden Bridge, with the greatest number this year, apart from garden records, coming from the
Washburn. Northern records were quite widespread, though only one each came from Grimwith and from
the top of the Dale. The year provided no particularly large counts, with 10 on a Bolton Abbey walk in
January, and 14 at John O’Gaunts in August. The BTO Atlas shows gradual long term increases in range
and abundance, including a modest increase in relative breeding abundance in our region.
Willow Tit Poecile montanus
005 Sightings/01 Sites
Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder (?): dramatic national decline in recent decades mirrored here.
A single bird was reported on three occasions between 17th January and 29th March, and again on 21st
December, at a location near Lindley Trout Farm (AJ).
Marsh Tit Poecile palustris
010 Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder (?): significant decline in recent years.
All sightings this year were confined to the Washburn Valley. Single birds were reported between January
and March, and also in late December, from near Lindley Trout Farm, and one on 22 nd March from a
private woodland (AJ). One was calling at Old Pool Bank on 16th February (AJ). Single birds were recorded
at Scargill in June and September, and a juvenile was at Barden View Point in September (TG**). This
total seems typical of most years in our area, for a species considered to be slowly declining in range
nationally.
Skylark Alauda arvensis
045 Sightings/31 Sites
Common breeding resident: national population decline but probably holding own in area.
The species occurs throughout the region but two thirds of sightings were from the north, with moorland
around the Grassington area providing the majority of reports. The first record, on Conistone Moor, was on
the early date of 18th February following the very late appearance of this species last year. This was
followed by several other sightings across the north, including 3 singing on Penyghent Fell, until the first
southern sighting near Gallows Hill, Otley, on 10th March. The highest counts were 21 in the Great
Whernside area in May, and 20 at High Ox Pasture above Kilnsey in June. In mid-May 11 were on Foxup
Moor. The various parts of Rombalds Moor and the Chevin also continued to hold small numbers of
singing birds, and one was singing in June at Weeton. The species was described as ‘hanging on in small
numbers, but stable’, on Denton Moor and near Lindley Wood (PBR). Very few records were received after
the end of June, with late single birds noted at Grimwith and on Denton Moor in mid-October.
Sand Martin Riparia riparia
042 Sightings/22 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates.
After last year’s late arrival, the first sighting this year was within the average date range, on 17 th March, at
Otley. The Grassington area, and within a relatively short walk north and south of Barden Bridge provided
the greatest concentration of records this year. Two colonies, of approximately 50 and 60 respectively were
counted in the Howgill area between late April and the end of May. In June an established Hawkswick
colony held 40, notably fewer than last year, and 17 were seen on a Starbotton to Kettlewell walk, though
not all the river was surveyed. Counts of nests in late May to early June produced 5 at Linton, 7 at
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Ghaistrill’s Strid and at least 8 at Lower Grass Wood., There were 6 at Norwood Bottom in early May, and
a continuing small breeding population was reported at Thruscross, but Washburn records generally
remained scarce. Reports came during April of 12 to 15 birds from Ilkley Tennis Club down to Otley, but
only small numbers were recorded later, with the notable exception of 30 reported near Ilkley Golf Course
and another 100 on the river near Ilkley Tennis Club, both on 10th June (D&ML). On 11th May 6 were at
Burley weir, and the next day 8 were over Otley Wetland sailing lake, but none were at the river colony
where nests suffered at the hands of vandals last year. The last sighting was near Kettlewell on 29th June.
A description of a possible sighting of a Crag Martin Ptyonoprogne rupestris with sand martins at
Knotford Nook on 17th April has been passed on for consideration via the Yorkshire Naturalists Union.
Swallow Hirundo rustica (C)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline.
This year the first swallow arrived at Otley on 9th April, compared with midMarch for the first sand martins. The species remains comprehensively
distributed throughout the area, with migration at all points along the river, and
on reservoirs, but with a concentration of breeding season records around farms
and villages. Peak late summer counts were 170 at John O’Gaunts on 6th August
and 300 high over Weston on 4th September. The last sighting was a single bird
at Addingham on 14th October. Swallows have declined nationally since the
early 1980s, thought to relate to their status as long distance migrants, though data shows some increase in
more recent years. Specifically, the BTO Atlas shows distribution increases in northern and western Britain
at the expense of the south and east, with populations in the Dales area apparently fairly stable. Pete Roe
reported 68 young from 23 nests around Otley, Menston and the Washburn, though a further 8 nests were
predated (PRo). Those raising young therefore had a not untypical productivity rate of 3.
House Martin Delichon urbica
053 Sightings/38 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline.
The first sighting this year was of 2 at Barden View Point on 9th April (BV**), with small numbers reported
on four further dates in April. Numbers across the UK were low in April, thought to be due to poor weather
further south in Europe, but a rapid catch-up spike of records took place at the end of April (BTO data). It
was not until mid May that sightings were widely reported, with 12 at a Timble breeding site. Overall the
year seems rather mixed for this species in our area. It was as usual widely distributed over northern
villages and hamlets, though not in large numbers, up Littondale to Foxup, and at Hubberholme and Cray.
Regularly reported around Threshfield and Linton, it was however noted in Grassington that there were
fewer than usual. Some larger but unexceptional counts were made in the south, with 40 over High Royds
near Menston in August. A good number were around Farnley with 12 nests by late May, and Timble
village held 15 nests, double brooded. It was noted that Washburn breeding is now limited to Timble, Bland
Hill and Blubberhouses Hall, with numbers clearly down (PBR). In July up to 20, with swallows, were over
an Otley garden and adjacent field, and in Addingham 4 birds were flying up to a house eaves early in July
but did not nest. The last Grassington record was 19th September, and the final sighting, at Burley, was on
26th September. In view of concern over this species, the BTO is organising a substantial two-year
volunteer survey from 2015 to collect more information on population, breeding ecology and habitat
preferences.
Long-tailed Tit Aegithalos caudatus
81 Sightings/42 Sites
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
Total sightings were fewer this year, but the number of sites returned to near average, and northern
sightings increased from 15% to 20% of the total. It was reported from across all parts of the north,
including one Grimwith sighting, and very sparsely from the top of the Dale, with again half the records
coming from the Grassington area. Garden records came from Kilnsey and Hebden. In the south the species
was widespread, with most counts of up to 6, but some larger flocks such as 12 at Lindley Wood and Otley
Wetland, and up to 20 at Fewston and John O’Gaunts. The overall highest count was a flock comprising
several groups of around 10, but totalling 40 or 50, flying in and around an Otley garden on 1st September
(F&CH). The species was widely reported in gardens, accounting for over a fifth of total records, with a
few counts of up to 15, and 20 in a Hebden garden in October. In an Ilkley garden a pair was seen nest
building using spiders’ webs in March.
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Wood Warbler Phylloscopus sibilatrix
011 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population declining at an accelerating rate in recent years.
Last year’s report speculated whether we were getting near the end of the line regarding this species in our
area, and 2014 brought no improvement, and no firm evidence of breeding. A bird was at Addingham on
20th May; after a couple of snatches of song it then flew off up river. One bird was heard briefly singing by
an experienced observer in Strid Wood, on the western bank, away from the usual recent east bank site on
May 26th (GT), the previous day 2 were reported in the same locations, one singing on the west bank and
another calling on the east side (MB**). A brief snatch of song was heard in Hebers Ghyll on 31 st May
(GT). A separate report had been received of a probable bird heard at Hebers Ghyll on 4th May, also heard,
and briefly seen and described on 15th May (HS). A third report was of a bird heard here 19th May (KS).
Chiffchaff Phylloscopus collybita
122 Sightings/50 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
Short distance migrants such as the chiffchaff did well in the UK in 2014. And our region was no exception.
Sightings were up with the best of recent years, and the species was recorded from notably more sites than
usual. Again no wintering birds were reported. The number of northern locations rose from 6 to 10,
including Grimwith in late March, and reports in May from Beckermonds, and Starbotton, where there were
4. Grassington and Grass Wood, with 4 reported in June, provided most of the northern records. Single
birds were at Appletreewick and Kettlewell in April and May, and in a Hebden garden in September. The
Washburn accounted for more than 40% of southern records, with a peak May count of 22 putting the
Norwood Bottom population back in line with the better recent years. A long standing observer commented
that Washburn populations remained healthy (PBR). Between March and May counts of between 5 and 7
came from Farnley Lake, Thruscross, Fewston, Timble Ings, Otley Wetland and Knotford Nook. John
O’Gaunts had a count of 8. Apart from late summer family parties, there were few reports of definite
breeding, though a nest found near Addingham produced 6 fledglings. Early autumn sightings were
widespread, including 10 reported on Burley Moor in September (AJ). The last northern record was from a
Grassington garden on 22nd September. At Burley one was singing in a garden on 2nd October, and an
Addingham garden reported up to 5 in September (with additional willow warblers) and also the final
sighting on 4th October (DLR). Ilkley, Burley, Otley and Addingham were the main southern locations for
garden records, with more noted in autumn than in spring.
Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochilus
112 Sightings/57 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
Following the BTO Atlas and subsequent analysis, it has now been demonstrated that this species is
becoming more of an upland bird, typically encountered 100 metres ‘further uphill’ than 20 years ago. It is
however well distributed through our area. The first arrivals were within the normal date range, at Ben
Rhydding Gravel Pits on 5th April, with several at Lower Grass Wood, Hebden Beck and Swinsty by the
10th. Total counts generally seem lower than in some recent years, but some reasonable counts were made
across the area: 18 singing in the Chevin area, and 19 at John O’Gaunts on 21 st April, similar numbers on
Yockenthwaite and Barden Fell walks in May, 20 singing near Grassington on June 2 nd, and 22 around
Grimwith on June 23rd. The first breeding evidence was an adult visiting a nest near Fewston on 21 May.
There were only half as many garden records as for the previous species. Birds were noted as unusual
visitors in Ilkley and Grassington gardens in July and September, and September records also came from
gardens in Otley and Hebden. In late July one was being chased around an Addingham garden by a wren.
Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla
097 Sightings/44 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor/winter visitor: population increasing.
This species has benefitted from adaptation to a shorter-distance migration pattern in recent years, and it
continues to thrive nationally. Its wide distribution through our region has some emphasis towards southern
sightings, but it is found in all areas, up to the top of the Dale. Washburn numbers generally were again
described as healthy (PBR), and total counts overall seemed similar to last year’s. Late April brought 9
singing at Norwood Bottoms, and 7 in the Farnley Estate area. In early May there were 13 on a Strid Wood
to Barden Fell walk, and Knotford Nook and Gallows Hill had a joint count of 14 birds singing on 21 st
June. Otley Wetland had 4 singing in May, and a BBS June visit to the Chevin also recorded 4, similar to
the last couple of years. Reports were received from most other areas south of Barden Bridge, but none
from south east of Knotford Nook. In the north the Grass Wood maximum was 4 in May, similar to last
year. There were also 4 on both a Hubberholme walk in May and a Littondale walk in June. Early summer
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garden sightings were quite widely reported in the south and at Grassington. Last year’s dearth of late
winter records in our area was alleviated this year, with regular sightings in Menston, Otley and Ilkey
gardens from January through to March, the first winter record since 2007 for an Addingham garden in
November, and one at Otley in December.
Garden Warbler Sylvia borin
033 Sightings/18 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable.
The garden warbler is a long distance migrant from West Africa
whose numbers can fluctuate for a number of reasons, though it is not
a bird of particular conservation concern. From the BirdTrack
reporting rate graph, 2014 seems to have been a slightly below
average year nationally, and the same applied to our area. However,
the first sighting was earlier than usual, on 15th April in an Addingham
garden. The next few sightings came from Norwood Bottom, and 2
were in the Strid Wood area by 5th May. It was recorded at 6 sites in
the north, and 12 in the south. Northern records were of single birds,
except for 3 singing in Grass Wood in late May. In early June singing birds were also at Linton, Lower
Grass Wood, Ghaistrill’s Strid and Hawkswick. In the south 2 were reported on several occasions within
the Bolton Abbey Estate area, 2 were singing at Farnley and 3 were at John O’Gaunts in May. On 12 th May
2 birds were singing in the same small tree at Otley Wetland (E&PS), and one carrying nesting material was
seen there in early June. The last sighting on 8th July was a pair carrying food at Gallows Hill, Otley
(E&PS).
Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia curruca
003 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates but currently in decline.
No records were received for the previously regular site near Lindley Wood, but singing birds were heard at
Castley on 19th April, (AJ) Sun Lane, Burley on 3rd May (PD&JBP), and one was heard and seen at
Knotford Nook on 23rd June (E&PS).
Whitethroat Sylvia communis
019 Sightings/13 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
This species was reported from more sites than last year, but sightings remained thin on the ground. Again,
none were reported from the north of the area. The only location where there seemed to be several
territories was on the higher part of the Chevin, where 3 were seen at the end of May, with an additional
record of at least 1 probable breeding pair (from a BBS survey) just to the south. There was an unusual
sighting of one at Barden Bridge in late May and one at Weeton in June. Washburn records comprised a
single at Leathley in late May, then 2 separately at Stainburn, and 1 at Sandwith Moor in June. After hopes
were raised in the Gallows Hill area last year, that site produced just 1 sighting, in June. However, a pair is
thought to have bred at Otley Wetland, which also laid claim to the first sighting of the year on 30 th April.
Late summer birds were seen at Timble, Menston, Whetstone Gate, and as an unusual visitor to an Ilkley
garden in early September.
Grasshopper Warbler Locuctella naevia
001 Sightings/01 Sites
Rare visitor.
The only record received this year was of three birds heard reeling, presumably on passage, on the slope of
Round Hill (near Beamsley Moor) on 28th April (AJ).
Sedge Warbler Acrocephalus schoenobaenus
006 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population stable.
Although this warbler is experiencing some welcome range expansion in Wales and North West Scotland
(BTO Atlas) it is never abundant in our area, and this year was no exception. Again for this species the 2014
reporting rate from the BTO’s BirdTrack was lower than for recent years, and Constant Effort Site (CES)
ringing scheme shows further evidence of low breeding numbers. Single birds were reported from Otley
Wetland on 30th April and in early and late June. There was a sighting of 2 seen together in unsettled
weather at Grimwith on 5th June, 2 were singing at Chelker on 18th June, and 1 was singing at John
O’Gaunts at the end of June.
Reed Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus
008Sightings/01 Sites
Passage visitor/Scarce breeding migrant.
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Otley Wetland, the sole local site for this species, appeared to hold similar numbers to last year. The first
record was of 2 birds on the first lake and 2 in the reed bed on 30th April. Maximum counts for the site were
of 9 birds on 12th May (E&PS), and 8 on 6th June (JF). Two of the five birds counted in the large reed bed in
June were noted as possible juveniles.
Nuthatch Sitta europaea
104 Sightings/43 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population probably stable.
This species continued to prosper in 2014, with similar numbers of sightings and
sites, and a similar north and south balance of records. Again none were at
Grimwith, but several reports came from Littondale. In contrast to last year’s lack
of Otley records, the species was seen this year in an Otley garden, and 2 reports
came from Otley Wetland. Again, half of northern records were from the
Grassington area, all northern sightings being of 1 or 2 birds. In the Washburn,
which provided nearly half the southern records, the maximum count was 8 at
Norwood Bottom in April. Bolton Abbey Estate was another fruitful area for
sightings, with several counts of up to 8 in Strid Wood between January and
September. There were 6 in Middleton Woods in April. Colin Harrison reported 7
broods raising at least 40 young in the Washburn, a gratifying result, even if not
quite up to last year’s productivity level. Garden records of 1 or 2 birds, often
seen quite regularly, were widespread across the area. A pair was reported from a
Burley garden, with young seen in June.
Treecreeper Certhia familiaris
051 Sightings/25 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
Sighting and site numbers for this species were similar to last year. The majority of southern records and
nearly half of all sightings came from the Washburn. The north provided just 18% of total sightings, with
the Grassington area well represented, but including several records from near Kettlewell and one each at
Burnsall and Hawkswick. It was reported from nearly all Washburn reservoirs and woodland areas, and
from various parts of Bolton Abbey Estate. There were sightings from Ilkley down to Knotford Nook, but
not further south, nor from Burley or Addingham. Adults were seen feeding young at Norwood Bottom and
Strid Wood, and a juvenile was seen in Grass Wood in July. Compared to nuthatch, garden records were
notably fewer, coming this year from Hebden (February), Ilkley (March and Dec.) and Menston (August).
Wren Troglodytes troglodytes (C)
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
This widespread species, one of the most widely distributed in the UK, was again well reported this year.
Winter weather is considered to be the main driver of population size, with reductions after hard winters but
numbers soon recovering. This year seems to have been a good one, with singing wrens a feature of walks
in all parts of the area and some substantial counts made. These were particularly notable on walks in the
north of our area, with a record 28 in Grass Wood on 1st June, with a further 5 in Lower Grass Wood (JP).
On a walk north of Barden 22 were counted in May, and 17 were at Grimwith in June. A Haverah Park
walk in May counted 21. It was widely reported from gardens, always single birds or pairs, though with
only one report of garden breeding, in Threshfield. A pair nested in the disused keyhole of a door at
Fewston church.
Starling Sturnus vulgaris
105 Sightings/48 Sites
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: serious national decline but probably stable in area.
This still common species was recorded across the region, with a pattern of high counts similar to that of
last year. The Grimwith winter roost was again the most significant assemblage of any species this year,
with in excess of 20,000 on 11th January (GL*), and 10,000 counted there a month later (GL*). Flocks of
1000s were described as clustering round Hebden from January to March, then flying to the Grimwith
roost. A flock of 500 at Yarnbury in early March may also have been connected with the roost. In the south,
there were just under 200 at John O’Gaunts and 200 at Barden Bridge in January, and 700 in early February
at Denton. April generally saw much smaller numbers, though over 50 were at Askwith in early May, and
by late June 600 were flying over Grassington Moor in groups to the south-east, presumably to postbreeding roost (GL*), similarly 150 east over Threshfield in late July (GL*). From August to December
flocks of 50 to 80 were at a number of other southern locations, down to Weeton, but the largest autumn
counts were just 120 and 200 from Grimwith and Grassington respectively in November. It was not much
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reported from either Bolton Abbey Estate or Otley Wetland, though 60 were at the latter in December. The
species was fairly widely reported from gardens, usually in modest numbers, with just a few higher counts
such as 19 in Grassington in September and 50 in Otley in December. Nests or juveniles were noted in just
4 gardens.
Dipper Cinclus cinclus
91 Sightings/34 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population stable.
This well reported species can be found along the major rivers throughout the region and occasionally on
tributary becks some distance from the main river, including this year Backstone Beck on Ilkley Moor. This
is a species where the majority of both sites and sightings are in the north, including Littondale and the top
of the Dale, although the greatest single number of sightings came from the Bolton Abbey Estate.
Washburn sightings tended to be around Leathley and Lindley Trout Farm, with the northernmost at
Norwood Bottoms. On the Wharfe none were recorded further east than Gallows Hill below Otley. Dippers
nest quite close to the water and can therefore be vulnerable to high river levels during the breeding season,
but there were no reports of losses this year. Nest building was first recorded at Burnsall on 18 th February,
two weeks earlier than last year, and a bird was carrying food near Hebden on 25th February, again an early
date. Singing birds were also reported at Strid Wood on 20th November.
Ring Ouzel Turdus torquatus
016 Sightings/10 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population declining.
This year showed no improvement for this species in our area. In the north a single bird in the Grimwith car
park was an early sighting on 24th March, with 1 on Conistone Moor on the 29th, and 1 on Penyghent Fell
on 1st April. Further south, a notable 7 were seen at Addingham Moorside on 5th April (GLe), with 1 noted
there on 2nd May. At Coldstone Beck on Burley Moor, a traditional site for passage birds, 1 was reported
on 5th May. At least one pair raised young in a traditional area in the north, and separate single birds were
seen, by different observers, both on 24th June, within the wider Grassington area. There was also a report
of a possible pair in late May within the Bolton Abbey Estate area. A juvenile was at Addingham Moorside
on 30th September. Nationally, many more southward migrating ring ouzels than usual were reported on the
BTO’s BirdTrack in October, and one was at Trollers Gill on 5th November (JA).
Blackbird Turdus merula (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
The blackbird is a common and widespread breeding bird across the whole area, and although it received
the highest number of sightings of any species, it is nevertheless under-reported. It is present throughout the
year, with winter numbers enhanced by continental migrants. Counts are at their lowest, with an apparent
absence from gardens, in late summer. Garden numbers were highest in January, with 12 reported from
Menston and 10 from Otley. Windfall apples in a Menston garden attracted at least 10 birds in December. A
walk to the east of Otley produced 33 birds in February. On 21st May a total of 21 pairs was counted in the
Strid Wood area, a circular walk around Arncliffe on 17th June produced a count of 16, and 21 were noted
on a Kettlewell walk on 29th June. This was the species for which garden breeding evidence was most
commonly reported, from 8 gardens this year. A December count of 38 at Otley Wetland, quite possibly
involved continental migrants.
Fieldfare Turdus pilaris
56 Sightings/32 Sites
Common winter/passage visitor.
The species is well reported throughout the region, although there were as usual fewer northern records,
around a quarter of the total this year. Our area is not one of particularly high winter abundance, the species
preferring central and southern areas of England (BTO Atlas). Whether or not connected to mild weather,
numbers were not huge in the early part of the year, with the largest flock being 150 at Weeton in January.
In March 70 were in Grass Wood. Departure seems to have been quite prompt, with the last sightings, of
flocks of 40 or 50, over Barden View Point and Sandwith Moor on 4th and 5th April. Although the warm
year had provided a rich feast of berries in the countryside, the autumn arrival of the species was fairly late,
with the first record being 2 flocks of 25 at John O’Gaunts on 27th October. Interestingly, this flock size was
repeated among several other early autumn records. By mid-November the species had spread through most
areas, including 80 at Grimwith and 100 over Threshfield. No particularly large early winter numbers were
recorded, with another 100 at Addingham, 100 over Barden View Point, and 60 feeding on berries at Otley
Wetland. Overall 9% of records came from gardens, half the proportion for redwing sightings, all from
October onwards, and of up to 10 birds.
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Song Thrush Turdus philomelos
121 Sightings/55 Sites
Common breeding visitor: population still apparently increasing.
The overall number of sightings and locations for this species was broadly similar to last year. It was widely
distributed across the area, more frequently reported from the south, but with some larger counts coming
from the north. It was well reported from Grimwith and the more northern parts of the Dale, as well as from
the Grassington area, and nearly half the southern records came from the Washburn, from where
widespread records were received, Norwood Bottom providing the greatest concentration of reports. Only a
modest number of sightings were from the Bolton Abbey Estate though 5 were noted on a Barden Fell/
Strid Wood walk in May. Most sightings were of 1 or 2 birds, but 9 were singing around Grassington in
April, and in March there were 8 at Grimwith and 7 counted on a walk around Buckden. Spring and
summer brought counts of 6 singing at Grass Wood, also similar numbers north of Barden, at Norwood
Bottom, at Gallows Hill, Otley and at Knotford Nook. A regular commentator on the Washburn reported on
good numbers there throughout the breeding season. It is of course very much a garden species, reported
from as many gardens this year as great tits and robins, with some reporting fairly consistent sightings
through the first half of the year, though not much after July. Evidence of garden breeding came from
gardens at Threshfield, Hebden, Addingham and Menston. A Kilnsey garden reported 4 together in late
July, and one was singing in a Burley garden on 28th November.
Redwing Turdus iliacus
069 Sightings/26 Sites
Common winter/passage visitor.
The proportion of Northern sightings for this species was considerably lower than for the fieldfare, and
from fewer sites. To an even greater extent than the fieldfare, this species prefers to winter in the south west
of the UK, and Ireland (BTO Atlas). The maximum northern count in the first quarter was 50 at Threshfield
in January. Flocks of 100 were in the Otley and Menston areas early in the year, with 60 seen several times
at Swinsty and Addingham, and 78 at John O’Gaunts. Departure was earlier than for the fieldfare, with the
last party of 18 near Otley on 2nd April. The autumn influx started slowly, with 6 at Ben Rhydding Gravel
Pits on 1st October, but none then reported until 60 at Menston on 15th October. One observer, Tony Gough,
commented on the first sighting of small parties over Barden View Point on 16th October, that this site had
so far been very quiet for winter thrushes (TG**). By late October larger flocks of 100 were at Otley
Wetland and Ilkley, and further flocks of 50 and 60 reported in the south until the end of the year. Garden
records, at 18% of the total, were twice the proportion as for the fieldfare. Almost all came from the south,
during colder weather in December, and with a maximum count of 10. Just one garden record, from Otley,
came during the first quarter of the year.
Mistle Thrush Turdus viscivorus
084 Sightings/48 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This species is widespread across the region, with no particular northern or southern bias. The BTO Atlas
comments that the species’ continuing wide distribution contrasts with decline in breeding abundance
across much of England. A recently updated BTO Bird Trends report suggests that mistle thrush may well
be a candidate for moving from amber to red listed as a bird of conservation concern (BTO). It was only
occasional in gardens, being only half as likely as the redwing to be reported from gardens. A Threshfield
garden was visited by 2 birds in February, an unusual sighting there. As early as the first week in January
there were records of birds singing at Strid Wood, Otley and Swinsty. Most reports were of 1 or 2 birds,
with a modest maximum of 8 at Threshfield in late September. A leucistic bird was seen near Barden
Bridge in mid-May.
Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata
043 Sightings/25 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population decreasing at accelerating rate but with a good
presence in the north of the region.
This long distance migrant, wintering in West Africa, is suffering a steep long-term population decline.
Records were fewer this year, sightings and sites spread fairly equally between north and south. The first
sighting, on 15th May at Strid Wood, was only a day earlier than last year’s late date. The species was quite
well distributed across the north, the Grassington area providing the most records, with reports from
Littondale, but none received from further north than Buckden. Sightings in the north were more often of 2
or 3 birds, whilst southern sightings were mostly singles. A Buckden walk produced 3 in late May, 3 were
at Lower Grass Wood in early June, and 3 were along the river south of Starbotton in late June. A pair was
at Kettlewell in June, an adult and juvenile at Grass Wood in July, and a vocal family of 3 were at Linton in
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August. The majority of southern records came equally from Bolton Abbey Estate, where a pair was seen
with fledged young in early July, and from the Washburn, including Stainburn, Norwood Bottom, Swinsty
and Thruscross. Two pairs bred at Fewston, one nest raising 3 young, and a second nest 4 young, which
were ringed in late June (PRo, CoH). Birds were seen in gardens, on several occasions, at Threshfield,
Hebden and Addingham. In August adults and juveniles were together at Barden View Point, and presumed
passage birds were at Hebers Ghyll and Addingham Moorside. The final sightings, on 31 st August, were 1
at John O’Gaunts and 3 at Kilnsey.
Robin Erithacus rubecula (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/increasing.
This familiar resident is present in good numbers throughout, though with a bias in sightings towards the
south of the area. In the UK as a whole, southern areas have the greater population density, with some local
migration away from uplands in winter. The highest count was 19 at Norwood Bottom in February. In June
15 were counted in Grass Wood, and early autumn brought counts of 14 in Strid Wood, 13 at Otley
Wetland and 14 around Grimwith. One at Mastiles Lane in September was noted as unusual for the area.
Five were singing on the Chevin as early as January 20th. Robins were widely reported in gardens, generally
single birds or a pair seen in the breeding season, and evidence of breeding came from several gardens.
Pairing-up was noted in late January in a Threshfield garden, and a female was seen with a juvenile in an
Ilkley garden in early November.
Pied Flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca
024 Sightings/08 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly declining.
Sightings and sites were at a low level this year, though healthy numbers were reported from the Strid
Wood and Washburn strongholds. Well on time on 15th April, Strid Wood provided the first sighting of a
male inspecting a nestbox. Four days later 5 were at this location. One was at Thruscross on 17th April.
Northern reports were sparse this year. A male was singing in Kettlewell in early May, two were singing
separately in Grass Wood on 8th May, and a pair visited a nest box there on 2nd June (GL*). In contrast, by
May a count of 8 males had come from Strid Wood, with one report of 15 birds seen there and ‘plenty’ of
nestboxes in use. By early May there were reports of 4 singing in one Washburn location, and 2 others
nearby. Last year’s comment that many more pairs breed than are ever observed on birding walks may be
worth repeating here. We are fortunate to have nest box and ringing reports from the Washburn, where in
one location 75 young were raised from 12 broods (CoH), a very healthy productivity of 6.25. Elsewhere in
the Washburn 6 nests produced 35 eggs but in 3 nests the young were reported dead at birth, and others
suffered from predation, so only 7 young were raised (PRo). Overall Washburn productivity was therefore
down to 4.6. At one site 4 ringed females had been ringed as pulli at that site in 2013, and 1 had been ringed
at Bolton Abbey. At Thruscross, a bird ‘controlled’ by a ringer in June had been ringed the previous year at
Bolton Abbey.
Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus
087 Sightings/45 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
This year there were slightly fewer sightings in the north compared to the south, against the recent trend,
but the species continued to do well across the area. The first reports were at Barden View Point and Bolton
Abbey on 5th April. The species was widespread across the north, one was at Beckermonds in May, and 10
were counted in the Buckden to Hubberholme area. Grass Wood had reports of 3 birds in May, and 3 were
at Grimwith in August. In late June 3 adults and 6 juveniles, mostly seen separately, were seen on a
Starbotton to Kettlewell walk. Young being fed, or nesting evidence, was noted from Hawkswick,
Arncliffe, Grass Wood, Lower Grass Wood, Hebden and Kilnsey. Family groups were at Burnsall and
Howgill in late June. Good counts came from Strid Wood, with at least 10 singing in mid-May, and a
comment that it was exceptionally common this year at this and other traditional sites. Young were being
fed in June at Barden View Point. The area with most sightings was the Washburn, with reports in May of
‘several’ at Timble, up to 7 around Norwood Bottom, 4 at John O’Gaunts, and another comment that
populations were high throughout (PBR). Pete Roe’s nest productivity and ringing figures in the Washburn
and Denton areas showed 27 young from 4 boxes, i.e. a high productivity rate of 6.75, compared to a rate of
5 last year (and less in 2012). Colin Harrison reported 2 Washburn broods with 12 young. Sightings also
came from Addingham Moorside, including a juvenile in August, and from near Riffa Wood. The final
report received was of a tail-quivering bird near Barden Fell on 11th September.
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Whinchat Saxicola rubetra
011 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population in severe decline.
This year was again a thin one in our area for records of this declining migrant, and all came from the south.
A male was seen on Barden Moor on 30th April, and 2 pairs were recorded near Lower Barden Reservoir on
6th June (J&FTo), but with no confirmed breeding evidence and only a single male seen there later in June.
A presumed migrant female was seen at Menston in May, also a single bird at Whetstone Gate, and August
sightings of singles from Swinsty and Scargill. More hopeful was a family of 2 adults with 6 juveniles all
lined up on a fence in suitable habitat below Snowden Moor, on 27th August (RF). Finally, 2 immature birds
were at Weston on 4th September. The BirdTrack reporting rate showed a reasonable year, relative to recent
years, with a noticeably higher than usual peak of records in early September.
Stonechat Saxicola torquata
021 Sightings/13 Sites
Part resident/scarce breeder/passage/winter visitor: population increasing (until last 2 years!).
The BTO Atlas notes an abrupt end to a long term trend of increase and range
expansion for this species, with severe winters in 2009–2011. Last year produced a
pessimistic outlook for this species in our area, so it is pleasing to report a modest
increase in records and sites. Given milder winters the situation may be improving.
The north hardly saw this species at all last year, and this year there were sightings of
1 at Hebden Beck in June, of a possible family party of 1 male and 2 others at Lea
Green in late September, and of 2 on Grassington Moor in November. One was at
Sandwith Moor in January and a pair on Barden Moor in February. Up to 3 were seen
consistently during the summer at Whetstone Gate, and 2 there in November. A pair
was on Burley Moor in April, with a family party subsequently seen in the same spot
in early September. Another family party was in the Round Hill area in late August, and a single bird on
Lindley Moor in September. The last sightings were a pair near Thruscross and 1 at Timble Ings, both in
early December.
Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe
089 Sightings/46 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
This year 55% of sightings were in the north, where larger numbers were reported, though it was recorded
at equal numbers of northern and southern sites. The first sighting, of 4 at Hebden Beck on 24th March, was
within the average arrival date range. This was soon followed by reports from Lea Green, Kilnsey and
Chelker. There were 3 on Penyghent Fell on 1st April, when 23 were counted at Hebden Beck (PD&JBP).
The Grassington area saw the greatest concentration of subsequent northern records. On Grassington Moor
7 were seen in mid-June including one demonstrating hovering display flight. Small numbers were seen up
the Dale to Beckermonds, also in Littondale. The species was well represented in the Kettlewell area, with
6 around Great Whernside summit in May, and 12 at Dowber Gill in mid-June. In the south April counts of
6 came from Draughton Heights and Middleton Moor, and 6 on Barden Fell in August. Up to 3 were
recorded from Rombalds Moor, Beamsley Beacon, Timble Ings, Round Hill and John O’Gaunts. Young
were seen with parents at Grassington Moor, Mossy Moor and Malham Moor Lane. In September birds
were seen 1 or 2 at a time in the Grassington area, also on the Chevin, and at Menston. A final sighting was
one at Addingham Low Moor on 27th November, unusually late but within the range shown by BTO
records (via JF).
Dunnock Prunella modularis (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This widespread and successful resident extends through all parts of the region, though records were
surprisingly few from Bolton Abbey Estate, compared to some villages and suburban areas. Walks around
Grimwith and Weeton, for example, produced very similar counts, i.e. 5 or 6 birds, as the same circuits last
year. Over a fifth of all records came from gardens, with a maximum of 6 in a Menston garden in March,
and 5 in Ilkley in June. Fledged young were reported from 2 gardens. Excluding regular garden counts,
most sightings were between January and June, perhaps emphasising the role of its song in drawing
attention to this species.
House Sparrow Passer domesticus
054 Sightings/28 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population has decreased but probably currently stable.
There were slightly more reports this year, from across the region, with only slightly more southern records
and sites than northern ones. There was only 1 record from the Bolton Abbey Estate, of 7 around a farm
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near Barden Fell, and none from Otley Wetland, though it was regular in Otley gardens. John O’Gaunts
again provided several Washburn sightings, but reports also came from Bland Hill, Leathley, Stainburn and
Farnley. Pete Roe was active in ringing this species, at Leathley, Menston, Burley and Newall Carr, and
reported 19 young from 7 nests, a productivity rate of 2.7. In the north counts of 10 to 12 were again typical
of villages from Littondale and Buckden down through Grassington to Hebden and Burnsall. It was only
recorded in about a third as many gardens as some of the more widespread garden species, but where it
occurred it could be in good numbers, with maximum counts of up to 30 in late summer in an Ilkley garden,
and 40 in August in Hebden. Fledged young or other breeding evidence was reported in 4 gardens.
Tree Sparrow Passer montanus
037 Sightings/15 Sites
Breeding resident: local population recovering in line with national trends
In contrast to the previous species, tree sparrow records were again confined to the south. The numbers of
young ringed by Pete Roe in the Washburn, and at Clifton and Burley, were slightly down on last year, with
202 young from 64 nests (last year 206 from 57). Productivity of 3.2 was average (PRo). Some nests were
predated. However, Colin Harrison in the Washburn ringed 18 young from just 4 nests (CoH). The number
of gardens reporting the species was back up to 7 this year, in Menston, Otley, Burley and Addingham, with
2 reporting evidence of breeding. In September and October up to 8 birds were being counted daily in
Addingham, with about 12 thought to be in the vicinity. A couple of counts around feeders in Burley were
of 10. The general distribution limits seem to be broadly similar to last year, with sightings from Weeton,
up the valley to Addingham, in the Washburn from Stainburn, Leathley and Farnley, and also Timble and
John O’Gaunts.
Yellow Wagtail Motacilla flava
006 Sightings/05 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: struggling to hold on in our area despite significant decline over
recent decades.
This was again a year of few sightings of this declining species, and no evidence of breeding. Passage birds
in the south were just one seen flying over Higher Lanshaw (Burley Moor) on 27 th April (AJ), and one at
the end of the summer at John O’Gaunts on 7th August. The first record from formerly reliable areas in the
north was one at Beckermonds on 18th April, and other sightings were limited to single males seen at
Skirfare Bridge and Tennant Gill on 31st May, with another sighting of one at Tennant Gill on 29th June.
Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea
079 Sightings/38 Sites
Common breeding resident/partial migrant.
Reports of this well reported species showed a clear northern bias this
year. The BirdTrack sightings relative frequency graph actually shows a
slight increase in records this year. Early sightings for the year were 1 at
Swinsty on 7th January, and 1 at Menston in January and February.
Records only came from Bolton Abbey and northern locations from late
February onwards. Reports followed the river from Yockenthwaite
down to Knotford Nook, with Hebden Beck, Dowber Gill, and
Littondale well represented. Four out of five sightings in the south were
Photo: Linda Lee
from waterside locations at Bolton Abbey Estate, or from the Washburn
where reservoirs also held this species. Only one sighting for each was received from Ilkley and Otley, and
only 2 garden records were received, both involving birds on a house or shed roof. Within its breeding
habitat pairs were quite thinly distributed, most reports being of 1 or 2 birds, but in late March there were 2
pairs at Yockenthwaite and a likely 2 pairs at Norwood Bottom. In mid-April 2 pairs were at Barden
Bridge. A Kettlewell to Buckden walk in May reported 5 seen. At Fewston 3 birds were seen in early April,
a solitary juvenile was in the same embankment location in August. The first breeding record was from
Barden Bridge where a nest was on a buttress on 28th April, young were seen in the nest on 6th May, and an
adult was feeding a large juvenile there on 15th May (GT). By this date there were further reports of adults
and young in Strid Wood, and at Ghaistrills Strid. In June a family of 4 was at Yockenthwaite, and birds
carrying food were reported from Grassington and Howgill. Strid Wood provided a record of 6 in
September, and also a single bird on 10th November, the last sighting of the year.
Pied Wagtail Motacilla alba
115 Sightings/62 Sites
Common breeding resident/partial migrant.
Pied wagtail records came in fairly evenly from north and south of the area this year, the Grassington area
and Washburn providing over 40% of sightings, but the upper Dale was well represented. Early January
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records were from Otley and the Washburn, with 26 at the filling station at Pool late in the afternoon on 19th
January. The first northern record was of 2 at Grassington on 23rd February, followed by many reports from
the Grassington area. On 27th March an example of the white wagtail race Motacilla alba alba was seen on
the bank at Chelker (J&FTo), possibly on its way north to Greenland, Iceland or the Faeroes. By midMarch, 9 were established at Hawkswick, with 10 there throughout the breeding season. There were 13 at
High Royds, Menston, in April, with 15 there in September. Swinsty had a count of 12 in early May, and 8
were along the river at Starbotton in late June. Up to 5 were widely reported at other sites across the north.
Breeding records came from Hawkswick, Kettlewell, Kilnsey, Howgill, and Burnsall. Pairs at Dob Park
Wood and Timble Ings raised 4 young each. At Menston 2 pairs raised 5 and 4 young respectively, and at
Denton Moor, a family had 5 young (PRo). Washburn sightings were half of all received in the south, with
only a few from Otley Wetland to Knotford Nook. The species was uncommon in gardens, seen only at
Addingham, Hebden and Threshfield. On the overall status of our three wagtail species, and summarising a
BTO statement in August 2014: yellow wagtails have suffered a 43% reduction between 1995 and 2012,
with both agricultural change and factors affecting migration being possible causes. Grey wagtail, which
has been on the Amber list of Birds of Conservation Concern since 2002, has declined by 32% since the
start of the BBS survey and pied wagtail by 11%. Trends for both species match closely those of the more
riverine focused Waterways Breeding Bird Survey (WBBS) which has recorded a rapid decline of both
species along rivers and canals. The pied wagtail decline is steeper in the WBBS trends, suggesting a
common factor relating to the riverine habitat.
Tree Pipit Anthus trivialis
020 Sightings/09 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor.
The national picture for this bird, as expressed on the BirdTrack reporting rates graph, fluctuated
considerably during this year, but more were seen in the spring than in previous years. However it remains
on the list of long-distance migrants suffering steep decline in numbers. Our area received slightly fewer
sightings than last year, which was itself rather disappointing following three good years. Over two thirds
of records, and the majority of sites for this species, were in the south. In the north 1 was seen at
Yockenthwaite in late May, but most reports were from Bastow Wood with 2 males in song flight at
separate locations in mid-May, and 6 birds seen there on 19th June, including a family of 4 (RF). The first 3
birds were at Norwood Edge on 16th April, and at Timble Ings ‘several’ were reported singing in late May,
with up to 2 at Stainburn Moor. Another Washburn observer noted that the species was still breeding at
Timble and Norwood Edge (PBR). Just outside our area, one was just south of the Chevin in May. Up to 2
were at John O’Gaunts in August.
Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis
077 Sightings/40 Sites
Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population in decline nationally but probably holding
up locally.
Again this year this species proved more widespread in the north, which provided two thirds of sightings. In
the south 10 were at Swinsty in January, and 30 presumed migrants were there on 21 st March (SR**). At
the end of March there were 49 in the Yarnbury area, with 62 on Foxup Moor in mid-April. In May a Great
Whernside summit walk reported 23, and 45 in early June was the peak Grimwith count. On both
Grassington Moor and Rombalds Moor regular observers reported ‘good numbers’ and ‘lots everywhere’
by June, and a small number could be seen on the Chevin. On 2nd September 200 were reported on
Fountains Fell, apparently attracted by flying ants (KM**), and on the afternoon of 5 th September, 83 flew
in one hour over Ellarcarr Pike at Timble (JP). Single birds were in the Grassington area through
November, and 2 were on Threshfield Moor on 28th December. The species remains one of conservation
concern, but the BTO Atlas indicates that relative breeding abundance seems to have changed little in our
general area since 1988-91.
Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
The chaffinch is one of the commonest and most widespread species in all parts of the region and a
common garden visitor, though the year brought few significant flock counts. Perhaps this is due to mild
weather and fewer winter visitors rather than to any general downturn in this species’ fortunes. In the
countryside counts of over 40 were received from walks at Beckermonds, Howgill and Grass Wood in May
and June, and 48 were around Grimwith on 1st June. The maximum for the John O’Gaunts area was 55 in
April, and there were 40 at Sandwith Moor plantation in early October. Most garden counts were in single
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figures, with a few reports of 12, and a maximum 15 in a Threshfield garden in April. BBS 1995–2012 data
shows population increases of 11% (UK) and no less than 31% (Yorkshire).
Brambling Fringilla montifringilla
027 Sightings/17 Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
2013 was considered a poor one for this species in our area, and 2014 produced even fewer sightings,
though from slightly more sites. BirdTrack reporting rate figures show that there were fewer than average
seen in the country during both winter periods. Nearly all reports were from the early months of the year.
There were 5 sightings from the north, all from the Grassington area, compared to only one last year, and
some flocks were larger, with January counts of 50 on the Chevin and 100 in Strid Wood on 13th January
(C&JA*), where smaller numbers were also reported on several dates. Small numbers were at Addingham
Moorside, Fewston and Swinsty. Overall 36% of all sightings came from gardens. Garden records never
involved more than 2 birds, but some were seen regularly for several weeks. The latest spring record was 15
at Swinsty on 10th April. Hardly any were recorded in the last months of the year, with just 5 flying south
over Timble Ings on 27th October (AJ) and 5 in Grass Wood in early December.
Greenfinch Carduelis chloris
045 Sightings/23 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
The Trichomonosis epidemic is still affecting the greenfinch population, though according to the BTO
Atlas, not necessarily the species’ range. For a local, if not very scientific example, a regular BBS survey in
the Otley to Chevin area was recording an average 6 birds per visit in 2007, half that number by 2009, and
none since 2010. However, some garden counts this year were more encouraging than last year. Garden
records comprised 56% of all sightings this year. Most numbers were low, but 2 gardens had counts of 9,
and a Burley garden reported 18 in February. In July 4 in a Grassington garden were noted as the highest
number for some time. Confirmed breeding was reported from two gardens, in Ilkley and Menston. The
species was quite widely recorded in the countryside, mainly around villages, from Buckden down to
Weeton, though not from Grimwith or Otley Wetland. Numbers were mostly just 1 or 2 birds, but 6 were at
Arncliffe in June.
Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis
114 Sightings/57 Sites
Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
Taking advantage of garden feeding stations, though many migrate from more upland areas for the winter,
this species is doing well. This year there were over twice as many southern sightings as northern ones, and
from nearly twice as many sites. Although a widespread garden species, only 18% of records were from
gardens. Garden counts were generally of fewer than 10 birds, however, in an Otley garden 65 were roosted
in a holly tree in February, and 60 again in March. They were suspected of dividing into small groups in
order to visit the garden feeders. Fledged young were in a Menston garden on 26th June, and a fledgling
being fed by parents was reported from an Ilkley garden on the late date of 25th September. From August
onwards parties of up to 50 were reported from Menston, 50 at Sandwith Moor Plantation and 35 at
Fewston in October, with 30 at Otley Wetland in November. The largest flock, in September, was at least
150 on thistles at Bolton Abbey. Goldfinches were found across all areas in the north, most counts being of
10 birds or fewer, but 20 were at Linton in January.
Siskin Carduelis spinus
038 Sightings/20 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: breeding population increasing.
The previous two years seem to have been unusually prolific for appearances of this
species in gardens. However, this year experienced noticeably fewer sightings.
Overall, around two-thirds of records, also locations, were from the south. Garden
records, from all main towns and villages, accounted for 50% of all sightings, and
were mostly between January and the end of July. A Grassington garden unusually
recorded 2 in mid-August. Garden totals were generally modest, up to just 10 even
in the peak months of March and April, with the highest count of 30 in Otley on 1 st
April. Away from gardens, a pair was noted in Lower Grass Wood in April,
otherwise most countryside records were during the winter months. Peak counts at Otley Wetland were 30
in January and in December. Similar numbers were seen during the first quarter at Swinsty and Fewston.
Parties of 6 and 8 were on the Chevin in February and December, when up to 5 were at Knotford Nook.
Grimwith and John O’Gaunts also produced winter season records of 2 or 3 birds, and a number were
reported in a flock with redwing at Barden View Point in November. No breeding records were received.
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Linnet Carduelis cannabina
026 Sightings/18 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant: population declining.
As a breeding bird the linnet declined by 25% nationally in the period 1995–2012, though figures for
Yorkshire show only a 6% decline (BBS). Last year 15 was the highest count anywhere in our area, so this
year was slightly better, with 20 at Weeton in January, also at Whetstone Gate in September, and 15 at John
O’Gaunts in October. Also in the Washburn 10 were at Snowden Moor in August and 8 at Swinsty on 30 th
September. An adult with young was at Scargill in June, and several pairs with young were seen at Low
Snowden in July. However, an observer commented on a year on year decline in the Washburn, with few
seen this year (PBR). Small numbers were also reported from Stainburn, the Chevin, Knotford Nook, and
Menston. In the north, only the Grassington area produced sightings, with small numbers at 4 sites, but
including a family of 6 at Hebden Beck in June.
Lesser Redpoll Carduelis cabaret
034 Sightings/19 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be in shallow decline.
The frequency and patterns of sightings of this species were remarkably similar to those relating to the
siskin. 60% of records and two thirds of locations were in the south, and 44% of all sightings were from
gardens. Some flocks away from gardens were larger than last year, though last year’s sometimes
exceptional garden numbers were not repeated. There were several early summer sightings at Grimwith,
where as last year, the peak early June count was 9. Counts of at least 2 birds came repeatedly from Bastow
Wood from April to June, including a report of songflight, and also from Timble Ings in June. In January
and February 7 were at Grass Wood, and 20 at Dob Park Wood. At least 30 were at Barden View Point in
November, and 30 were watched feeding in a birch tree in Swinsty car park in December. Nearly all garden
records were from January to April. Gardens in Burley, Ilkley, Addingham, Hebden and Threshfield
reported between 2 and 4 on feeders, with up to 6 in another Ilkley garden. Single garden visitors were at
Otley and Kilnsey. The only garden sighting late in the year was of a male and female on a feeder at
Addingham in December. Finally, 3 were at Knotford on December 25th.
Crossbill Loxia curvirostra
011 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population erratic due to irruptive behaviour.
This species proved elusive this year, with records and sites well down on recent years, including last year’s
low total, and with all sightings from the Washburn. The parrot crossbill influx of autumn 2013 led to
careful scrutiny of a flock of 20 seen at Norwood Edge in early January, but in spite of the suspicion that
some might be parrot crossbill, views were too brief for certain identification (AJ). Up to 20 were also seen
at this site on four March dates, but with no further evidence of parrot crossbill. On 9 th January 10 were at
Swinsty, between the upper car park and Swinsty Hall, with 20 at Fewston on 15 th March. April sightings
were 8 at the plantation edge on Sandwith Moor, and the last record of the year was a single male on 10 th
April, again near Swinsty car park.
Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrhula
069 Sightings/30 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable with stronghold in Washburn.
In 2014 most sightings came from the stretch of the valley from Addingham
down through Otley and Menston to Knotford Nook, plus regular reports from
Otley Wetland. Northern records were sparse, though gardens at Hebden and
Kilnsey reported single sightings. A Howgill survey in April produced the first
record for the area, and a pair was at Grimwith in November, with other
northern reports coming from Grass Wood. Here there were 6 at the end of
January, double last year’s count, with 2 seen on various dates in April and
September. A female with 3 juveniles was also at Grass Wood in August. In the
south, the species was described as doing well at Sun Lane and Otley Wetland,
with 5 at the latter site. There were 7 on the Chevin, including 6 together, in late
October. Overall, gardens provided a quarter of all sightings, with typical counts of 2 to 4 in most gardens
reporting the species. An Ilkley garden reported 4 regularly early in the year, with 5 in March, and in
February there were 5 in an Addingham garden. A young bird was in another Ilkley garden in June. The
Washburn, Fewston, Norwood Bottom and Lindley Wood provided several records from January to May.
Bolton Abbey area produced very few records, with just single birds seen in January and May.
Snow Bunting Plectrophenax nivalis
003 Sightings/03 Sites
Rare passage migrant/winter visitor.
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It seems to have been a typical year for this species, with 3 records late in the year. Two reports, on 5 th
November, were in the middle of the day, at more or less the same time, and just a few miles apart. The
first, described as a pristine male, was at Kex Gill (PBR), and the second, a female, was seen by another
observer descending from the moor into Appletreewick (JA). A third single bird was at Addingham
Moorside on 14th December (PP). The species was well reported in the UK this autumn, spreading from the
east coast, and the BTO relative abundance graph confirms an above average November peak for sightings.
Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella
007 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce breeding resident; population severely declined, but is still found in the extreme south of the area.
The modest total of sites and sightings this year was the same as last year’s. Hedgerows around Weeton
again provided the main sightings. On 10th January 8 birds, apparently all females, were sitting together on
top of a hedge (RF). In June a couple of pairs were seen in the area, a possible family group of 6 was noted
on 23rd September, and 2 were reported in November. On 16th April, 2 were at Lindley Green (AJ), an
interesting sighting for an area where there are still some arable fields and small numbers of this species
have been regularly reported in the past.
Reed Bunting Emberiza schoeniclus
046 Sightings/22 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable.
Reports of this species were down on the previous year, with a southern bias to sightings and sites. The
peak Grimwith count was 7 in June, slightly up on last year. Otley Wetland, the other main site, had a
maximum of 6 in July. There were 3 at Hebden Beck and 2 at Mossy Moor in late June. In the Washburn
small numbers were reported from Scargill, John O’Gaunts and Sandwith Moor, with 7 at Ellarcar Pike at
Timble in October, also in early December. Single birds were reported from Burley Moor and Knotford
Nook. A Menston pair had 2 young in August. Confirmed breeding by probably 2 pairs was noted at
Grimwith. Gardens provided 17% of sightings, it being noted as an unusual visitor to a Grassington garden
in February, and with a number of Threshfield garden reports in April. Three Otley gardens reported the
species, one as a first time visitor in February. An Ilkley garden had a sighting in March.
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